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FOREWORD

R
ussian nineteenth-century thought was mainly prcoc-

i^-cupied with problems of the philosophy of history

which, mdeed, laid tlie foundations of our national con-

sciousness. It is no accident tliat our spiritual interests were

centred upon the disputes of the Slavophiles and westerners

about Russia and Europe, the East and West. Chaadayev and

the Slavophiles had helped to turn Russian speculation to-

wards these problems, for, to them, the enigma of Russia

and ofher historical destiny was synonymous with that ofthe

philosophy of history. Thus the elaboration of a religious

philosophy of history would appear to be the specific mis-

sion ofRussian philosophical thought, which has always had

a predilection for the eschatological problem and apocalyp-

ticism. This is what distinguishes it from Western thought

and also gives it a rehgious charatster.

I have personally always been particularly engrossed in

these problems. The World War and the Russian Revolu-

tion only served to stimulate my interest and to concentrate

my researches pre-eminently in this field. I finally planned a

book treating ofthe fundamental problems ofthe pMlosophy
ofhistory, and I used this plan as the basis for a series of lec-

tures dehvered in Moscow at the Liberal Academy of Spiri-

tual Culture in 1919-1930. These notes are incorporated in

the present volume. To them I have, however, appended an

article, ‘The Will to Life and to Culture’, which I wrote in

1922 and which constitutes an essential element ofmy con-

ception ofthe philosophy ofhistory.

NICOLAS BERDYAEV
[vi]



TRANSLATOR’S NOTE

I
n an age only comparable with the Hellenistic for its diver-

sity of opinion, its easy acceptance of pseudo-faiths and its

glib rationalistic exposition ofthe sacred mysteries, it is above

all. necessary to seek an antidote to the disintegration of the

human personality implied in these processes. The exterior-

ization of human energies since the Renaissance, the trans-

formation of the Gothic Cathedral, that dynamic but har-

monious spiritual edifice, into a superficially expanded realm

inked by the mechanical necessity of steam-boat, locomo-

tive and air-plane, has naturally tended to discredit man’s

deeper, organic aspirations. Hence the complete spiritual

disorientation of modem life and civilization only too evi-

dent in tlie arts and literature, the faithful mirrors of their

time.

To grasp and oppose the complex phenomenon of social

and cultural disintegration, we must rely upon the criterion

of some integral dialectic. The moment has come, indeed,

when wf should attempt, on the basis offundamental prin-

ciples, to integrate our historicalexperience in a Europe which,

though tom by schism, can still claim to be the descendant of

Christendom. The elements of such a dialectic are present in

Spengler. Professor Berdyaev’s approach, however, is more

deeply religious, and his dialectic is inseparable from a dyn-

amic and integral interpretation of Christianity, which, he



afBrins, is based essentially upon die freedom of good and

evil, that is, upon an antithesis giving it a tragic and dynamic

character absent from the pre-Christian and non-Christian

worlds. This explains, too, die interior dialogue underlying

Western literature from St. Augustine to Dostoievsky,

Proust, Joyce, and even a section ofSoviet writers.

The Meaning of History, paradoxically enough, was pro-

jected and first delivered as a series of lectures in Soviet

Russia, from which Professor Berdyaev was later expelled.

These lectures are now reproduced in dicir original form.

That explains why certain social phenomena Uke Fascism are

not dealt with in greater detail, and why Professor Berdyaev

stops with Futurism as the latest manifestation of European

art. This fact, however, in no way detracts from the original

value of The Meaning ofHistory, which is essentially an ex-

position of the general principles of a Christian dialectic.

Recent history, indeed, has tended to confirm rather than

disprove Professor Berdyaev’s prophecies and prognostica-

tions. In any case, the value afid possibilities of such a dia-

lectic become increasingly apparent in a world which is

threatening to revert to a Hobbesian state ofnature.

G. R.
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CHAPTER I

ON THE ESSENCE OF THE HISTORICAL:
THE MEANING OP TRADITION

C atastrophic moments in world history have always

proved an incitement to speculation. They have stimu-

lated attempts to define the historical process and to build up

this or that philosophy of history. It has been so always. St.

Augustine’s was the first notable philosophy ofhistory. It was

worked out during the early Christian period and deter-

mined to a large extent the elaboration offuture pliilosophies

of history. Moreover, it coincided with one of the most

catastrophic moments of wdJrld history—^the collapse of the

ancient world and the fall ofRome. The Book ofDaniel re-

presented the first attempt to establish a philosophy ofhistory

in the pre-Christian world; and it had likewise been exclu-

sively concerned with the catastrophic events in the destury

of the Jewish people. Again, after the great French Revolu-

tion and^the Napoleonic wars, the human mind turned to-

wards constructive thought in the sphere of the philosophy

of liistory and sought to grasp and define the historical pro-

cess. Thus the philosophy ofhistory plays an important part

in the conceptions ofJ. de Maistre andBonald.

There can be little doubt, I tliink, tlrat not only Russia but

Europe and the world as a whole are now entering upon a

catastrophic period oftheir development. We are living at a
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dme ofimmense crisis, on the threshold of a new era. The

very structure of historical development has suffered a pro-

found change. It is now essentially different from what it was

prior to the World War and the Russian and the European

Revolutions.

This change can only be regarded as catastrophic. Vol-

canic sources have opened in the historical substrata. Every-

thing is tottering, and we have the impression of a particu-

larly intense and acute movement of historical forces. An
important result ofthis has been to sharpen man’s awareness,

to direct his thought and conscience to the examination and

revaluation ofthe fundamental problems and to the elabora-

tion of a new philosophy of history. We are entering upon

an era in which man’s consciousness will be more than ever

concerned with these problems. It is precisely to them that I

should like to devote my attention. But before venturing to

deal with the very essence of the fundamental problems of

the philosophy ofhistory, or, more exactly, the metaphysics

of history, I shall have to make a digression on the essential

nature ofthe ‘historical’.

What do we understand by the ‘liistorical’? To compre-

hend and define it, one must, to begin with, have experi-

enced a certain spiritual dismemberment. In periods when
the human spirit has been wholly and organically jtontained

in some fully crystallized, fully matured and settled epoch,

the problems of philosophy, of historical movement and of

the meaning ofhistory, do not arise with the same urgency.

This type of organic epoch does not favour either liistorical

awareness or the elaboration ofa philosophy ofhistory.;Be-

fore the historical object and subject can be opposed it is

necessary for a disruption to have occurred in man’s histori-



cal life and conscience. He must also have developed the.

faculty of speculation without which there can exist nci

possibility either ofhistorical science or ofan elaboration of a\

philosophy ofhistory.

In view of this, we may establish three periods in relation

to the historical. Firstly, a period that is one ofdirect integral

and organic experience in some settled historical, order. A
period of this kind is, ofcourse, of great interest to historical

science, but the latter has as yet no function within it. Here

thought is static; and that explains why the dynamism ofthe

object of historical science is not vet clearly grasped by the

human mind.

Secondly, there is the period of fateful and menacing

sclhsm and disruption, when the foundations of an estab-

lished ordeTare tottering. It is in this collapse of organic

structure and vital rhythm that the historical process origin-

ates, with its train of catastrophes and calamities of varying

intensity. The result of this ^hism and disruption is that the

knowing subjea no longer feels himselfdirectly and wholly

a part of the historical object; and this gives birth to the

speculations of historical science. But this does not favour

either a real elaboration of a philosophy of history or a real

definition of the historical process, because it mvolves a di-

vorce between subject and object, and the withdrawal ofthe

speculating subject from the life in which he had hitherto

directly participated. He is separated from the innermost Hfe,

from the ‘historical* itself. An antithesis is set up between the

‘historical’ and the knowing subject, now divorced from die

inner essence ofthe former. This period sees the development

ofhistorical science and may even give rise to an historical

point of view, that is, to a general interpretation of culture.*

[ 3 ]
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But there exists—and this is one ofthe paradoxes upon which

we shall dwell—between the ‘lustorical’ itself, on the one

hand, and such an awareness ofhistory, on the other, not so

much an affinity as a sharp distinction and even a contradic-

tion. Such an awareness of history, although it may have

certain affinitieswith historical science, is yet very farremoved

from the mysterious nature ofthe ‘historical’. Not only does

' it not approach this mystery, but it would seem to have lost

all means of communication with it. Not only does it not

help to apprehend and understand the nature of the ‘histori-

cal’, it even denies its existence. In order for man to com-

mune with the inner mystery ofthe ‘historical’, in which he

participates directly in organic and co-ordinated periods of

human Mfe without being intellectually aware of or specu-

lating upon it, he must have experienced the antithesis ofthe

knowing subject and the object known. And after experi-

encing the mysteries of schism he will again commune with

the mystery ofthe ‘historical’.' In order to define the histori-

cal process and build up a real philosophy ofhistory he will

have to rediscover the mysterious sources of historical life,

its inner significance and the inner soul ofhistory.

Thirdly, there is the period that implies a return to the

‘historical’. Thus, when I say that catastrophic moments are

particularly propitious for the elaboration ofa philosophy of

history,! have in view those catastrophes when the human
spirit, having experienced the collapse of a given historical

order and the moment ofschism and disintegration, is able to

appose and oppose these two moments-~that of the direct

participation in an historical order and that of the divorce

from it—in order to arrive at a third spiritual state which in-

duces a particularly acute consciousness, a particular aptitude

[ 4 ]



for speculation and a corresponding aspiration towards the

mysteries of the ‘historical’. Such a state is especially favour-

able to the consideration of the problems of the philosophy

of liistory. But to make clear what I mean by my assertion

that the second period, that ofdisintegration and speculation,

in which historical science has its rise and in which the at-

tempt is made to build up a philosophy of history, is always

fatally wanting in depth and in penetration into the mysteries

of history, I propose to review briefly the characteristics of

that epoch ofhuman culture generally known as ‘the age of

enlightenment’.

By the ‘age of enlightenment’ or the Aufklarmg I do not

intend simply to designate the eighteenth century, which was

the classical period of enlightenment in modern history. I

beUeve that the cultures of all times and of all peoples have

passed through a period of enlightemnent. The cultural de-

velopment of all peoples is subject to a certain cyclic mover
ment. This affinity between (iSiltural processes would seem to

indicate the organic character of their development. Thus,

Greek culture, one of the greatest known to mankind, had

its age of enlightenment essentially analogous to that ex-

perienced by mankind in the eighteenth century. The age of

the sophists was in its way the flowering of Greek culture;

but in spite of its specifically Hellenic features it had many

particularities in common with the age ofeighteenth century

enlightenment. As the eighteenth century enlightenment was

to do, and as every age ofenHghtemnent tends to do, the age

ofGreek enlightenment attacked and discredited what was

sacred in the ‘historical’ and all the organic and traditional

elements ofhistory.

An age ofenlightenment is tliat age in the history ofevery

[ 5 ]



people when the self-confident human reason rears itself

above the mysteries of being and of life, above those divine

mysteries which are the source of all human life and culture.

In such an age the human reason places itself outside and

above these immediate mysteries of life. It is characterized by

the attempt to appoint limited human reason asjudge ofthe

mysteries ofuniversal creation and history. It follows inevit-

ably that man ceases to participate directly in the ‘historical’.

The age ofenlightenment denies the mystery of the ‘histori-

cal’. It denies the ‘historical’ all specific reality and contact

with the human spirit and the human reason.

Thus the age of eighteenth-century enlightemnent was

profoundly anti-historical, in spite of the fact that Voltaire

was the first to use the term ‘philosophy of history’ and of

the publication of a whole series of historical works and

treatises. It has become an axiom that it was thanks to

the Romantic revival, to the reaction directed at the

beginning of the nineteenth century against the enlighten-

ment of the eighteenth, that we were enabled to apprehend

the mystery of the ‘historical’ and study it seriously. It was

thanks to this spiritual reaction that we recovered the myths

and traditions of historical antiquity which the age of en-

lightenment had sought to disaedit. True, the latter had

made attempts to grasp and define them, but it had ofcourse

done so in its own fashion.

;

The enlightened reason of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries was a self-assertive and limited reason. It was not in

communion with the reason of universal histor)'; for there

exists, indeed, an historical reason firom which this enligh-

tened reason was breaking away and over which it was set-

ting itselfup asjudge.) Enlightened reason claimed to be the

[<51



judge ofthe organic reason ofhistory; but in reality a higher

reason ought to transcend the mere rational consciousness

peculiar to a given organic epoch, that, let us say, of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with all their insufEci-

encies and defects. Reason ought to be attuned to the primal

wisdom ofman, to those first apprehensions ofbeing and of

life which are born with the dawn ofhuman history or even

prehistory, and to that animistic conception of life which is

common to all peoples in the earhest stages oftheir existence.

This wisdom which is shared by the very earliest epochs per-

sists in the inner mysterious depths of life throughout the

history'of the human spirit, the birth ofChristianity and the

Middle Ages, down to our times. Only a reason based upon

such wisdom can daiin to be the true illuminating and en-

hghtened reason. But that ‘enlightened* reason which cele-

brated its classical triumphs in the eighteenth century knew

comparatively little; its sympathies were few, its intelligence

limited, and it had lost all intfer contact with the mysteries of

the historical life^his blindness ofthe ‘enlightened’ reason

was the inner penalty it paid for its self-assertiveness and for

the egoism with which it enslaved both the human and the

superhuman.^-

On the otixer hand, the triumph ofthe enlightened reason

gave birth to that science which opposed the knowing sub-

ject to the known object ofhistory; and in this sphere it ac-

complished a great deal. It succeeded in relating, collecting,

amassing and partially apprehending very much. But its

activities were accompanied by a deep impotence to grasp

the very essence of the ‘historical*. The known object itself

gradually recedes, is lost sight of and ceases to exist as that

primal reality which constitutes its only claim to be called

[ 7 ]



historical and its only means of revealing the sources of his-

tory. This process is particularly flagrant in the sphere ofhis-

torical criticism. Historical science became possible only in

the nineteenth century. In the preceding century it had been

considered possible to assert, for example, that religion had

been invented by priests in order to deceive the people. But

such an assertion becomes impossible in the nineteenth

century.

The above process can be seen most clearly at work in the

sphere of ecclesiastical history. This was a new sphere which

had formerly been forbidden ground. It is of interest there-

fore to examine the nature of the critical work taking place

in it. In the Christian world everything is based upon the

sacred tradition and upon its acceptance. But historical critic-

ism set out to discredit this tradition. It had begun to do so

already in the age of the Reformation, which was the first

to doubt the sacred tradition. The work of discrediting it

was developed until it led u&mately to the discrediting of

the Scriptures themselves, which were in reality an inalien-

able part of the sacred tradition. Therefore the denial of the

sacred tradition involves that ofthe Scriptures in their turn.

I give this example to fllustrate the fact that historical

criticism had become absolutely powerless to explain the

mystery of the religious phenomenon. It hovered around

this mystery; but it could not solve that of the origins of

Christianity. The whole of the voluminous German critical

literature in this sphere, though it has done undoubted ser-

vice in the working out of all sorts of material, confesses its

impotence to resolve this mystery. There seems to be no
grasp or vision of the essentials. Some fundamental mystery

which had formed an inalienable part oftradition now dis-

[
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appears leaving only the husk of history. This critical tend-

ency may likewise be observed in the sphere of history in

general. History and culture also possess a sacred tradition;

and it is onlywhen the knowing subject has not broken away
from the inner hfc that he can feel himselfto be in commun-
ion, with it. But once he has become divorced from it, he

must pursue the path of self-denial to the bitter end. The re-

sult is the wholesale unmasking of historical mysteries and

history becomes reduced to a mere ghost ofitself.

The great contribution of Marx’s economic materialism,

which is one of the most interesting currents in the philos-

ophy of history, consists in its having asserted the ultimate

consequences of that rationalization of the historical mys-

teries and traditions which, in historical science, dates from

the age ofenlightenment. The Marxist interpretation ofhis-

tory is the only one that logically, consistently and uncom-

promisingly analyses and discredits historical mysteries and

traditions. The impugnment of the mystery of the ‘histori-

cal’ in the sphere ofreligion, initiated at the Reformation, be-

came more general in the age of enlightenment and reached

its full development as a fundamental principle of historical

science in die nineteenth century. But it had only gone half

way. Most of the ideological currents of historical science

faded to complete the task of discrediting the Iiistorical.

Some shreds of it still remained. Only economic material-

ism, because it questioned all tradition and all the sacred as-

sociations of history, pursued this task to the very end and

accompHshed an act of rebellion against the ‘historical’. As

interpreted by economic materialism the historical process

appears devoid of soul. Everything is stripped of soul, of

inner and mysterious life. The impugnment of the divine

[9]



mysteries elicits the process of materialistic economic pro-

duction as the only reality of the historical process and the

economic forms that are bom ofthe former as the only onto-

logical, primal and real ones. Everything else appears to be

secondary, contingent and superficial. Religion, spirituality,

culture, art, human life itself, all are presented as the merest

accidents of matter in movement and devoid of substantial

reality.

Thus is accomplished the final process ofthe de-animation

ofhistory and the annihilation of its inner mysteries. This is

effected through the exposure of the chief mystery, its re-

duction by historical materialism to terms ofproduction and

the development ofmankind’s productive forces. Thus cul-

minates the critical work of destmetion which had its origin

in the age ofenlightenment, but which repudiated the idea of

‘enlightenment’ itself. Marx's economic materialism de-

thrones the idea of ‘enlightenment’ inks eighteenth-century

rationalistic form and substitutd^ for it. an original type of

evolutionism. It also demonstrates that the latest develop-

ments of ‘enlightenment’ do not lead anywhere, least of all

to a solution of the mystery of the inner destiny ofpeoples,

of their spiritual life, or of mankind as a whole. Instead,

therefore, of considering these problems, economic mater-

ialism denies them as illusory and as the product purely of

given economic conditions. But economic materiaUsm re-

veals a fundamental contradictionwhich itis unable to resolve

because it cannot rise superior to it. And this contradiction is

patent to any one who is prepared to submit the materialist

doctrine to a trial in the courtofphilosophy.^;

For if economic materialism really contends that the hu-

man consciousness is no more than an adiunct ofman’s eco-

[lo]



nomic activities, then how are we to explain the origin of

the intellect manifested by the prophets ofeconomic mater-

ialism themselves, of that manifested by Marx and Engels,

wlxich towers above the mere passive reflection ofeconomic

relations? When founding his doctrine, Marx claimed to

possess that type ofreason which transcends die purely pass-

ive reflex ofeconomic activities. But ifthe ideological struc-

ture of economic materialism represents no more than the

figment of given productive relations, of those, let us say,

which came into being in the nineteenth century as a result

ofthe struggle ofthe proletariat against the bourgeoisie, then

it is incomprehensible how the prophets of this doctrine can

claim to possess a greater measure of truth than all those

others whose systems are qualified as a self-delusion bom of

this very figment. In that case their doctrine is but another

illusion generated by the same economic reality.

Thus Marxism has worked out the pretensions and pre-

sumptions of ‘enlightened ftsason’ to its ultimate conclusion.

It believes its«lf to be the possessor of that enlightened and

illuminating reason which transcends the universal and his-

torical destiny of mankind, as well as its entire spiritual life

and all the human ideologies; and it claims to expose their

delusions and illusions, which in reality are, like itself, no

more thm a reflex ofthe economic process. By its claim to be

the unique ‘light-bearing’ consciousness—one that is no mere

ideology, but the unique and ultimate revelation ofthe mys-

tery of the historical process—^Marxism represents a striving

to unite the pretensions of enlightened reason with claims

comparable with those ofancient Israel.

In fact, what it does succeed in revealing is not so much the

mvstcry of the historical process as its external manifesta-

[XI]



tions, the terrifying void of the historical destiny of man-

kind, the distressing abyss of human history and the non-

existence of the human spirit in all its manifestations, reli-

gion, philosophy, invention, science and art. This repudia-

tion of the spirit constitutes the strength and originality of

Marxism. I believe the negative contribution of such a sys-

tem to be very great. Firstly, it helps to destroy 'all the half-

digested and semi-ideological currents which had formed

themselves in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Sec-

ondly, it poses the dilemma either of adapting oneselfto this

mystery of non-existence and ofplunging into its abyss, or

of communing once again with the imponderable mystery

of the inner destiny, of the inner traditions and mysteries; a

communion that has suffered and overcome the ordeal of a

triple iconoclasm, destructive, critical and negative.

Historical science and the pliilosophy ofhistory, like every

sphere of human knowledge, ought to possess their own
gnosiology and their own thd>ry of knowledge. "What 1

have said so far refers more particularly to this sphere, whose

ultimate goal is the apprehension of the nature of the ‘his-

torical’ as a certain specific reality existing in the hierarchy of

realities which compose being. This historical knowledge has

as its goal an absolutely specific and original object which

cannot be sub-divided into other objects either material or

spiritual. It is, ofcourse, impossible to regard the ‘historicar f

as a reahtyofamaterialTpE^oIodcar^lp^rapnca^ order.
|

It 'F likewise'li^^ historical reality in >

terms ofany psychic real^ . The ‘historical’ has its peculiar

,md spccitic nature; it is arealiry ofa particular kind, a parti-

jcular stage of existence. The acceptance of historical tradi-

tion arid ofcommunion with history is indispensable for the

[
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knowledge of what constitutes the specifically ‘historicar.

Historical speculation is impossible outside the category of

historical tradition. The acceptance ofthis latter forms a cer-

tain a priori, a certain absolute category for all historical

knowledge. Outside of it one finds very few avenues ofap-

proach to the problem.

The process to which historical materiaUsm submits his-

tory leads inevitably to the crumbling away of historical

reality. The latter is above all a concrete and not an abstract

reality; and no concrete reality other than the historical does

or can exist. The ‘historical’ is essentially a coherent form of

existence. For the concrete in its literal sense signifies some-

thing that grows together and coheres, as opposed to the

abstract, detached, dissociated and divided. Everything ab-

stract is by its nature opposed to the historical. Sociology has

to do with what is detached and abstract, while history deals

only with the concrete. The former treats of conceptions

such as those of class and the social group which are all ab-

stract categories. The social group or class is merely an in-

tellectual superstructure devoid of substantial existence. The

‘historical’, on the other hand, is an object of an altogether

different order; it is both concrete and particular while socio-

logy is both abstract and general. The latter docs not deal

with any particular conceptions; the former deals with no-

thing else. Everything genuinely historical has both a parti-

cular and a concrete character. Carlyle, the most concrete

and particular of the historians, says that John Lackland

came upon this earth on such and such a day. This indeed is

the very substance ofhistory.

An attempt has been made to elaborate a philosophy of

history on the basis of tlie principles ofKantian philosophy.

[n ]



Its exponent was Rikkert, of die Windelband School, who

argued that historical knowledge differed from that of the

natural sciences as conceptions of die particular from those

of the general. This contention, as presented by Rikkert,

appears rather one-sided; but it has the merit of drawing

attention to the fact that we have to deal with the concrete

and the particular in the sphere of history. Rikkert’s presen-

tation of the problem, however, is false, because there are

cases in which the general may itselfbe the particular. As an

illustration of this let us take die term ‘historical nation’.

This latter is a general concept; but a concrete historical

nation is at the same time an absolutely historical concept.

The age-long dispute between the Nominalists and the Real-

ists reveak an insufficient grasp of the mystery of the parti-

cular. Nor had die particular been revealed to Plato. The ap-

prehension ofbeing as a gradation ofparticularities does not

necessarily imply Nominalism, for the general can also be the

p.xrricular.

In view of my future argument it is most important to

establish the opposition between the historical anct the socio-

logical. My book is concerned not with the problems of

sociologybutwith those ofthephilosophy and dieknowledge

ofhistorical destinies. The philosophy ofhistory—ofhistori-

cal knowledge—is one of the ways to the knowledge of

spiritual reality. It is a sciaice of the spirit bringing us into

communion with the mysteries ofspiritual hfe. It deals with

tliat concrete spiritual reality, so much richer and more com-
plex than that revealed, for example, in individual human
psychology. The philosophy of history studies man in die

concrete fulness of bis spiritual being; psychology, physio-

logy and the other spheres ofhuman knowledge study him

[H]



incompletely in one or other of his aspects. The philosophy

of history examines man in relation to the world forces

which act upon him, that is, in his greatest fulness and con-

creteness. By comparison all other ways ofapproaching man
are abstract.

Human destiny can be grasped only through this concrete

,

knowledge of the philosophy of history. Other sciences do

'

not set out to study the human destiny, which is a complex

ofthe actions ofall the world forces. This complex ofworld

forces gives rise to that reality of a higher and spedal order

which we term historical reality. Thus, although material

forces and economic factors do play an important part in

history, and although historical materialism, which I spiritu-

ally repudiate, cannot be denied a partial truth, yet the ma-

terial factor operating in historical reality is itselfbased upon

a deeper spiritual foundation. It must in fact be ultimately

considered as a spiritual force. Material elements are only

part of spiritual historical reality. The whole of man’s eco-

nomic Hfff, indeed, reposes upon a spiritual foundation. We
shall have to dwell upon this fact againwhen considering the

various problems ofthe philosophy ofhistory.

Man is in the highest degree an historical being. He is situ-

ated in history and history is situated in him. Between man

and histo/y there exists such a deep, mysterious, primordial

and coherent relationship, such a concrete interdependence,

that a divorce between them is impossible. It is as impossible

to detafdiman from history and to consider him abstractly as

it is to detach histoiy from man and to examine it from

without, that is, from a non-human point ofview. Nor is it

possible to consider man isolated from the profoundest spiri-

tual reality of history. The ‘historical’ cannot be regarded, as
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the various philosophical schools have tended to regard it, as

a mere phenomenon, as a manifestation of the outer world

offered to our experience; and it cannot be opposed, as Kant

opposed it, to the noumenal reality, to the very essence ofthe

inner occult reality. I believe that history and the ‘historical’

are not merely phenomena, that they are—and this is the

most radical hypothesis of the philosophy of history—nou-

mena. The historical in the real sense ofthe word brings with

it the revelation of essential being, of the inner spiritual na-

ture of the world and of the inner spiritual essence of man,

and not merely of the external phenomena. The ‘historical’

is by its nature not phenomenal but deeply ontological. It

has its roots in some deep primal foundation of being which

it makes available for our communion and understanding.

The ‘historical’ is a sort of revelation of the deepest essence

of universal reality, of the destiny of the world focused in

that ofman. It is a revelation ofnoumenal reality. The nou-

menal ‘historical’ can be appfsached only through the most
intimate concrete tie between man and history, between the

destiny of the former and the metaphysics of historical

forces.

In order to grasp the mystery of the ‘historical’, I must
have a sense of it and history as something that is deeply

mine, that is deeply my history, that is deeply my destiny. I

must situate myselfwithin historical destiny and it withinmy
own human destiny. The presence of the historical destiny

then becomes revealed in the very depths of the human
spirit. All historical epochs, from the very earliest to that at

the topmost peak ofmodern history, representmy historical

destiny; they are all mine.

This approach is diametrically opposed to that which



favours the work of destructive criticism as applied to the

loistorical process. The latter only serves to divorce man, the

human spirit and history from each other, making them

mutually incomprehensible, hostile and alien. The way we
have chosen leads backwards; for we must not approach the

historical process as something that is aHen to us, that is un-

posed upon us, that crushes and enslaves us, and against

which we rebel both in our knowledge and action. Such a

course would only lead us to the brink of a gaping void and

abyss which lie concealed in both history and man himself.

But the approach, which I would advocate and which alone

can help us to build up a real philosophy of history, consists

in a profound integration ofmy historical destiny with that

ofmankind which is so intimately related to me. In the des-

tiny of mankind I must recognize my own destiny, and in

the latter that of history. This is die only way in which we
can commune with the mystery of the ‘historical’ and dis-

cover in it the great spurituaJ*destinies ofmankind. And, in-

versely, this is die only way in which we can realize all the

riches and values in our possession and unite our own indivi-

dual destiny with that ofuniversal history instead ofmerely

discovering the void of our isolation in opposition to all the

riches of universal historical life. Thus the real goal of the

philosophy ofhistory is to establish a bond between man and

history, between man’s destiny and the metaphysics of his-

tory.

History, since it is synonymous with the greatest spiritual

reality, is not a given empirical fact or a naked factual mate-

rial. As such it neither exists nor can be apprehended. It can,

however,' be approached through the historical memory,

that is, through a certain spiritual activity, a certain given
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spiritual rdation to the ‘historical’ within the sphere of his-

torical knowledge which, as a result, becomes inwardly

transfigured and transformed. The inner soul of history

emerges in all its clarity only in the process of transforma-

tion and transfiguration which takes place in historical mem-

ory. This is as true for the apprehension ofthe soul ofhistory

as it is for that ofman; for the human personalitjr, when not

bound by memory into an integral whole, lacks the faculty of

apprehending the human soul as a certain reality. But the

historical memory as a means ofknowing the ‘historical* is

inalienably part ofthe liistorical tradition outside ofwhich it

has no existence^ The abstract use ofdocuments never leads

to the knowledge ofthe ‘historical*. It does not bring us into

communion with the latter. Moreover, however necessary

and important the study of historical monuments may be, it

is meaningless when undertaken without reference to the

historical tradition with which historical memory is associ-

ated. The latter only undoes the knot that binds man’s spiri-

tual destiny to that of histor^* ^o great cultural epochy^

whether that ofHellenic culture or that ofthe birth ofChris-

tianity, that of the flowering of the Middle Ages or that of

the Renaissance,*^|is comprehensible unless we approach it

through the historical memq^, whose data consfitutCOTr

spiritual past, our spiritual culture and our ultimatesourc^ To
grasp these great epochs we must inform them with our own
spiritual destiny, for, considered superficially, they are aU

inwardly dead to us. But the historical memory^ which ob-

liges us to commune inwardly with the ‘historical’, is an in-

alienable part ofthe historical tradition.

|rhe historical tradition is precisely this inner historical

memory which is transposed into historic^ desHnyTTlie



philosophy ofhistory represents a certain spiritualization and

transfiguration of the historical process. In a certain sense,

historical memory implies a merdless war between eternity

and time; and the philosophy ofhistory is always the witness

of the triumph of eternity over time and corruption. It sig-

nifies the triumph of the incorruptible. It is a monument to

the victory of the spirit of incorruptibility over that of cor-

ruptibility. The goal ofhistorical knowledge and philosophy

is not natural but supernatural. For just as there exists an

after-life in relation to individual life, so the great historical

paths likewise lead us to such a world. And that explains why

'

the historical memory, when directed to contemplating die

past, evokes an absolutely peculiar feeling of communion

with a world other than the empirical, whose nightmare op-.’

pression we must overcome before we can attain to that his-

torical reality which is die authentic revelation of other

worlds.

The philosophy of history ’is' therefore that of an after-

world rather than that of empirical realities. When wander-

ing in the Roman Campagna, where occurred the"mysteri|

ous blending of die after-world with the historical world,

where historical monuments became the manifestations of

nature, wecmninune’eridi another sort oflife, wHidi the mys-

teries of the past, with those of meafer-world; we com-

mune mth the mysteries in which eternity is triumphant

over corruption and death. Thus the real philosophy of his-

tory is diat of the triumph of authentic life over death; it is

the communion ofman with another everlastingly broader

and richer reality than that in which he is empiticallv im-

mersed.How pitifiil, empty and transientwould be the whole

ofhuman content ifthere existed for the individual man no
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means ofcommuning with the experience ofhistory! In his

daily life man has glimpses of the true reality of die great

historical world, not only when he is occupied with the

building up ofa philosophy ofhistory (he is but rarely con-

cerned with this!), but also in many of the spiritual acts of

his life. For this he has to thank the historical memory, his

^er traditiom the inner communion of the destimes of his

individual spirit with those of liistory. Thus he communes

with an everlasfmgly'ricKer reality, triumphing ultimately

over his corruptibihty and pettiness, and transcending his

poor and limited vision.



CHAPTER II

ON THE NATURE OF THE HISTORICAL:
THE METAPHYSICAL AND THE HISTORICAL

History is not an objective empirical datum; it is a myth.

Myth is no fiction, but a reality; it is, however, one of

a different order from that of the so-called objective empiri-

cal fact. Myth is the story preserved in popular memory ofa

past event and transcends the limits ofthe external objective

world, revealing an ideal world, a subjectrobjectworH o£-

facts. According to Schelling, mythology is diejinmqrdial

history of mankind. But myths are not peculiar to the re-

mote past; various more receait epochs have been rich hi the

elements ofmyth-creaiion.

AU great historical epochs, even those of modern history

with their tendency to discredit mythology, give rise to*

myths. Thus the age ofthe greatFrench Revolution, although

ushered in by the rarionalistic enlightenment, teems with

myths. In the first place there is the myth of the Revolution

itself, which was fostered by historians for a long enough

period of time; it was only much later that tliey began to

discredit it, as Taine had done in his Histar^x^iheJSMPjdutiifn.

Similar myths were current concerning the atge of^the Re-

naissance and the Reformation, the Middle Ages, not to

speak ofremoter periods ofhistory when thought had not as

yethjsmiUuminated.hyJ:he bright light qfreason,
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A purely objective history would be incomprehensible.

We seek an inner profound and mysterious tie with die his-

torical object. It is necessary for both the subject and the ob-

ject to be historical: the subject of historical knowledge

should sense and discover what is essentidly historic:al within

Hmself. And it is in proportion to the discovery of the ‘his-

torical’ within himself that the subject ajiprehends the great

periods of history. Without a tie of this sort, without diis

personal inner sense ofhis participation in the ‘historical’, he

—the subject—could not apprehend history. Histp^

niands fajthi it is no mere coercion of the knowiag.Sttbic.Ct

bj external objective facts; it is rather an act transfiguring
the great historical past, an act ministering the apperception

ofthe historical object and its essmtial umonjazhh4he;.snbject.

Their divorce, on the other hand, would make such a com-

prehension impossible. This has convinced me that historical

science 'ought to adapt to its needs, with certain modiBca-

tions it is true, the Platonic doctrine ofknowledge as an act

of remembrance. For any penetration into a great liistorical

epoch is* fruitful and based upon real knowledge only when
I 'there occurs an act of remembrance. An act of this.sott

/evokes all the past greatness ofmankind, a sense ofprofoimd

association MdldentiEcatmn between thejnnerniqst ei^eri-

ence ofSte mowing^suhiect anr^its various .histopcal cor^
^

relatives .

Each man represents by virtue ofhis iimer nature a sort of

microcosm in which the whole world of reality and all the

great liistorical epochs combme and coexist. He is not merely

a minute fragment ofthe universe, but ratlier a world in bis

own right, a world revealed or hidden according as con-

sciousness is more or less penetrating md extensive. In this
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development of seifconsdousncss the whole history of the

world is apprehended, together with all the great epochs

which historical science investigates, by submitting them to

the critical test of historical monuments, scriptures and

archaeological data. But assuming an external stimulus for

every profound act of remembrance, it should be possible

for man to apprehend history within himself; he should be

able, for example, to discover within himselfthe profound-

est strata of the Hellenic world and thus grasp the essentials

ofGreek history. Similarly, the historian must discover with-

uThiinielFtfie deep strata ofJewish history before he can

grasp its essential nature.

Thus this microcosm would seem to contain in itself all

/ the historical epochs ofthe past which have notJ>een_entirely

coyerelOTCT^y the subsequent strata oftime and ofmore

recent liistorical life; these past epochs may appear to be

buried in the depths, but they can never be completely obli-

terated. The itflier clarificatk>n and elaboration of man’s

consciousness ought thereforejo help him to burst through

tHc"outeritfataaiSpmetrate into the depfhs oftime', a pene-

tratiohlHatlFreally into the depths ofIns own nature. Only

deep down in his own self can man really discover the sec-

rets of time; for these, fsL&omLbemgjom^

and alien, something imposed and forced upon him from

without, represent on the contrary the deepest and most

mysterious strata implicit in himself. A narrow consciousness

would either disregard these strata or relegate them to a

secondary plane.

Historical myths have a profound significance for the act

ofremembrance. A myth contains the story that is preserved

in popular memory and that helps to bring to life some deep
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stratum buried in the depths ofthe human spirit. The divorce

ofthe subject from object as the result ofenlightened criticism

may provide material for historical knowledge; but in so far

as it destroys the myth and dissociates the depths of time

from those of man, it only serves to divorce man from his-

tory. It also leads us to reconsider the significance ofthe part

played by tradition in the inner comprehension of history.

For the historical tradition which criticism had thought to dis-

credit makes possible a great and occult act of remembrance.

It represents, indeed, no external impulse or externally im-

posed fact alien to man, but one that is a manifestation

of the inner mysterious life, in which he can attain to

the knowledge of himself and feel himself to be an inalien-

able participant.

I do not mean to imply that tradition should be exempt

from historical criticism or accepted at its own valuation or

taken for granted without question. I believe that historical

criticism has done a great deal of objective and scientific

work in tliis sphere, and that there exists no justification for

re-establishing a merely traditional history. My argument is

rather that tradition possesses an inner value. This latter,

however, must not be made to depend upon fables such as

that, for example, of the foundation of Rome, which was
discredited by Niebuhr and the more recent liistprians. The
tradition ofa people is valuable in so far as it symbolizes the

historical desdny ofthat people. This symbolism is ofprim-
ary importance for the elaboration of a philosophy of his-

tory and for the apprehension of its inner significance. Tra-

dition is synonymous with the knowledge of historical life;

for its symbolism reveals the inner life and the profound or-

ganic union of historical reality witli that which man dis-
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covers through his own spiritual self-knowledge. This tie

between tradition and the revelations ofself-knowledge is in

the highest degree precious. The external facts of history

have a tremendous importance. But the inner current of

mysterious life, whose flow even external reality cannot in-

tercept, is much more important for the building up of a

philosophy of history. It proves that history is to be appre-

hended only from within and that this apprehension depends

more and more on the inner state of our consciousness, on

its breadth and depth.

But historical criticism and science postulate as the only

true state of consciousness and self-knowledge one that is

very narrow and superficial. In this lies its aberration. Much
that appears to be objective, irrefutable and convincing in

this criticism is only so to the primary and superficial layer of

consciousness. But a profounder approach reveals that this is

not that true consciousness which is to be found only within

historical reality. When wearead a history text-book, we are

bound to feel that the history and culture of ancient peoples

have been utterly emptied ofsoul and all inner Hie, leaving

nothing but a sort of superficial photograph or sketoh. We
may therefore be entitled to conclude that the so-called ‘his-

torical’ criticism is but a transient stage in the historical de-

velopment through which man’s knowledge has to pass. It

is one ofthose transient stages that are least real and profound,

and are merely a prelude to man’s emergence into an entirely

different era with a new sense of responsibility towards tire

historical process. Then and only then will this inner tradi-

tion, this inner myth ofhistory, whichhad been discredited in

the period of historical criticism, transform and define iteelf

anew.
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As I have insisted from the beginning, the destiny ofman’s

life on earth is die theme of liistory. But man’s destiny,

wliich fulfils itself in the history of peoples, is first appre-

hended as such in the spirit ofthe knowing subject. The his-

tory ofthe world and that ofmankind are fulfilled not only

in the object and, objectively, in the macrocosm, but also in

the microcosm. The connection between these two fulfil-

ments is essential to the metaphysics ofhistory and implies a

special relation between the historical and the metaphysical.

The opposition between these latter had long been the do-

minant conception in science and philosophy as well as in

certain forms ofthe rdigious consciousness, the Hindoo, for

example. It is based on the assumption that the metaphysical

cannot manifest itself in the historical; and it did not con-

sider die possibility ofthe historical being odier than a mere-

ly external and empirical fact which, methodologically, must
always be antithetical to everything metaphysical.

Another point ofview holdsxthat the metaphysical may be

transposed and made manifest in terms ofthe historical, Tliis

standpoint is particularly favourable to the elaboration of a

philosophy ofhistory, postulating as it does a sort ofhistori-
cal centre where the metaphysical and the historical meet.

But, as I shall attempt to prove, the metaphysical and the

historical are really brought togedier and intimately fused

only in the Christian philosophy ofhistory. The eWeption,
too, of tradition as the profoundest expression of historical

and spiritual reality depends upon its acceptance as die inner
life ofthe knowing spirit and not an external authority. The
alienation ofthe human spirit firom this tradition would de-
note the external imposition of the latter. But we ought to
conceive tradition as man’s inner, free and spiritual tie; as
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something that is neither transcendental nor imposed upon

him but immanent. This is the only conception of tradition

that contains the true basis ofa philosophy.

Let us now approach the problem ofwhat constitutes the

essence of the historical from another standpoint. How did

the idea of the ‘historical’ arise in the history of the human

consciousness and human spirit? How did the human con-

sciousness first grasp the historical process and fulfilment?

How did it first become aware that history fulfilled itself,

that there existed an everyday reality which we term the

historical world, the historical movement and the historical

process? To answer these questions we must go back to the

Hellenic and Hebraic worlds.

Both the Hellenic and the Hebraic principle enter closely

into the constitution of the European consciousness; their

organic union in the Christian world had helped to inaugur-

ate a new era. It is clear, I think, to any student of history

that the Hellenic culture, world and consciousness were lack-

ing in historical sense. They had no conception ofhistory as

fulfilHng itself. Even the greatest Greek philosophers were

unaware ofthe ‘historical’ and the possibility ofa philosophy

of history. Neither Plato nor Aristotle nor any of the other

great philosophers has left us a conception ofhistory. This is

the result, I think, ofthe way in which the Greeks interpreted

the worl5. They fconceived the world aesthetically, as a finite

and harmonious cosmos. The most representative HcUenic

thinkers conceived creation as something static, as a sort

of classical contemplation of a well-ordered cosmos. This

is true of all the great Greek philosophers, who could

grasp neither the historical process nor that of historical ful-

filment. To them history had no issue, no goal, no begin-
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ning even; in it everything was recurrent, eternally rotating

and governed by a cyclic motion. The Hellenic conscious-

ness was, in fact, never concerned with the future in which

history fulfils itselfand in which lie both its centre and issue,

but only with the past. This view of futurity contained no

basis for a conception of the historical process in general and

ofits fulfilment as a specific drama in particular.

For history is a drama which has its acts and logical deve-

lopment, Its denouement and catharsis. But this conception of

history as tragedy was foreign to the Hellenic consciousness.

Its origins must be sought rather in the consciousness and

spirit of ancient Israel. It was the Jews who contributed the

concept of ‘historical’ to world history, thereby discharging,

in my opinion, the essence of their specific mission. They

were the first to conceive the world as historical fulfilment in

contradistinction to the cyclic process of the Greeks. For the

ancient Hebrews tlie idea of fulfilment was always closely

allied to that of Messianism. The Jewish consciousness, un-

like that of the Greeks, always aspired towards the future; it

lived in the intense expectation ofsome great decisive event

in the destinies ofIsrael and ofother peoples. It did not con-

ceive the destiny of the world as a finite cyclic process. For

the Jews the idea of history turns upon die expectation of

some future event which will bring with it a solution of his-

tory.They are the first to demonstrate the structural character

ofthe historical process and to become conscious of the ‘his-

torical’. And we must therefore seek the origins of the philo-

sophy ofhistory inJewish rather than in Greek philosophy.

The Book of Daniel represents such a philosophy of his-

tory. In it we are made to feel dramatically that mankind is

engaged in a process that tends towards a definite goal.
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Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream repre-

sents the first attempt in the liistory ofmankind to attribute a

design to liistory—an attempt which was later to be repeated

and developed in the Christian philosophy. The prophet

Jeremiah’s view of history is coloured by his belief that God

chastised the peoples. He loved Nebuchadnezzar as the in-

strument ofGod. This prophetic character oftheJewish con-

sciousness, its preoccupation with the future, helped not only

to build up the philosophy ofhistory but also to give birth to

the very idea ofthe ‘historical’ itself. The Hellenic world had

been content to contemplate a harmonious cosmos; but this

was foreign to theJews who were destined to reveal the his-

torical drama ofhuman destiny,—a drama depending on the

fulfilment of some great event in the destiny of the Jewish

people and of mankind as a whole. That was the Messianic

idea peculiar to theJewish people. It constitutes their specific

contribution to the history ofthe human spirit.

I should like to make a few comparisons in illustration of

this view. How was it that the Greeks, who contributed such

great revelations to the human spirit, neither knew nor were

capable ofknowing the idea ofhistory or ofthe ‘historical’?

Simply because, in my opinion, the Hellenic world possessed

no real knowledge of freedom. Neither Greek religion nor

Greek pMosophy evinced any real sense of freedom. Sub-

mission to fate is the most characteristic feature of the Hel-

lenic spirit. It had no conscious knowledge offreedom, that

freedom of the subject to create history, without which

neither its fulfilment nor comprehension is possible.We may
attribute this to the preponderance which form had always

exercised over content ra the Hellenic world. In art, philo-

sophy and politics, in every sphere of Hellenic Hfe, the prin-
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dplcs of formal perfection always predojninated over those

of matter and content involving the irrational motive of

human life. Now this irrational principle is synonymous

with that of freedom as subsequently formulated by Chris-

tianity. The Christian world stressed content rather than

form; it revealed that irrational principle underlying human

freedom and the free creative subject without which the ful-

filment ofthe historical process is impossible. The Christian

consciousness, resting on theJewish in so far as the latter dis-

covered the ‘historical’, revealed that freedom of evd with-

out which it is impossible either to grasp or approach the

historical process. For there could be no history without that

freedom of evil which derives from the primal origins of

human Hfe, as there could be none without these dark origins

themselves. A world without these conditions would be

world without beginning, mere fulfilment, the perfect King-

dom of God, a perfect cosmos in the form of perfect good

and beauty. But the history ofihe world did nor originate in

this perfection, but rather in the freedom of evil. That is the

idea behind the conception of the historical process, an idea

which couldnothave proceeded from the Hellenic conscious-

ness which was primarily concerned with the perfection of

the cosmos.

The ‘historical’ and the metaphysical can never be iden-

tical to a purely abstract Aryan consciousness or monism. It

is no accident that such contemporary thinkers and so-called

representatives of the pure Aryan spirit as Chamberlain and

Drevs, a philosopher of the Hartmann school, establish a

profound antithesis between the metaphysical and the his-

torical. Their whole criticism of the Semitic element in

Christianity is based upon tlie fact that it constitutes, for
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them, an unlawful union between the metaphysical and the

historical. This implies, ofcourse, an admission that the meta-

physical has become merged and materialised in historical

facts, that it has become inalienably part of the historical.

This purely Aryan consciousness tends to go back not to the

Hellenic but to the Hindoo form of culture, which was the

expression, perhaps, ofa stricter and purer form ofthe Aryan

spirit, and there seeks the inspiration of a purely metaphys-

ical expression absolutely free from and unadulterated by

historical premisses. The Hindoo consciousness and destiny

are the most unhistorical in the world. Their most profound^

elements are untouched by history. They had no conception

of history or of the historical process; their spiritual life ap-

peared to be, above all, an individual one, an individual spiri-

tual destiny, in the depths ofwhich the higher world and the

Divinity are revealedm a particular form that transcends his-

torical destiny. The Hindoo spirit establishes an antithesis

between the historicaland thennetaphysical; the abstractionof

historical reality, of historical destiny, seemed to guarantee

the purity of consciousness, since every rratriction tended

only to obscure the working of the spirit. The inability to

bring about the union ofthe metaphysical and the historical

led the Hindoos to conceive history as a mere external chain

ofphenomena devoid of any inner purpose or significance.

History therefore becomes synonymous with .the external

empirical world, a base order ofreality which it is necessary

to master and renounce in order to achieve communion with

the metaphysical essence of that higher world which bears

the stamp ofthe spirit,iSuch then is the purely Aryan monism

which we usually find opposed to the dualism of theJewish

and Christian consciousness.
'
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The philosophy ofhistory is in its origins intimately allied

to eschatology; and this helps to explain its rise among the

Jewish people. Eschatology is the doctrine of the goal of his-

tory, its issue and fulfilment. It is absolutely essential for the

conception and elaboration of the idea ofhistory, as a signi-

ficant progression or movement capable of fulfilment. No
conception of history is feasible without the idea of fulfil-

ment because history is essentially eschatological; it postu-

lates a final solution and issue, it presupposes a catastrophic

fulfilment which inaugurates a new world and a new reality

utterly different from the world and reality familiar to the

Greeks, who had no eschatological sense. As an historical

confirmation of this we may note that of all the peoples of

the ancient world only the Jews and Persians evinced the

least awareness of liistory and the historical destiny. The

Persians were the only Aryan people to become aware ofthe

‘historical’, and this was due to the nature of their religious

consciousne.ss in which the eschatological element plays an

important part. Their apocalypticism too influenced diat of

theJewk Priority in the matter of the eschatological belongs

to the Persians. They are tlic only people besides the Jews

who saw the historical destiny as a determinate'end and ful-

filment. The conflict between Ormuz arid Ariman is resolved

by a catastrophe which brings'about the end of history and

the beginning of something else. Without tins sense of an

end, the process cannot be conceived as historical movement.

Without this eschatological perspective progression cannot

be considered as history, for it lacks inner purpose, signifi-

cance and fulfilment. And ultimately, a progression that

neither leads towards a determinate end nor has any such end
in view tends to be governed by cyclic motion. To deprive
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the historical process of all significance is to make its very

conception impossible.

The Jewish people were the first to have an inkling of a

philosophy of history. But it was reserved for the Christian

world to establish a real philosophy ofhistory as a particular

category of spiritual knowledge and Weltanschauung. Chris-

tianity blended in itself all the confessions of the world, the

Hellenic as well as the Jewish, and it alone possessed that

peculiar intuition of the ‘historical’ which was denied to the

classical and even perhaps the Jewish worlds. In one of his

most interesting and illuminating thoughts Schelling sug-

gested that Christianity is in the highest degree historical and

represented a revelation of God in history. The tie between

Christianity and history is such as exists in no other world

religion. Christianity introduced historical dynamism and the

extraordinary force of historical movement, and thus made

possible a philosophy of history. It laid the foundations not

only of the Christian philosophy of history in the religious

sense ofphilosophies like those of St. Augustine or Bossuet,

but also of all subsequent philosophies of history down to

that ofMarx himself And indeed the dynamism peculiar to

the latter belongs essentially to a Christian period ofhistory.

The dynamism introduced by Christianity derived from

its idea of the immediacy and uniqueness of events which

was foreign to the pagan world. The latter had, on the con-

trary, been dominatedby the idea ofthe frequency and recur-

rence of events, and this had made all conception of history

impossible. The Christian consciousness, on the other hand,

held that events were immediate, non-recurrent and unique,*

and it imposed this conception on historical reality. For it

was convinced that an event ofcentral importance in history
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had taken place; an event that had been completed once

and for all; a non-recurring, indivisible, incomparable and

unique event that was both historical and metaphysical, and

that revealed the depths oflife; in a word, Christ’s revelation.

History is a progression; it possesses an inner significance

and mystery, a point of departure and a goal, a centre and a

purpose. It both ends and begins with the fact of Christ’s

Revelation. This fact determines both the profound dynam-

ism ofhistory and its movement towards and away from the

heart of universal liistory. The Hellenic world ignored the

possibihty ofsuch a conception, ofsuch an historical as well

as metaphysical fact, because its divinities were remote from

the temporal process of history. Truth, the divine values

and tlie divine harmony were revealed to the Hellenic con-

sciousness only in eternal nature. The Greeks had no know-

ledge ofthe historical progression which carries the universe

towards a catastrophic event.

History and its conception are possible only when tlie

world process is conceived as a catastrophic one. The catas-

trophic interpretation of history postulates a central fact,™

that ofthe divine revelation, by which the interior becomes

the exterior and the Spirit incarnate. Such a conception was

foreign to the Hellenic consciousness and even more so to

the profoundly spiritual consciousness ofIndia, whichhadno

presentiment whatsoever of a great central event'in history.

In India all the values of spiritual life were revealed only in

the individual depths of the human spirit. Christianity first

introduced that conception of freedom which had been ig-

nored by the Hellenic world but which was essential to the

building up ofthe idea ofhistory and ofits philosophy. -It is

impossible to conceive history without such an understand-
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ing of freedom, which centres on history its dramatic and

tragic character, the tragedy offree action, evil and darkness.

This fact determines the dramatic conflict and movement of

history, unsuspected by the Hellenic mind with its -view of

good, "beauty and truth as divinely essential. But because it

first acknowledged that the eternal can have a temporal ful-

filment, Christianity brought us the contribution of both

history and its idea. The eternal and the temporal both co-

exist in the Christian consciousness in reciprocal participa-

tion. While the Greek consciousness had conceived the time

process as a cycle, Christianity passed beyond the cycHc idea,

asserted the progression ofhistory in time and discovered an

historical purpose. It introduced the notion ofdynamism and

the Hberating principle which released that tempestuous and

rebellious history of the Western peoples which has become

pre-eminently history.

Compared with the destiny of the non-Christian peoples,

whether ancient or contemporary, that of the Christian

peoples is associated with all the important events in history

and with its very core. This is the result ofthe freedom and

dynamism which Christianity introduced through its insist-

ence upon the unique character of historical and metaphysi-

cal facts. It heightened the intensity of the historical process

and introduced a particular violence of inner drama and

rhythm winch had been lacking in the history of all non-

Christian peoples with the possible exception of the Jews.

Consequently a great and distinct Christian world evolved

—

a world that was dynamic by contrast witli the static world of

antiquity. The latter had been foimded upon an immanence

of being and oflife; its consciousness apprehended the exist-

ence only ofa finite cupola ofthe heavens beneath and with-
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in which flowed the whole ofhuman life; it ignored trans-

cendental flights and expanses; and aU beauty, all the beauty

of spiritual and divine life, was revealed to it only as an im-

manence through the movement of the cycles. The Christian

world, on the other hand, discovered expanses and passed

beyond the cupola ofheaven; and its urge towards the outer

spaces gave rise to that dynamism and drama ofhistorywhich

drew into their vortex even those peoples and nations which,

tliough now estranged from tlie Cliristian consciousness,

have yet remained Christian and historical in their destiny.

There are grounds for supposing that the revolt against

Chnstianity in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was

based upon the active principles implicit in Cliristianity.

Thus its associations can be traced back to the dynamism, the

freedom and the irrational principles of vital activity, which

break through all limitations and determine the historical

process. This dynamic and historical character is peculiar to

Christianity, which alone attributed a general and ultimate

goal to mankind. It achieved tire unity of die latter and thus

laid the "foundations of the philosophy of history. As l have

already pointed out, historical reality impHes the existence of

an irrational principle which makes dynamism possible.

Neither history nor true dynamism is possible widiout this

principle, which is turbulent, mobile and pliant, and which

kindles the conflict between the opposing forces ofHght and

darkness. We should think of this irrational principle not in

the gnosiological sense attributed to it by Rikkert, who esta-

blishes an opposition between the particular as an irrational

force and the general as a rational one, but rather ontological-

ly as the sine qua non offreedom and dynamism.

History postulates a Divine-humanity. The character of
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the religious and historical process presupposes a profound

clash and interaction between the Divinity and man, between

Providence, divine fatality and necessity on the one hand,

and the unfathomable mystery of human freedom on the

other. There would be no drama of history, no tragic deve-

lopment, expressing the profound clash, interaction and

strife between the Divinity and mankind on the ground of

freedom, ifonly one principle, that ofnatural or divine neces-

sity, were involved. But these two principles are irrecon-

cilable; they form an antinomy, an antithesis. And their op-

position in the human spirit can be explained only in terms

of the Christian consciousness. There would be no universal

history without the freedom of the human spirit conceived

as an autonomous principle independent of either divine

freedom or divine necessity; and one that is both irrational

and unfathomable. History in the true sense oftheword could

neither exist nor be conceived on the isolated basis ofdivine

freedom or divine necessity onthe one hand, or, again, natural

necessity on the other. The exclusive existence ofthe divine

necessity, the divine principle or the divine freedom would

make history begin with the Kingdom of God, and there

would therefore be no history. Similarly, the exclusive

action ofnatural necessity would result in a meaningless chain

of exterior facts devoid of all inner fulfilment, and aU tragic

and dramatic design. Therefore every monistic philosophy,

every pure monism, which admits the existence ofonly one

principle, is unfavourable both to the building up ofa philo-

sophy of history and to the apprehension of its dynamism.

Pure monism is essentially anti-historical and has always

tended to deny both human freedom and the irrational free-

dom ofevil as the reHgious and metaphysical aprioriofhistory.
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I should like to consider several other aspects of the ques-

tion in support ofmy fundamental premiss and conception

ofthe pliiiosophy ofhistory. In the first place, I should like to

I

dwell upon a false approach very prevalent in the contempo-
' rary consciousness, which tends to transform history into an

;
inert mass ofmaterial devoid ofinner life and meaning. One

of the great fallacies of the contemporary consciousness lies

in the anti-historical and anarcliical revolt of the individual

personality which, as a result of its divorce and isolation

from the ‘historical’, attacks the historical process as a tyran-

ny. This position, however, does not ultimately emancipate

man, but only enslaves him. For he who rebels against the

great divine and human content of history, asserts it to be

something not organic and inwardly revealed, but imposed

upon him from without. Such a rebellious and anarchical,

attitude is founded upon a slavish state ofthe spirit. For free-

dom of the spirit belongs only to him who no longer feels

history as an exterior impositipn, andwho begins to appre-

hend it as an interior event of spiritual significance, that is,

,

as the expression offireedom. Only in such a firee and eman-

; cipating view can history be understood as the expression of
I man’s inner freedom and a phase in his celestial and terrestrial

destiny. In it man follows his peculiar path of martyrdom

uponwhich aU the greatmoments ofhistory, the most terrible

as well as die most torturing, appear as the interior moments

of the human destiny; for history represents the interior and

dramatic fulfilment of the latter. And only those who refuse

to see the historical process as the fulfilment ofa greathuman
destiny and are content to regard it as a merely superficial

and exterior process will behold the void ofhistory and not

its truth.



History unites two elements, the creative and the conser-

vative. The historical process would not be possible without

their union. By the conservative element I mean a tie with

the spiritual past, an inner tradition, and an acceptance ofthe

sacred heritage ofthe past. But history also demands a dyna-

mic-creative clement, a creative sequence and purpose, an

urge towards self-fulfilment. Thus the free audacity of the

creative principle coexists with an inner tie and a profound

communion with the past. The absence of cither of these

elements invalidates the postulate ofhistory.

Pure and abstract conservatism is anti-historical since it

claims that its function is to preserve what has already been

accomplished. Such a view makes the apprehension of his-

tory impossible. On the other hand, a tie with the past and

what is sacred in it is one with the creative dynamism of

life; fidelity to the covenants ofthe past is fidelity to those of

our ancestors’ creative and dynamic life. A tie therefore with

our ancestors, with our nativeJand, with all that is sacred, is

one with the creative and dynamic process wliicb is addres-

sing itself to the future, determining the fulfilment and

creation ofa new world and life, and eflfecting the union be-

tween the new world of die future and the old world of the

past. The process occurs in eternity; and die union in eternal

life fulfils itself in a sort of unique, historical, creative and

dynamic mbvement. Such a conception favours the union of

the temporal and the eternal, of the historical and the meta-

physical, of that which is present in the physical facts ofhis-

tory and that which has been revealed in the inmost depths

ofspiritual reality; and it helps to knit together terrestrial and

celestial history.

What do we understand by celestial history? In it, in the
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depths ofthe inner life of the spirit, resides that predetermin-

ation which reveals and manifests itself in the terrestrial life,

destiny and history of mankind. This heavenly prologue is

analogous to that which opens Goethe’s Faust. Faust’s des-

tiny is that of man; and this heavenly prologue predeter-

mines the terrestrial destiny ofmankind. The philosophy of

history ought to be the metaphysics ofhistory; it has its ori-

gins in that heavenly prologue wliich predetermines histori-

cal destinies and in the revelation of the inner spiritual his-

tory; for heaven is our inner spiritual heaven. Here is to be

found that true tie between the historical and the metaphysi-

cal in which I see the deepest significance of every Christian

philosophy of history. It transcends cleavage and antithesis;

it achieves the maximum union, reconciliation and identifi-

cation; and it brings about the mysterious adaptation and

transfiguration of the one into the other, of the heavenly

into the terrestrial, of the metaphysical into the historical, of

the interior into the exterior. ,

The philosophy ofhistory attempts to define the historical

process;"it is a sort ofreversed prophecy. It reveals no objec-

tive hypothesis; nor does it consist in the apprehension of

historical facts. It is the prophetic exegesis of both the past

and the future; for the metaphysic ofpast history is revealed

like that of the future, and inversely. A cleavage between

them precipitates us into darkness and makes the historical

process unintelligible. Such a cleavage is effected by all those

who feel themselves to be divorced from the great historical

past and who have no knowledge of the great historical

future, who feel that the former has been imposed upon
them, and who fear the latter and all it contains as sometliag

unfathomable, inaccessible and unintelligible.
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To this view wc oppose that which seeks to establish a tie

between historical and human destiny, to bind past and fut-

ure in eternity. In this way the inner forces ofhistory, which
are concealed from those who extend a static conception of
the present into both past and future, reveal themselves. To
interpret past and future neither from the standpoint oftheir

dynamic relation nor from that of their inner and spiritual

connection and fulfilment, but as separate, abstract and life-

less entities, is to be guilty ofa falsification. Such a standpoint,

however revolutionary it may appear, is an essentially static

one. For the static present, inwhich theknowing subject finds

itself once he has broken away from both past and future,

from their interior sequence of movement and fulfilment,

impedes the apprehension of reality and transforms the past

into a Hfeless and mechanical process. History stands stiU and

settles in the past. Only a prophetic vision ofthe past can set

history in motion; and only a prophetic vision of the future

can bind the present and the past into a sort of interior

and complete spiritual movement. Only a prophetic vision

can re-animate the dead body of history and inform the life-

less static with the inner fire ofspiritual movement.

The hmnan destiny is both terrestrial and celestial. It is not

only an historical but also a metaphysical, not only a human
but also a divine destiny; it is not only a human but also'

a

divine drama. Only a prophetic attitude to history can make
lifeless evolution and movement both active and inwardly

inspired. It seems to me that the significance of this ought

now to be clear to all. The fundamental conclusion I reach in

the course ofmy investigation of the nature of history and

its pbilosophy is tliat no opposition betweenman andhistory,
between man’s spiritual world and the greatworld ofhistory,
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can exist. Tlie result ofsuch an opposition would only be to

deprive both man and history ofall life.

The metaphysics of history, which ought to be our goal,

does not consider history as an object, as an exterior object of

cognition, as a mere manifestation of the exterior world of

objects. It implies, on the contrary, insight into the depths

and very essence ofhistory; it implies the discovery ofhistory

in the reality of its inner life, drama, movement and ful-

filment; in brief, it has to do with a subject-object. My
present lectures are permeated with tliis sense ofthe union of

the historical subject and object.

Such a conception ofhistory is designed to destroy one of

the current delusions and aberrations whereby a cleavage and

opposition are set up between history on earth and that ‘here-

after’. This aberration is due to the fact that we tend to argue

from our ovrai time to the dawn and primordial history of

mankind. We draw a sharp line ofdemarcation between the

historical and the metaphysical,.between terrestrial and celes-

tial history. But this distinction does not reflect the true real-

ity and forms but an abstraction of our consciousness. In-

deed, ail that occurred at the dawn ofhuman hhtory, aU that

is reflected in the Bible and in mythology (mythology, ac-

cording to Schclling, constitutes the primordial history of

mankind), is not merely a stage in an historical time-process

that resembles our terrestrial one; for in the remo'te past no
frontiers between the terrestrial and the celestial existed. Bib-

lical mythology treats of botli man’s terrestrial and celestial

destiny, and of the mythological histpry of mankind; for,

in the early history ofmankind, no frontiers had been drawn
between the two destinies. It is only later that they are

distinguished, and it is then that the cleavage between the
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terrestrial and the celestial becomes apparent. It is upon the

basis of this cleavage tliat we tend to reconstruct early his-

tory. But its inner and sacred nature can be apprehended

only if we assume that neitlier this cleavage nor these

frontiers existed, and that the first stage of man’s terrestrial

destiny had its origin in heaven; that it was bom in a sort of

spiritual reality which was at the same time an historical one,

rich in monuments and other data for the researches of his-

torical science, criticism, and archaeology. The metaphysics

'

ofhistory, on the other hand, approaches man’s destiny firom

the standpoint of the inner intimacy and union subsisting

between his celestial and terrestrial destinies.



CHAPTER III

OF CELESTIAL HISTORY; GOD AND MAN

Man’s celestial liistory and destiny predetermine his ter-

restrial. The theme ofuniversal history is given us in the

heavenly prologue. But what do we mean by celestial his-

tory? It is the true metaphysical foundation of history. Hea-

ven and the heavenly life in which the historical process ori-

ginates constitute the deepest interior spiritual life. For hea-

ven is hot a remote transcendental and unattainable sphere; it

is a part of the inmost depths ofour spiritual life. When we
dive below the surface and penetrate into these depdis we
then really commune with celestial life. In them is stored a

spiritual experience which differs from that ofterrestrial real-

ity and which represents a deeper and more spacious stratum

ofb^ing. In it, in this interior spiritual reality, in this experi-

ence of the human spirit, which is neither remote nor anti-

thetical but in direct communion with the divine spirit, lies

the source ofhistory. And in it too is revealed the drama of

the mutual relations between God and man. The celestial is

that deepest reahty which propounds the theme of man’s

relations with God and the absolute source oflife.

This relationship constitutes that deeper sphere which

contains the origins ofhistory, its seed and tire predetermina-

tion of its fundamental aspects. For it follows that if history

is more than a mere external phenomenon, if it possesses
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some absolute significance or tie with absolute life, if it is

based upon a true ontological principle, then it must have

both its beginning and fulfilment in the inmost depths ofthe

Absolute, tliat is,’in those depths ofbeing withwhich spiritual

life and ultimate spiritual experience at their deepest come

into communion. To admit, therefore, that the historical pro-

cess is predetermined in the depths ofspiritual life, is to admit

its origin in the depths ofthe Absolute, in the divine life itself.

The latter in a deep and mysterious sense is history, historical

drama and mystery. Only a logical and absolutely abstract

monism can deny this character ofdrama and mystery, which

motivates and fulfils historical destinywithin divine life. Only

it can conceive the Divine Being as something absolutely

immobile and opposed to every process, dramatic action,

interior tragedy of passions and clash of deepest spiritual

forces. An abstract monism of this sort admits ofmovement

only in the imperfect plural world. And diis world is pheno-

menal, empirical, unreal, secondary and merely manifest,

—

one of multiple movement and tragic conflicts which give

birth to historical destiny. Monism regards tliis world as one

merely of appearance and illusion, having no real existence.

It associates movement only with the relative world and

leaves the Absolute and the divine life unaffected by it.

In this way a consistent monism brings about a cleavage

between the depths ofspiritual life and the nature ofthe Divine

Being, on the one hand, and the plural, contradictory and

mobile world in the process offulfilling history, on the other.

But it is based upon an unresolvable inner contradiction. The

nature of the historical destiny of this interior world proves

such that not only can it not be transposed into the inmost

depths ofdivine life, but it can in no way communicate with
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it. No form of abstract monism is therefore capable of ex-

plaining inwardly the origin of the plural world. For how is

it possible to explain the origin and formation of that plural

corrupt world, in which the historical prbcess occurs, in

whose vortex we are whirled and whose destiny we share, in

the inmost depths of the absolute life of an immobile and

unique Deity? Flow are we to explain its origin in tins so-

called absolute life to which no form ofhuman movement,

principle or plurality, conflicts or clashes, are applicable?

Neither the pantheistic monism of the FEndoo type, which

regards (he world as an illusion; nor Parmenides; nor Plato,

who was unable to bridge the dualism of the unique-immo-

bile and the plural-mobile; nor Plotinus; nor, finally, the ab-

stract monism ofGerman idealism, were able to achieve it.

It remains an insoluble mystery to them aU.

Ultimately, these systems must arrive at some form of

acosmism, that is, they must acknowledge the real existence

of a unique, absolute and imiBobile Divinity and consider

the mobile plural world with its interior contradictions as

unreal in*the ontological sense ofthe word. It is interesting to

observe, however, tluit the disciples ofabstract monism tend,

ironically enough, to fall into an imresolvable dualism of

their own. They introduce such a sharp distinction between

the unique, immobile and absolutely perfect Divinity, on

the one hand, and the world of man, movement' historical

destiny, tragic conflicts, plurality and contradiction, on the

othar; they introduce such an antithesis and make it so im-
possible to bridge the gap between its poles, that they estab-

lish another extreme and unresolvable form ofdualism. The
only way to escape it is to deny that form ofmonism which
recognizes only the unique and immobile Absolute as truly
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existing. Thus every philosophy and form of religious con-

sciousness, which admits both the monistic and the dualist

state, surmounts the hopelessness ofsuch a dualism. It bridges

the gap between the two worlds, grasps the significance of

plurality and considers the tragic experience ofman and the

world in relation to the destiny ofthe Absolute itselfand the

interior drama implicit, predetermined and fulfilled in its

depths.

How is such a conception of the nature of the divine life

in thetwo fundamental aspects I have attempted to distinguish

related to the Christian consciousness? That is both a com-

plex and debatable question. For, according to the dogma of

the Church and its prevailing philosophy, the possibility of

movement or ofan historical process in the depths ofdivine

life would appear to be incompatible with the Christian

consciousness. There exists, indeed, a widespread Christian

doctrine which denies that the principle of movement and

of tragic destiny can affect thg nature of the Divine Being.

But I am deeply convinced that the Christian doctrine of

the immobility and inertia ofGod and the Absolute, and of

the effectiveness ofthe historical principle only in the created

and relative world that differs essentially from the Absolute,

is a purely exoteric and superficial doctrine. And it ignores

what is most inward and mysterious, the esoteric truth im-

plicit in thtfdoctrine ofthe Divinity.

It may even be said that such a doctrine, which fears to

admit the mobility ofthe divine life subject to its own inner

tragedy, is in blatant contradiction with the fundamental

Christian mysteries of the Divine Trinity, of Christ as the

centre of divine life and of Golgotha. For Christianity in

its inmost depths understands the essence of being and true
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reality as an interior mystery, drama and tragedy, wliich is at

the same time a divine tragedy. The destiny of the Crucified

Son of God constitutes the deepest mystery of C'hristianity.

For the tragic passionate mystery experienced by the Divine

Being presupposes the transposition ofthe principle ofmobil-

ity and of interior tragic conflict into the nature of the inner

divine Hfe. IfChrist, the Son ofGod, suffers a tragic destiny,

and if historical destiny and movement are also manifest in

Him, then this constitutes a recognition of the tragedy ex-

perienced by the divine life. For it is impossible to assert the

tragic destiny of the Son of God and His expiatory death

without at the same time admitting movement in the divine

life. In the same way the Christian consciousness makes it

possible to transpose the principle oftragic movement to the

interior nature of the Divinity. The type of pure monism,

which denies the Divine Trinity or considers that its recog-

nition introduces plurality into the divine life, particularly

favours the view that no movement can exist in the interior

nature of the Divine Being. And yet the whole mystery of

Christianity is contained in the principle of the Trinity and

in the fulfilment of a passionate tragic destiny witliin it. This

conception of the nature of the Absolute predetermines for

Christianity the creation of tlie world itself. God the Son

is thejustification ofthe latter. And the creation ofthe world

by God the Father is a moment of the deepest mystery in

the relationbetween God the Father andGod the Son. The re-

velation ofthe divine mystery in the depths ofthe divine and

spiritual life, of the inner passionate divine tlrirst and long-

ing for an other self, that other selfwhich may be the object

of a great and infinite love on the part of God, and that in-

finite thirst for reciprocity and love on the part ofthe other
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self, determines for the deep Christian consciousness the very

principle of movement and process. This inner tragedy of

the love felt by God for His other selfand its longing for re-

ciprocal love constitutes that very mystery ofthe divine life

which is associated with the creation of the world and of

man.

This creation represented such an interior movement and

dramatic history in the divine life; itwas the history ofthe div-

ine love between God and His other self. And thus the Second

Person ofthe Divine Trinity, the Son ofGod and symbol of

infinite love, is the very heart ofboth the divine and the world

tragedy and destiny. Herein is accomplished the union of the

historical destinies of the divine and human lives. Without

such a conception of divine and spiritual life it is impossible

to grasp the origins ofhistory or the true destiny ofthe world

and ofmankind. And it is based essentially upon a dynamic

interpretation of the depths of spiritual life as a creative

movement and tragic destiny. ®

Has the conception of spiritual life and reality as some-

thing immobile, inert and^ntithetical to all historical destiny,

any foundation? That, in my opinion, constitutes one of the

fundamental problems of religion and philosophy. It is a

problem which has deeply marked the whole history of

human self-consciousness, opposing the dynamic and static

conceptions* of spiritual reality. Greek philosophy had al-

ready established the fundamental types ofphilosophical ap-

proach which were to be developed in later history; and it

offers us the models of both these types. Thus Parmenides

and the Eleatic philosophers conceived the deepest spiritual

and divine reality, that is, the true metaphysical reality, as

something that was unique and immobile. Bur Heraclitus,
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one of the greatest of philosophers, conceived it as fiery

movement.

The whole history ofphilosophy bears witness to the clash

and conflict of these two types. And, it must be added, the

Parmenides type, which advocates the doctrine ofimmobil-

ity and of the stasis of true being, and of the metaphysically

unreal and non-existent world of movement, has generally

predominated. As a matter of fact, it has helped to prevent

the Christian consciousness from comprehending the dyn-

amism of the divine life which it regarded as immobile and

antithetical to historical destinies. This philosophical tradition

is, however, irreconcilably opposed to the Christian mystery

of the passion and sufferings of the Divine Son and of His

historical destiny.

The usual philosophical objection to the possibility of

movement in the interior depths of the Absolute is a for-

malist and rationalistic one. It reduces itself to the argument

that such an assumption is jfreconcilable with divine per-

fection, since aU movement, destiny and history postulate an

insufficiency and, hence, an imperfection. The suppo.sition

that there exists within the divine life a sort of need and

longingwhichhave notyetbeen satisfied, and wliich therefore

point to the imperfection of the Absolute itself, is inadmiss-

ible. But this rationalistic objection can hardly impose itself

or appear to be particularly adequate as an intef|}retation of

the mystery of the divine life. In fact, it denies tire interior

antinomy of all theosophy. It is a superficial rationalistic in-

terpretation ofnature which gives birth to a still-born deism

or abstract monism which can in general apprehend neither

the origins nor the destiny of the world process. The very

opposite might, indeed, be affirmed with as great success. It
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might be argued that the absence of creative movement, of

creative historical destiny in the inmost depths ofthe Abso-

lute, also denotes an insufficiency and imperfection in it. For

creative movement, indeed, represents not only the fulfil-

ment of insufficiency and the existence of as yet unfulfilled

demands, but is also the proofofthe perfection ofbeing.

All being devoid of creative movement would suffer a

loss; itwouldbe denied creative destiny and history. Therefore

the above objection, which is widely current in official dog-

matic Christian philosophy, is vitiated by limited rationalistic

thought and contradicts the nature of the Divine Being. For

the knowledge ofAbsolute Mfe can only be attained through

the recognition of the antinomy of this life. This contradic-

tion is the sign thatwe are communing with the deepest mys-

tery of spiritual life, wMch we cannot approach through the

superficial criteria offormal logic. The real way to approach

spiritual reality and the knowledge ofthe divine life, which

holds all the threads of uniyersal and human history, is

not through abstract philosophy but through concrete myth-

ology.

It is a matter ofthe greatest importance to distmguish be-

tween diese approaches to the mysteries of the spiritual and

the divine life. As we have seen, the latter cannot be solved

by any abstract philosophy. A more perfect type of philos-

ophy is that which enters into the framework of abstract

momsm;^or the types ofSpinozian, Hindoo and even Hegel-

ian (with certain developments, it is true, since it envisages a

process in the Absolute) monism are the least contradictory

and the most perfected philosophies of the Divine. But this

monism is deeply opposed to the essentials of the Christian

consciousness. Nor can it in general resolve the problems
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of the world, those of a plural world, of its origins, history,

tragic conflicts, destiny and inwardly experienced contradic-

tions. I am therefore inclined to believe that the mysteries of

the divine as well as of the human and world life, with all

their complexity ofhistorical destiny, admit ofsolution only

through concrete mythology. The knowledge of the divine

life is not attainable by means of abstract philosopliical

thought based upon the principles offormalist or rationalistic

logic, but only by means of a concrete myth which con-

ceives the divine life as a passionate destiny of concrete and

active persons, the divine Hypostases.

This is, therefore, not a philosophy, but a mythology. The
Gnostics had such a mythology. And that explains their

success in apprehending, in spite of certain deficiencies and

confusions in their thought, the divine mysteries as those of

an historical destiny better than the abstract philosophers,

who were content to remahi within the framework of their

philosopliies. Such a mythology makes possible the appre-

hension of the essence of celestial history, of the stages, the

aeons or ages of the divine life. The very conception of the

divine aeons is bound up with concrete destiny and is essen-

tially illusive and inapprehensible to any abstract philoso-

phical system. Only a mythology, which conceives the divine

celestial Hfe as celestial liistory and as a drama of love and

freedom unfolding itself between God and His other self,

which He loves and for whose reciprocal love He tliirsts, and
only an admission ofGod’s longmg for His other self, can pro-

vide a solution of celestial history and, through it, of the

destinies ofboth man and the world. Only such a freedom of
both God and man, only such a divine and hmnan love in

the fulness ofthe tragic relationship, would appear to be the
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way to discover the sources ofevery historical destiny. Only

in this way will the plot stand revealed.

We must not be afraid to emphasize the importance of

anthropomorphism in this connection. For only such an in-

ner apprehension ofthe divine life and destiny in their deep-

est relation to human destiny offers a solution of the divine

mystery required by the metaphysics of history. Only this

sort ofconcrete mythology can help us to apprehend those ele-

ments that the formalist approach ofpantheistic monism can-

not grasp, The latter is quite incapable of explaining man’s

origins or destiny, because it fails to situate the origin of the

tragic movement associated with man’s destiny in the inmost

depths of a divine life which is not unique and immobile.

But it is only by discovering the interior connection between

the divine life and the tragedy ofmankind that it becomes

possible to grasp the significance ofman’s origin and destiny,

that is, ofthe interior mutual relation between God and man.

And this, indeed, solves the relations existing between God

and the world. For man stands in the centre ofthe world and

his destiny determines that of the world. Only this*mystery

of the mutual relations between God and man, of love and

freedom, and of freely-given love, can elucidate the depths

ofthe inner divine life and the mobile plural world.

To understand the interior relationship between God and

man as a drama offreely-given love is to lay bare the sources

of history. In fact, the whole of historical destiny can be re-

duced to that of man, which is in its turn the destiny of the

deepest relationship subsisting between man and God, re-

vealed simultaneously m both interior spiritual experience

and exterior historical destinies. The one serves to illuminate

the other, but only on condition that the divine life is inter-
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preted as a drama between God and His other self, in the

centre ofwhich stands the Son ofGod, Who is both perfect

God and man. The mystery of Christ is therefore that of the

relations between God and man; it is the tragedy of freely-

given love. But this is the sphere ofmythology, in wliich I

find not the negation, but the affirmation of reality. And

thus mythology may offer a real key to the metaphysics of

history.

I have so far been treating of questions tliat may appear to

have little concern with the philosophy of history. But the

connection will gradually become clear and the necessity of

these hypotheses will be admitted. It will become obvious,

too, why such primary problems ofmetaphysics are insepar-

ablefrom a philosophy ofhistory.And to illustrate still further

my view that the orpins ofhistory lie in die inmost depths of

the Absolute andin the tragic potentialofdivine life itself(and

this constitutes the true hypothesis of die esoteric Christian

philosophy ofhistory), I shall deal briefly with the profound

and original doctrine of German mysticism. Tliis has, of

course, exercised a great influence on German philosophy as

a whole and especially on the concept of movement in the

Absolute.

I am thinking ofBoehme, who is not only a great German
mystic, but also one of the greatest mystics of all time; and

particularly of his The Dark Nature of God. Boehme’s doc-

trine is closely connected with what I have been saying, and

offers a concrete illustration of the fundamental hypothesis

ofthe metaphysics ofhistory. In fact, I believe it to be one of

the most important discoveries ofthe German spirit, where
it has not ceased to be applied and developed in the spheres of

philosophy, art and culture in general. This spiritual culture
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is founded upon an apprehension of primal Being as a dark

and irrational force ofobscure origin (not in the sense ofevil,

for this darkness goes deeper than the distinctions between

good and evil). Somewhere, in immeasurably greater depths,

there exists a state which may be called Ungrund or ‘ground-

lessness’ to which neither hmnan v^ords nor the categories of

good and evil nor those ofbeing or non-being are applicable.

Ungrund is deeper than anydung else and is the primal

source ofwhat, according to Boehme and Schelling, consti-

tutes the Dark Nature of God. In the nature of God, deeper

than Him, lies a sort ofprimal d^k abyss, and in its inmost

depths occurs a theogonic process or that of divine genesis.

This process is secondary when compared with that primal

‘groundlessness’ and inexpressible abyss which is irrational

and incommensurable with any ofour categories. There is a

primal source and fount ofbeing from which an eternal tor-

rent pours and in which the divine light shines everlastingly,

while the act ofdivine genesis js taking place.

The acceptance of such a dark and irrational premiss is

one ofthe means towards the discovery and apprehdrision of

the mystery of the possible existence ofmovement in the in-

most depths of the divine life. For the fact of such a dark

primal source and nature implies the possibility oftragic des-

tiny for the divine life. And if the tragedy of passions has its

place in thS divine life and destiny in the centre of wliich

stands the passion of God Himself and His Son; and if this,

again, is an aid to Redemption; then it can only be explained

by the existence of a profound source of such a tragic con-

flict, movement and passion in the depths of the divine life

itself. Every glib rationalistic theory of the Diviire denies

this. All superficial doctrines, fearing to extend tragic move-
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ment to the divine life because they envisage the latter with-

out inner contradiction or conflict, that is, reduced to an ex-

treme form oflogical and rational conception, also deny this.

But it constitutes the great discovery of the German mystics

in whose works it is stated most forcibly, if perhaps not for

the first time in history. It determined to a large extent the

future ofGerman pliilosophy, whose fundamental discovery

it indeed represents. It states that the primal foundations of

being rest upon a certain irrational and wilful principle, and

that the whole significance and essence of the world process

consist in the illumination of this dark irrational principle in

cosmogony and theogony. And this is the hypotliesis ofmy
metaphysics of history, that the terrestrial destiny is prede-

termined by the celestial, in which the tragedy of illmnina-

tion and Redemption takes place through the divine passion,

and that tragedy determines the process ofilluminating world

history.

This conception of the Abselute peculiar to German mys-

ticism and philosophy, and particularly to Schelling and

Baader, coincides with the deeper current of Christian

thought. Before developing our metaphysics of history any

further, we must pause to consider the primal drama and

mystery taking place in the inmost depths of being. What is

the nature of this drama? It is that ofthe mutual relations be-

tween God and man. But m what form are we to conceive

it? I believe that this primal drama and mystery ofChrisdan-

itjr consist in the genesis ofGod in man and ofman in God.
This mystery is, indeed, implicit in the foundations ofChris-
tianity. One or other aspect of it is revealed in the various

periods of Christianity. Historical destiny reveals more par-

ticularly the genesis ofGod in man. This constitutes the cen-
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tral fact ofhuman and world destiny. But there exists a no

less profound mystery, that of the genesis of man in God,

accomplished in the inmost depths of the divine life. For if

there is such a thing as a human longing for God and a re-

sponse to it, then there also must be a divine longing for man

and the genesis ofGod in man; a longing for the loved and

the freely-loving and, in response to it, the genesis ofman in

God. And thus the mystery of the anthropogonistic process

is accomplished. A divine movement which brings about the

genesis of God implies the reciprocal movement ofman to-

wards God, by which he is generated and revealed. This con-

stitutes the primal mystery both of the spirit and of being,

and at the same time ofChristianity, which in its central fact,

in the Person ofChrist, the Son ofGod, unites two mysteries.

In the Image ofChrist is brought about the genesis ofGod in

man and ofman in God, and the perfection ofboth is mani-

fest. Thus, for the first time, in response to God’s movement

and longing, a perfect man is ievealed to Him. This mysteri-

ous process occurs in the interior depths of the divine reality

itself; it is a sort of divine history which is reHected in the

whole of the outer history of mankind. History is, indeed,

not only the revelation ofGod, but also the reciprocal reve-

lation of man in God.

The whole complexity of the historical process can be ex-

plained by'the inner interdependence of these two revela-

tions. For history is not only the plan of the Divine revela-

tion, it is also the reciprocal revelation ofman himself; and

that makes history such a terrible and complex tragedy. His-

tory would not be tragic if it were only the revelation of

God and its gradual apprehension. Its drama and tragedy

are not only determined in the divine life itself, but also by
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the fact that they are based upon tlic mystery of freedom,

which is not only a divine, but also a human revelation

—

that longed for by God in die depths ofdie divine life. The

origin ofthe world springs from the freedom willed by God

in the beginning. Without His will or longing for freedom no

world process would be possible. In its place there would be a

static and pre-eminently perfect Kingdom of God as an

essential and predetermined harmony. The world process, on

the other hand, implies a terrible tragedy, and history a suc-

cession ofcalamitous events in the centre ofwhich stands the

Crucifixion, the Cross on which the Son of God Himself

was crucified, because God had desired freedom and because

the primal drama and mystery of the world are those of tlie

relations between God and His other self, wliich He loves

and by which He desires to beloved. And only freedom en-

dows diis love with any significance.

This freedom, which is absolutely irrational and inappre-

hensible to reason, offers a soilption of the tragedy of world

history. It fulfils not only God’s revelation in man, but also

man’s in"God; for it is the source and origin ofmovement, of

process, of inner conflict and of inwardly experienced con-

tradictions. An indissoluble tie exists therefore between free-

dom and the metaphysics ofhistory. The concept offreedoni

elucidates both the divine life as a tragic destiny and the life

ofmankind and the world as die history ofa tragic destiny.

There would be no history widiout freedom. It is the meta-

physical basis of history. The revelation of history can be

apprehended only through Christ as perfect man and God,
as their perfect union, as the genesis of God in man and of
man in God, and, finally, as God’s revelation in man and the

reciprocal revelation of man in God. Christ, the Absolute
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Man, the Son of both God and man, stands in the centre of

both celestial and terrestrial history. He is the inner spiritual

tie between these two destinies. Without His help the tie be-

tween the world and God, between the plural and the unique,

between the human and the absolute reality, could not exist.

In fact, history owes its existence entirely to the presence of

Christ at its very heart. He represents the deepest mystical and

metaphysical foundation and source of history and of its

tragic destiny. Both the divine and the human energy flow

towards and away from Him. Without Him this energy

would neither exist nor possess any significance.

History originates among the Jewish people because the

latter had a mystical presentiment ofthe tie between celestial

and terrestrial history. The coming of Christ put an end to

the cleavage between the metaphysical and the historical

which become united and identified in Him. Thus the meta-

physical becomes the historical and vice versa; and celestial

becomes terrestrial history which can be apprehended as a

stage of the former. The conception, too, of the primal

drama and mystery ofbeing as that offireely-givenlove and

freedom desired by God is, in terms of mythology rather

than abstract philosophy, the inversion of God’s desire and

longing for man. God’s desire for man implies that He de-

sires his freely-given love. And this constitutes both the

foundation'and theme ofworld history and destiny. I shall

expand upon this fact when discussing the primal mystery

and its tragic fulfilment in the various stages of world his-

tory. For freely-given love, indeed, offers not only the theme

but also the solution ofworld history along the path offree-

dom rather than of necessity. It endows history, however,

with that terrible and disastrous character which compek
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many to doubt the existence of Providence and to conclude

that the whole ofworld history is but a refutation of It. Such

a terrible destiny, such a triumph ofa secular premiss of evil

over good, would seem irreconcilable with the existence of

a Providence. This objection, however, becomes not only

invalid but an actual proof of our thesis if we conceive the

Divine Being Himself and the primal mystery of life as the

mystery offreely-given love. It is precisely the tragic and tor-

tured destiny ofworld history which evinces the inner mys-

tery of love impheit within the unfathomable mystery of

freedom, as the source of all those tortures in the life of the

world and man to which necessity or divine constraint could

easily put an end.

But this would contradict the Divine Will regarding the

fulfilment ofhuman destiny in freely-given love. Therefore

all historical tendencies which have striven to create har-

mony, to overcome the dark premiss, to subdue the turbul-

ence offieedom and supersede it by compelled and necessary

good, are concerned only with the secondary signs of the

unique and primal mystery of divine freedom. These ten-

dencies have a wide currency, but they should be unmasked

in the light ofChristian consciousness as a temptation always

besetting, human destiny. One of the greatest of Christian

mysteries, that of Grace, which lies at the foundation of the

Church, symbolizes the transcendent reconcihatton and re-

solution ofthe fatal conflict between freedom and necessity. It

achieves a victory over the fatality ofboth freedom and ne-

cessity, though the word ‘fatal’ here is but an imperfect sym- ,

bol It is the act ofGrace which reaHzes the communion be-

tween God and man and offers a solution of the problem

posed by the divine drama. We must, therefore, note that
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the principle ofDivine Grace is active in the history and des-

tiny of both world and man together with that of natural

necessity. And without it neither this destiny nor mystery

would be fulfilled.

It constitutes the basis of every Christian philosophy of

history,whose main object is the revelation ofman in history.

Thus history is made up of the complex interaction of the

three principles of necessity, freedom and transfiguring

Grace. Their inter-relation determines the whole complexity

ofman’s historical destiny, and they can claim to be the moti-

vating metaphysical forces in history. The whole course of

humanism, on which I shall dwell later, clearly demonstrates

the interaction of these principles. Indeed, the whole of the

world process is governed by its relation to man whose des-

tiny is its core, though it is, in its turn, predetermined by the

divine drama. The solution of the fimdamental problem of

the metaphysics of history can come only from a myth

which situates world destiny as a stage of the divine

destiny in man, and thus predetermines its main spiritual

forces.

The explanation ofhistory as an interior metaphysical and

spiritual, and not an anti-metaphysical, principle can be based

only on a tie between the theogonic, cosmogonic and anthro-

pogonic processes. This tie unites and integrates our spiritual

experience. And this latter, if really profound, discloses

the link between the metaphysical and the historical, the

deeper spiritual, celestial, reality, on the one hand, and ter-

restrial reality, on the other. The solution it ofiers ofhuman

destiny as governed by the divine is at the same time a solu-

tion ofboth terrestrial and celestial history. This brings us to

complex problems ofa different order; to the nature oftime
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and its relation to eternity, and to the relation between the

past and the future. These problems constitute the further

hypotheses without which a real metaphysics of history is

impossible.



CHAPTER IV

OF CELESTIAL HISTORY: TIME AND
ETERNITY

The nature and significance of time are the fundamental

problem and premiss of every philosophy of history.

For history is a process, movement and fulfilment within

time. The significance we attach to history is directly deter-

mined by that which we attribute to time. But does time^

possess any metaphysical significance? Does it form part of

that reality which penetrates into the inmost depths ofbeing?

Or is it but the condition and form ofthe manifest or pheno-

menal world? Does it form a part ofreal being or is it merely

phenomenological, that is, bound up only with appearances

without permeating the interior reality and the core of be-

ing? Every metaphysical system, however, which regards

the ‘historical’ as something essential to the inmost depths of

being, is bound to recognize the ontological significance of

time, that is, the doctrine that time exists for the very essence

ofbeing. And this brings us to the problem ofthe relation of

time and eternity.

To all appearances an insurmountable antithesis exists be-

tween time and eternity, and no relation can well be estab-

lished between them. From this standpoint, time constitutes a

sort ofdmial ofeternity; it is a state which can have no roots

in eternal life. But perhaps time is itself rooted in eternity
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and forms part of it? This is precisely the problem I should

like to consider; I regard it as a fundamental problem of the

metaphysics of history and one that constitutes an essential

premiss for every interpretation ofthe historical process. We
are forced to assume the existence oftwo kinds oftime, agood

and false, a true and untrue. On the one hand, there exists a

false time; on the other, a deep time which forms part ofeter-

nityandwhichhas escaped corruption. Itis thisproblemwhich

has opposed the various philosophical schools. One school,

which has proved less dominant in the history of philoso-

phical thought, but with which I am entirely in agreement,

professes thatjust as it is possible to consider eternity in time,

so it is to transcend closed time and transpose it into eternity

on the condition, of course, that it evinces the eternal prin-

ciple. Time therefore is not a finite circle into which nothing

eternal can penetrate, but one that can be extended to com-

prehend it. This is one aspect of tlie problem. The odier as-

sumes that time itself is rooteiin the depths ofeternity. And
thus what we call time in our world liistorical process, in

our world reaHty, which is a process in time, is a sort of in-

terior period, a sort of interior epoch m eternity itself. It de-

notes the existence not only ofour terrestrial time within our

terrestrial reality, but also that of a true celestial time in

which the former is embedded and which it reflects and ex-

presses; and, according to the ancient Gnostics, it denotes that

ofthe aeons oftheinmost depthsoftheDivineBeing. But these

aeons prove that time exists for the very foundations ofbeing

and that a certain time-process occurs in the latter; and that

this process is not merely the form of our closed reality

opposed to the deep reality which is apparently in no way
related to time, but one that possesses its own celestial and
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divine time. And this would lead us to suppose that the very

time-process itself, which is a world, historical process occur-

ring in time and m our world of reality, has its origins in

eternity.

A false distinction between time and eternity is the feature

of a great many philosophical schools. It is the case, for ex-

ample, of every phenomenalist conception whether it takes

the form ofKantian criticism or that ofEnghsh empiricism;

for all phenomenalism considers that no direct means of

communication between the world of re'ality manifested m
time and the essence of being itself, between the phenome-

non and the object itself, exists. These spheres and positions

are incommensurable. They are inwardly divorced and there

can be no question oftheir union. We live in a world that is

manifest in time and that receives nodiitig directly from that

deep and true reality which is not subject to the laws of time.

Kant has developed a whole doctrine upon this basis which

affirms that time and space are essentially transcendental

forms of sensibility and of apprehension in which the know-

able world is made manifest to us. Outwardly this world is

manifest only in space and time. But its interior spiritual life

is manifest only in time, since space does not constitute an in-

terior form of spiritual reality. And similarly, neither time

nor space forms can be transposed into the inmost core of

being. It miist be added that neither Platonism nor ancient

Hindoo philosophy provide a tie between time and the inner

essence of being. This latter is generally conceived as time-

less and not as any process possessing its own time and

epochs, in other words, as an immobile eternity opposed to

any time process.

This conception ofthe relation existing between time and
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eternity has left a deep impression upon the Christian con-

sciousness, which tended to favour the view that the nature of

time did not affect tlie depths ofdivine life. This, ofcourse, is

immediately connected with the problem whetlier the na-

ture of movement and of process affects the divine life. My
contention is in substance the same, though I approach the

problem from the opposite side. I believe that to assert that

time does not exist in the divine life is to approach the ques-

tion exoterically without reaching the ultimate depths ot

gnosis. This exoteric standpoint, which has gained wide ac-

ceptance, and perhaps is the predominant one in the religious

consciousness, holds that the divine life is not affected by the

nature ofhistory because human history is indhsolublybound

up with time and cannot exist outside of it.

But ifhistory postulates the existence ofa false time, then

the divine life ought to postulate that of a good and true

time; one that is not opposed to eternity but represents some

interior stage or epoch of eterpity itself. For time, our world,

the whole ofour world process, from the'moment of its in-

ception*to tlut of its end, represents a period, an aeon in the

life ofeternity, a period or an epoch rooted in it. Tliis world

process, therefore, is not shut .off from all those deep forces

which, though they may appear to us to be divine and mys-

terious, yet exercise their mfluence in it. They counteract that

petrified consciousness for which the circle of our world

reality is closed, andwhich does not admit the action ofsuper-

natural forces in our world process and its reciprocal influ-

ence in the supernatural world. I believe, therefore, that a real

metaphysics ofhistory can be built up only upon tbe basis of

a dynamic and not a static interpretation ofthe nature ofthe
world process.
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The religious consciousness was not alone in thinking it ne-

cessary to shut offourworld temporarilyfrom thesupernatural

world. Both the positive-scientific consciousness and mater-

ialism, which is one ofits offshoots, have affirmed the finality

of our world and the non-existence of any other. Thus the

whole essence ofbeing is reduced in our consciousness to this

temporal process. No other world exists: the circle of our

reality is closed. A hermetic reality of this kind implies the

denial ofthe existence ofany other worlds. An open one, on

the otherhand, admits their existence. The metaphysics ofhis-

tory therefore must be basedupon the fundamental hypothe-

sis that the ‘historical’ is part of, and has its roots in, eternity.

History is neither merely the scum of the world process nor

the loss of all association with the roots of being; it forms a

necessary part of eternity and of the drama that is fidfilled

in it. History is the result of a deep interaction between

eternity and time; it is the incessant eruption ofeternity into

time.

The historical character of c£iristianity may be attributed

to the fact that the Christian consciousness had conceived

eternity as manifesting and incarnating itself in time. The

significance of Christianity as it manifests itself in the tem-

poral and historical process lies in its demonstration that eter-

nity or the divinerealitycanbreak the chain oftime, penetrate

into and appsar as the dominant force in it. It postulates not

only history but also time, without which it cannot exist.

And yet it represents a constant struggle between die eternal

and the temporal, a constant resistance of eternity to time,

a constant effort ofthe eternal principle to achieve a victory

over time. But the victory it seeks implies neither a departure

from time, nor a denial of it, nor again the adoption of a
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position detached from it. For this would imply the denial of

history itself. It aims rather at the victory of eternity in the

arena of time, that is, within the Iiistorical process itself. The

struggle between eternity and time is the constant and tragic

snuggle between life and death; and it is conterminous with

the historical process. The interaction and clash between the

eternal and temporal principles is that between Ufe and death,

for the final sundering of time from eternity, a victory of

the temporal over the eternal, would signify the trimnph of

death over Hfe just as a final transition from the temporal to

the eternal would mean a severance from the historical pro-

cess. Thus a diird approach, a third principle, exists which

sums up die very essence of the struggle between the eternity

of life and the mortality oftime. It is the principle offound-

ing the eternal upon the temporal.

The conception and interpretation ofhistory as a complete

whole postulates a goal, that is, the termination of this world

aeon and stage ofeternity wBch we call our world ofreality

and life. It impHes the victory of the eternal principles over

all thattis corruptible, temporal or mortal, a victory in the

most temporal ofworld realities over what Hegel called the

false infinity. The latter does not admit a goal in time; it is an
endless process which can achieve no final victory or solu-

tion. To conceive such an infinite process is to make the his-

torical process meaningless, and its interpretation as a ttagedy

awaiting solution impossible. I shall dwell upon this further

when considering the idea ofprogress and its connection with
the teleology of history. In the meantime, we may postulate

that historical time—^that of our World of reality in which
history occurs and of the aeon ofmm’s terrestrial destiny

—

is present in eternity. And time assumes an ontological signi-



ficance only because history itself is situated in eternity. The
significance of the history taking place in this terrestrial aeon

lies in its participation in the fulness of eternity, in that this

aeon, emerging from its imperfect and defective state, should

participate in the fulness ofbeing peculiar to eternal life. This

postulate of the metaphysics of history, based upon the rela-

tion of time and eternity, raises the essential problem, most

closely connected with concrete history, of the relation be-

tween the past, the present and the future. Ifhistorical reality

is intimately allied with time, if it is a process in time and a

time-process postulating a special sort of ontological signi-

ficance of time peculiar to being, the question arises of the

relation existing between the past and the future. The time of

our world reality and aeon is a divided and false time con-

taining an evil and mortal principle; and it is, moreover,

split up into the past, present and future.

In this connection we must consider St. Augustine’s in-

genious doctrine, according towhich time is not only divided

into sections, but each section of it is in revolt against the

other. The future rebels against the past; and the past sitru^Ies

against the destructive elements of the future. The his-

torical process in time represents a constant, tragic and tor-

turing struggle between these sections of time, between the

past and the future. This cleavage is so strange and terrible

that it finally transforms time into a sort ofspectre or ghost;

for, on analysis, we are driven to despair to find that the three

sections of time, the past, the present and the future, are

spectral and do not really exist. The present is an infinitely

briefinstant when the past has already ceased to exist and the

future is not yet; i£ is a certain abstract point devoid ofreality.

The past is spectral because it has already ceased to exist. The
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future is spectral because it is not yet. Thus the thread oftime

is severed into three parts and no real time exists. This de-

vouring ofone section of time by another abolishes all real-

ity and being in time. Time reveals an evil, deadly and de-

structive principle. For the death of the past hurried on by

each consecutive instant and its plunge into the darkness

of non-being, implied in every progress of time, are the

very principles of death itself. The future is the murderer of

every past instant. Thus false time is divided into past and

future, between which lies a certain illusive point. The future

devours the past in order to be transformed into a similar

past, which in its turn is devoured by a succeeding past. Tliis

cleavage is a fundamental disease, defect and evil peculiar to

the time ofour world reality. To acknowledge only this evd

and corrupt time would liinder the apprehension ofthe true

historical reality which is attainable in some complete, true,

undivided and immortal time and -which fulfils itselfin time,

bearing life and not death. Our world time brings life only

in a superficial way; in reality, it brings death because, in the

process of aeating life, it precipitates the past into die abyss

ofnon-being. Thus every future must become past and must

sooner or later fall under the dominion of this devouring

torrent of the future. And there exists no true future which

could comprehend the fulness of being, m which the true

time could achieve a victory over false time, and in which

the diwsion could be transcended to permit integral tinre to

become the eternal reality and the eternal to-day,' And in

that case the time ofthe present, in which cvci y thing occurs,

and in which neither past nor future but only tlie trjic pre-

sent exists, would be the only true time.

Let us exaroine more closely the nature of false time and
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the history that occurs in it. Various schools of philosophy

have freely contended that the future is reality and the past

is less real than either the future or the present. But to admit

even for a second that the past, that those severed parts which

arc cast offinto eternity, have lost their reality, wliile only the

present and the impending future constitute the true reaUty,

is equivalent to denying that of history as belonging only

to the past. The latter refers to that section oftime wliich has

to do with the past and in which everything ‘future’ is rele-

gated to the ‘past’. How then are we to account for the ab-

sorption into the past ofthe whole ofhistorical reality, of ail

the great historical eras and the Hfe ofmankind with all their

creating works and soul-inspiring epochs? Is all this reality or

not? Is it sufficient to say that the past has been? That the his-

tory of the Jewish people, of ancient Egypt, of Greece, of

Rome, of Christianity, of the Middle Ages, of the Renais-

sance, of the Reformation, and of the French Revolution

was once a fact? Is it sufficient to assert that the whole of tliis

past, which has become a part of history, is not essentially

real but belongs to that true reality*^ which is incommensurable

with that ofthe yet unborn future? This point ofview, how-

ever, is very widely current, and ultimately encourages the

detiiai of the true reality of the ‘historical’; for it favours an

interpretation of history and its process of fulfilment which

transforms everything into rapidly changing and ultimately

spectral instants devoured hy succeeding instants which all

crumble away into tlie abyss ofnon-being ofsimilar perish-

able instants.

The metaphysics of history ought to acknowledge the

duration ofhistory. For historical reality, which is considered

to be a past reality, is in fact a true and lasting one. It is a
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reality which has neither disappeared nor perished, but which

has become a part of a sort of eternal reality. It constitutes an

interior stage and period of that eternal reality which has

been relegated to the past and which is not conceived im-

mediately like the present, because we live in a false, diseased

and divided time. And this latter reflects the disintegration of

our being. But we can live in the historical past as we live in

the historical present and as we hope to live in the historical

future. The integral life unites the three moments of the past,

present and future in one. And thus liistorical reality is not

dead, though it is relegated to the past; it is no less real than

the current reality or that ofthe future wlrich we cannot con-

ceive, but which we only hope and expect. The past endures;

but it depends upon the disintegration and limitations ofour

human existence and upon the fact that we do not live integ-

rally in the past, that we are cut offfrom it and locked in the

present instant between the past and the future, and that we
regard the past as sometlring. remote. But the past is eternal

reality. It is with its historical epochs an eternal reality in

which &ch one of us in the depths ofhis spiritual experience

achieves a victory, over the corruption and disintegration of

his being. Each one may commune with history to the ex-

tent in which he really exists in this aeon of world reality.

The religious consciousness, indeed, cannot reconcile itselfto

the idea that anything truly living can die 6r disappear.

Christianity is the greatest ofreligions because it is in the first

place the religion of the Resurrection; and because it recon-

ciles itself to neither death nor oblivion, but strives towards

the resurrection ofall that is truly existent.

We live in a world ofhistorical reality, in a false and divi-

dedtime, ii^which the past seems remote, the futt^ yet un~



j)OTn, and we are locked in the doubtful instant ofthe present.

But wEat principleor force is directing the battle against this

evil and mortal character of time? The battle of the eternal

spirit without which the plot and unity of history, the suc-

cession of time and the division between the past, the pre-

sent and the future, would become final and irreparable, be-

cause the loss ofmemory is, indeed, the chiefand fundamen-

tal sign ofinsanity. Memory is the principle which conducts

a constant battle against the mortal principle of time. It bat-

tles in the name of eternity against the mortal dominion of

time. It is the fundamental way of conceiving the reality of

the past in our false time wherein it endures only by means

ofmemory. The historical memory is the greatest manifest-

ation of the eternal spirit in our temporal reality. It upholds

the historical connection of the times. It is the very founda-

tion ofhistory. Without it history would not exist; for even

if history did fulfil itself, the cleavage between the past,

the present and the future t^ould be so hopeless as to ren-

der all apprehension of history impossible. All historicai

knowledge is but a remembrance, one or another form of

the triumph of memory over the spirit of corruption. By
means of memory we resurrect the remote past which had

seemingly perished or been engulfed in some dark abyss.

Memory is therefore the eternal ontological basis of all

history. It* conserves the paternal principle, our relation-

ship with our fathers; for the latter is synonymous with

that between the past, present and future. To forget our des-

cent completely would be to forget the past. And tliis would

be equivalent to a state of insanity in which mankind would

live only upon the rags of time, in its tom instants without

any co-ordinating principle.
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Thus the Futurist interpretation, of life, wliich is based up-

on the cult of the future and that of every present moment,

indicates real insanity on the part of mankind. It renoiurccs

all ties, that is, all co-ordination of memory and even the

possibility of such a thing. The historical process has a

double nature: it both conserves and annihilates. On the one

hand, it symbolizes the union ofthe past and future; and on

the other, a cleavage with the past. It is in fact both conserva-

tive and revolutionary. And history is founded upon the in-

teraction of these two principles. The action ofone of these

principles only would produce a real disintegration of the

times; for the fulfilment of liistory is based not only on the

conservation of the tie between the present, the future and

the past, but also on the continuation ofthe past in the future.

Thus the great riches ofthe past help to prevent us from im-

poverishing ourselves, and we still preserve the means ofen-

riching ourselves by the creative future.

The co-operation ofthese tv^o principles is essential to the

historical process, which is by its nature such a tie and com-
plex fulfilment. A true and non-disintegrated time, one that

knows no cleavage between the past and future, a noumenal

and not a phenomenal time, is also operative in history which

is assailed by a false, devouring and annihilating time; and

this latter transforms pur life into a cemetery where tlie sons,

oblivious of their fathers, build up their new life upon the

bones of their ancestors. The establishment therefore of a

proper relationship between the past and the future is all-im-

portant for a true historical consciousness. The exclusive cult

ofthe future at the expense ofthe past, which is the feature of
the various theories of progress, makes life subservient to a

disruptive and deadly principle destructive of all co-ordina-
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tion and of the integral reality of time. Subservience to the

deadly pow-er oftime hinders the apprehension ofthe signi-

ficance ofhuman destiny as a celestial destiny. A false time

brings about a cleavage between the metaphysical and the

historical, while the metaphysical origins ofhistory ought, on

the contrary, to establish a tie between them. The cleavage

between the eternal and the temporal is both the greatest de-

lusion ofconsciousness and an obstacle to the foundation ofa

true philosophy ofhistory.

I shall now consider the last fimdamental postulate of the

metaphysics ofhistory. All that I have been saying has a di-

rect bearing upon the religious postulate ofhistory. The ac-

ceptance of the principle of the fireedom of evil inhercat in

history constitutes this fundamental postulate without which

history cannot be comprehended. The principle oftrue free-

dom also impHes the acceptance of that of the fireedom of

evil. Without it the historical process can be understood in

time only in terms of established institutions, but the meta-

physics and the ultimate depths ofhistory remain impene-

trable. Ancient myths and traditions, however, mak^it easier

to grasp the inner essence ofhistory. They teach us that the

principle of the fireedom of evil is inherent in the universal

historical process.
‘

Two fundamental positions can, indeed, be defended ifwe
accept man « -destiny to be the main theme of the metaphy-

sics ofhistory. Firstly, there is the evolutionary point ofview

which' dominated die nineteenth century, and which held

that man was the product ofworld forces and that he had,

through evolution, ascended in the Imtorical process. Man
was both the child ofthe world and the product ofprocesses

of development from lower states. Thus man, emerging
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through evolution from animal and half-aninial states, grad-

ually perfects himself and, becoming truly himself, then as-

cends to still higher states.

The second position is that which had apparently been

superseded by the scientific theories of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, and which maintained that man’s Pall

and certain acts of sin and divorce from the sources ofdivine

life and higher truth preceded the evolutionary, secondary

and partial processes in man’s destiny. This belief lies at the

foundation of the traditions and myths about the Original

Sin, those of the Bible and of the Christian and many other

forms of religious consciousness. For Christianity it is more

natural to admit man’s Pall and alienation from the true

sources of Mfe, after which his destiny is accomplished in

the world. The scientific standpoint, on the other hand, pre-

cludes the identification of man’s destiny with tliat of the

world and his predetermination by it. Nor does it admit the

existence of such a pre-worl^ man. In its logical develop-

ment, the purely evolutionary doctrine denies that man’s

destiny ban be the theme ofhistory. Let us admit that a pro-

cess ofevolution does take place, that man ascends from the

lower states to man’s estate, and that he perfects, himself still

further along a straight line of development determined by
world forces of which he is the child. This does not imply

the acceptance of man’s destiny as the theme ©f the meta-

physics of history. Tor, to admit the manifestation of man’s
destiny in world history, it is also necessary to admit his pre-

world existence; that his destiny originated and was de-

termined prior to the establishment of that world of reality

where occur all those processes of evolution and develop-

ment by which the evolutionary theory tries to explain both
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man’s origins and his further development. Such a view can

only prove the negation ofhuman destiny, which postulates

the existence of a primary human nature created by the

higher divine nature and suffering its tragic destiny in the

world. It presupposes, too, the action of pre-world forces

upon man who relies upon these interior sources for the ful-

filment of his destiny. Without this one cannot speak ofdes-

tiny in the real sense ofthe word; for it can exist only ifman

is the child ofGod and not ofthe world.

This constitutes the real religious-metaphysical postulate

of the metaphysics of history. Man is the child of God and

suffers a tragic destiny in a world that is subject to decadence

as well as development. At the foundations of this destiny

lies the original freedom with which God’s child has been

endowed and which is the true reflection and image of the

Creator. This freedom has become the source ofman’s tragic

destiny, and that of history with all its conflicts and horrors.

Freedom by its nature presupposes that of evil as well as of

good. There would beno movement in the world ifonly the

freedom ofGod and ofgood were to predetermine human

destiny. The world and historical processes are basedupon the

freedom of good and evil, that ofrenouncing as well as of

communing with the source of higher divine life. The free-

dom of evil, indeed, forms the real foundation of history.

And the ancient tale ofMan’s 'Fall, that ofAdam and Eve,

which epitomizes what must have happened in the history of

being prior to the origin ofthe world process, is an account

of primordial history, of that which lay beyond the boun-

daries dividing off our time from eternity.' This primordial

act, which is recorded in ancient myths and traditions, took

place not in the realms of our time but in those of eternity
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where it originated. It helped to engender our false time, that

evil inherent in our time which is associated with the disin-

tegration of the unique and complete time into the past, pre-

sent and future. Man’s highest dignity and freedom lie in the

consciousness of his higher primordial origin; and that, too,

of his destiny which later came to be governed by the action

of complex world forces. Science, with its evolutionary

theories, of course, devoted its attention solely to the latter.

I do not mean to imply that the whole of the evolutionary

doctrine is false; but only that it has a different interior

significance.

The evolutionary theory contains a great deal that is true

concerning man’s origin and destiny in the world. But it is

preoccupied with secondary and not primary processes; it

has no light to throw on those deeper sources, which pre-

ceded the birth ofour world ofreality and ofour time, and on

those processes ofwhich religious traditions speak and winch

only metaphysical knowledge can apprehend. The result,

however, is not a dash between these two standpoints, but

the interp'rctation ofone in the Hght ofthe other. The influ-

ence ofenvironment, which die evolutionary dieory studies,

is true only ofman’s secondary destiny in our world which

we, on tile other hand, explain in terms ofcertain events that

occurred prior to the birth of our world reality in some

deeper and primordial reality. Only then can tiie- history of

mankind be understood as a free trial of human spiritual

forces and as die expiation of man’s Original Sin and Fall

which were brought about through the agency of the free-

dom, inherent in him. Human destiny within the confines of

history is illuminated by die greatest significance of this firee-

dom, which predetermines the course of human destiny in
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temporal reality. It demonstrates that within the confines of

history all compulsion and unfree fuifiiment of the highest

Divine Will and the highest Divine Truth are unnecessary to

God, Who must deny any perfection ofman that is the re-

sult ofthe process ofeither necessity or compulsion.

All that is unfree is undesirable to God. We might, indeed,

echo the words ofthe Grand Inquisitor, when he reproaches

Christ, but re-interpret them in praise as the greatest reli-

gious statement of truth concerning the essence of human

existence. TheGrand Inquisitor said: ‘Youhave desired man’s

free gift of love and that he should follow You of his free

will, tempted and made captive by You.’ Freedom is in its

essence the principle oftragedy, oftragic dualism and ofthe

antithesis inherent in primal fieedom which alone makes

possible such a tragic destiny. We tend to think in terms ofa

process ofdevelopment or disintegration and not in those of

destiny in the real sense of the word. Destiny depends on

freedom; that is the greatest confession of the Christian

world distinguishing it from the ancient world which ig-

nored such a conception. This is obvious from the structure

of the ancient tragedy which was founded upon fate. The

ancient pagan world has only an obscure presentiment of

freedom. The Christian consciousness, however, introduces

a radical change. It associates human destiny with original

freedom. ItTnay, indeed, be affirmed that the Christian con-

sciousness alone conceived the idea ofa Providence, which is

inherent in the structure of St. Augustine’s philosophy of

history. Providence is neither necessity nor compulsion; it is

the antmomous union ofGod’s Will and human, fieedom.

What is the origin ofman’s historical destiny when con-

sidered from the standpoint of this ancient tradition ofman’s
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original freedom and therefore of his Original Fall? In our

world of reality and time man’s historical destiny begins

wnth his immersion in the depths ofnature, that is, according

to theosophical terminology, with involution. Man’s immer-

sion in nature was the immediate result of his Fall and free

repudiation of the divine sources of life, which was followed

by the loss of freedom and its transformation into a certain

interior necessity and compulsion. Original evil gives rise to

its physical destiny in nature, which is the domain investi-

gated by biology, anthropology and sociology. Man’s des-

tiny, when immersed in nature, is not that of a child ofGod,

of a free spirit created in the image and likeness ofHim, but

that of a natural being and child of the world. Man has al-

ways been and still remains a dual being participating in two

worlds : in the highest divine and free world w’hose image he is

and in the natural world in which he is immersed. He shares

the destiny of the latter, which reacts upon liim and ties Inm

hand and foot, so that his consciousness becomes obscured

and his higher origin and participation in tlie highest spiri-

tual reafity are forgotten. Man’s dependence on nature, his

immersion in natural necessity, his divorce from the highest

divine reality which endowedhim with freedom and, finally,

his existence in another and natural reality where necessity

sets the stamp of its law upon him; all these are reflected in

the first stages ofhuman history, in mythology -and the pro-

cesses ofits consciousness.

Schelling has an ingenious theory according to which

mythology represents the repetition in the human spirit and

consciousness of the processes of nature. The human con-

sciousness reflects and repeats the historical and cosmogonic

processes ofnature, which take the form ofmythology in its
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primal stages. The mythological consciousness is thus full of

cosmic myths in which man is revealed as a natural being re-

lated to the spirits of nature. These myths also disclose the

ties uniting manwith the primary processes ofworld creation

and formation, which go back much further than the consoli-

dation ofmatter from which science, later, dates its study of

world evolution. Deep natural processes were at work even

before die consolidation of matter; and man’s destmy was

still rooted in them, although his divorce from the higher

spiritual sources had already taken place. Man’s original pre-

history may therefore be regarded as a certain religious

mythological process.

Mythology is the original source of human liistory. It is

the opening page of a tale about man’s terrestrial destiny,

which succeeded his celestial one and the prologue which was

enacted in heaven. The prologue, which had proclaimed

man’s intimate relation with God and his freedom and Fall,

is followed by the next act in th« natural world in the form of

a mythological process. This is the second act in eternity but

the first in man’s terrestrial history. Certain moments still

partaking ofeternity are to be apprehended in the uttermost

depths and the initial stages,oftime in which man's primor-

dial destiny was fulfilled, and he first suffered his Fall and

came upon the sharp division ofour reality from eternity. It

is only later, m another time, that our world aeon begins to

consolidate, dose and set itselfup as an antithesis to eternity.

And then, whatwe have termed the celestial eternity moves

away into transcehdesatal space which appears to be excluded

from our world. But the earlier religious myths and tradi-

tions offer no sharp demarcation between eternity and time;

and this constitutes one of the greatest difficulties in the way
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of apprehending ancient religious hfe. Our consciousness

has become so accustomed to our world reality, its confine-

ment and the boundaries dividing off terrestrial reality from

eternity and true time, that we often find it very difficult to

break through its crust and to reach tliat primal state at the

dawn of human consciousness in which no such divisions

existed.

No such demarcation is to be found in the Bible or in early

rehgious traditions and myths. And that is one ofthe reasons

whywe find it so difficult to understand the interwoven his-

tory of earth and heaven, of time and eternity. The action

apparently unfolds itselfon our planet, in our time and real-

ity; but it also seems to be taking place in another time and

world which had preceded the origin of our world aeon.

The historical information provided by the Bible had been

regarded before the advent ofmodem science as scientific

knowledge in the spheres of history, geography, geology

and anthropology. The further developments ofphilosophy

and the sciences tended to discredit the naive teaching ofthe

Bible, which lost its authority in these spheres. I do not mean

to imply that scientific criticism can affea to any extent the

religious truth contained in Biblical traditions. For, after

all, the religious truth of myths and traditions is not limited

to the material they provide for the natural or historical

sciences. Nor, again, is it confined to any authority theymay
claim in the sphere of contemporary history, geology, or

biology. It lies rather in the symbolic revelation they offer of

the deep processes operative beyond the boundaries dividing

offthe time ofour aeon from that ofeternal reality." Scientific

and philosophical criticism Cannot be wholly based upon

such revelations. Therefore in so far as the ecclesiastical con-
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sciousness had attempted to impose religion as a compulsory

science, it adopted a hostile attitude to science and, in this

way, disarmed religious truth. But it ought to be clear to the

religious and philosophical consciousness that these spheres

may be demarcated.

The reUgious content of the ancient traditions and myths

does not constitute a science or objective knowledge. Nor
can it compete with the latter. But it does represent the re-

velation of far deeper truths bearing upon quite diflFerent

spheres. The great truth of the Bible, which provides the

point of intersection, the meeting point of terrestrial and

celestial history, the origins ofman’s terrestrial and celestial

destinies, ought to be approached* both philosophically and

religiously in the light ofthe New and not the Old Testa-

ment. It is true that the interpretation ofthe Bible according

to the Old Testament has been predominant in Christianity

itself. Thus the whole ofthe Biblical cosmology and anthro-

pology tends to be reduced to ihe limits ofman’s conscious-

ness in the Old Testament. The limits within which truth

was revealed to man in the Old Testament have left their

imprint upon the Bible. Its revelation was therefore refracted

within certain human limits and was passed on iq this form

to the h%her stages ofspiritual consciousness. The ecclesias-

tical attitude to BibHcal truths tends to accept those hmits of

revelation peculiar to man’s ancient nature, the destiny of

the Jewish people and of those with whom it was indissol-

ubly bound. This had its effect upon the Christian conscious-

ness of the New Testament and imposed certain hmitations

upon it. Thus Christian anthropology and cosmology, the

doctrine of man’s origin, all display iu their most pre-

dominant form the stamp of the limitations peculiar to
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man in the Old Testament. These limitations are like-

wise apparent in Christian dogma and its metaphysics of

history, since they are founded upon the limited Biblical an-

thropological and cosmological doctrines. The consciousness

ofthe Old Testament is therefore an obstacle to the founda-

tion ofa true metaphysics ofhistory, for the latter according

to its fundamental premiss ought to break through the limi-

tations of man’s ancient consciousness which Christianity

failed to overcome. And thus the metaphysical consciousness

of the Old Adam continues to set up its barriers in the

New Testament period ofhuman history. It also influenced

the structure ofthe metaphysics ofhistory.

A change and transformation ofman’s interior history was

imperative in the light of the New Testament, of the New
Adam and ofthe new man, who had thrown olFthe yoke of

natural necessity and the wrath of God. It had been imposs-

ible to meet God because it was believed that such a meeting

would prove man’s annihilation. The following elements

therefore constitute man’s fundamental destiny throughout

Chrhtian history: the Old Testament feelii^ for God and

nature; the fear of God’s wrath, which man experienced

after his Fall to a lower plane ofnatural life; the transcending

of this feeling through the New Testament revelation ofthe

New Adam which makes God endlessly near to man; and,

finally, the New Testament feeling of Hberation firom the

spirits and demons of nature who tormented man in the

ancient world. This inner spiritual change is what distin-

guishes the whole ofChristian history from that ofthe pagan

and Biblical world. As a result, man began to hberate himself

inwardly, on the one hand, from the power of the natural

demons through the mystery of Redemption and, on the .
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other, from the Jewish subservience to God as a remote,

menacing and wrathful power which it was terrifying and

dangerous for man to meet. The whole of Christian as well

as ancient and Biblical history may now be conceived in the

light of the new revelation and the new human nature

which it produced.

The Christian consciousness has so far but inadequately

applied this process of revaluation. It is true to say that the

new revelation ofBiblical truth was the contribution rather

ofgreat individual mystics such asJacob Boehme in his Mys-

terium Magnum than that of Christian philosophy in general.

The new revelation, however, constitutes a comer stone of

the philosophy ofhistory. For the world process now comes

under the sign of the New Adam or Christ; and this fact of

the revelation ofa new human nature is all-important for the

philosophy of history. It inaugurates an entirely new era in

the interpretation of the essence and meaning of history.

Man’s celestial history is now jarought to an end and he en-

ters upon his terrestrial history and destiny. The philosophy

of man’s terrestrial destiny may be said to begin '^ith the

philosophy ofhistory and destiny oftheJewish people. Here

lies the axis of world history. The theme provided by the

destiny oftheJewishpeople fulfils itselfthroughout thewhole

course ofworld history.
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CHAPTER V

THE DESTINY OF THE JEWS

TheJews played a decisive r6le in the formation ofthe his-

torical consciousness. Theywere the firsttointroduce the

principles of the ‘historical’ and a keen feeling for historical

destiny into the life ofmankind. I now propose to examme

their destiny, its significanceinrelationtoworld historyand its

iofiuence as an ineradicable and universal principle ofspecific

function. TheJews have played an all-important r6le in his-

tory. They are pre-eminently an historical people and their

destiny reflects the indestructibility ofthe divine decrees.

Their destoy is too imbued with the ‘metaphysical’ to be

explained either in material or positive-historical terms.

Moreover, it presents no sign of that antithesis between the

metaphysical and the historical, which I regard as an obstacle

to the apprehension ofthe iimer significance ofhistory. I re-

member how the materialist interpretation ofhistory, when
I attempted in my youth to verify it by applying it to the

destinies ofpeoples,broke downin the case oftheJews,where

destiny seemed absolutely inexplicable from the materialistic

standpoint. And, indeed, according to the materialistic and

positivist criterion, this people oi^ht long ago to have per-

ished. Its survival is a mysterious and wonderful phenome-

non demonstrating that the lifc'oftins people is governedby a

special predetermination, transcending the processes ofadap-
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tation expounded by the materialistic interpretation of his-

tory. The survival oftheJews, their resistance to destruction,

their endurance under absolutely peculiar conditions and the

fateful role played by them in liistory; all these point to the

particular and mysterious foimdations oftheir destiny.

The history of the Jews is not only a phenomenon; it is

also a noumenon in that special sense ofthe word to which I

drew attention when speaking ofthe phenomenal-noumenal

historical antithesis. I said that the historical not only repre-

sented man’s external relations, but that it might also reveal

tlieverynoumenonand essence ofhis being. Thepeculiarityof

Jewish destiny consists in its incommensurability with either

the pre-Christian or the Christian era. Scientific criticism ap-

plied to traditional Biblical history can neither discredit the

universal r6le played by theJews nor offer a satisfactory ex-

planation oftheir mysterious destiny. Nor does this criticism

grapple with the absolutely peculiar tie existing between the

Jews and die ‘historical’, and,their extraordinarily intense

feeling for history.

TheJewish destiny is characterized by a particularly dra-

matic intensity which makes the purely Aryan spirit seem

dull by comparison. Whatever the contributions of the

Greek or the Hindoo spirits, perhaps superior in many ways

to that of the Jews, their non-historical nature is apparent.

They do not^carry the revelation ofhistorical destiny, of its

drama, of the intensity of historic^ action and movement.

India offers the example ofa very andent and essentiallynon-

historical culture, which has stopped stiU in the depths of its

interior spiritual contemplations without as yet venturing to

participate directly in (he dramatic action of universal his-

tory. The same in another sense is true of Greece. There the
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Aryan spirit achieved an aesthetic and philosophy that have

not been surpassed by any culture in the world. But tliis

spirit manifested itselfin a static cosmos closed to all tension

ofhistorical action.

How are we to explain this fact? The ‘liistorical’ possesses

:

a religious foundation, rests on one or another form of re-

ligious consciousness. This is the basic premiss we have to

consider. The religious nature oftheJewish spirit contained a

principle which was to determine its intensely historical char-

acter and destiny. A comparison between theJewish religion

and that of other pre-Christian pagan peoples confirms the

contention thatJewish history represented the revelation of

God in the historical destiny ofhumanity, while that ofother

pagan peoples represented the revelation of God in nature.

This distinction between the foundations of the Jewish and

the pagan Aryan religions helps us to establish the historical

character oftheJewish people.

Jevnsh rehgion is permeated with the messianic idea which

is, indeed, its pivot. Israel lived in expectation ofthe Day of

Judgment when it would abandon the sorrowful liistorical

destiny which was the lot of its people, to enter upon a sort

of all-illuminating world era. The messianic idea is the de-

termining factor in the historical drama oftheJewish people.

The expectation of the future Messiah and the passionate

longing for His coming gave rise to diat dualisfn in dieJew-
ish religious consciousness which bound the destiny of the

Jewish people to that of mankind. This dualism of the mes-

sianic consciousness aspired towards an historical progression

and fulfilment.

The Jewish spirit constitutes a distinct racial type; and it

preserved in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the fun-
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daiuental peculiarities of the spirit ofancient Israel. The des-

tiny of the latter continues to be reflected in the different

stages ofthe historical life and destiny ofcontemporaryJews.

Their spirit, although based upon that of the Ancient Heb-

rews, evolves in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries a

distorted and perverted form ofMessianism, that which ex-

pects the coming ofanother Messiah following the repudia-

tion of the true one. It is still animated by the aspiration to-

wards the future, by the stubborn and persistent demand that

tlie future should bring with it an all-resolving principle, an

all-resolving truth andjustice on earth, in the name ofwhich

the Jewish people is prepared to declare war on all historical

traditions, sacraments and associations. TheJewish people is

by its nature an historical people, active and self-willed,

but not possessed of that power of contemplation which is

peculiar to the highest levels of Aryan spiritual life. Karl

Marx, a very typical Jew, was still striving quite late in his-

tory to resolve the ancient Biblical precept of ‘earn thy bread

in the,sweat ofthy brow’. Marxian SociaHsm, emergingfrom

an entirely new historical background, reiterates the demand

for earthly bliss. It is true that, superficially, the Marxist doc-

trine breaks away from the Jewish religious traditions and

rebels against every sacredprinciple; butin realitythemessianic

idea of the Jews as God’s chosen people is transferred to a

class, namely the proletariat. The working class now be-

comes the new Israel, God’s chosen people, destined to eman-

cipate and save the world. All the characteristics ofJewish

Messianism are applied to this class.*Thc same drama, passion

and impatience which had characterized Israel, the people of

God, are here manifest. The Jewish people had always been

God’s people, a people endowed with a tragic historical des-
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tiny. Before its God had been recognized as the unique God,

Creator ofthe universe and Lord ofall, He had been the God

of the race, a national Deity. This association of the mono-

theistic idea with the national destiny ofGod’s chosen people

was the factor that determined all the peculiarities and the

specific characteristics ofthe religious destiny oftheJews.

This brings us to one ofthe aspects oftheJewish religious

consciousness which particularly distinguishes it from the

Aryan, and which exercised a determining influence in the

history of the Jewish people. The Jews apprehended God

transcendentaUy; they conceived a tremendous gulfbetween

Him and man; and this made a face to face meeting withHim
impossible without danger of death. The Semite looked up

from below at God in His infinite height. But this remote-

ness from and awe ofGod, this transcendental consciousness

ofHim as within and above man, was of great moment in

the birfli of the historical drama. It set history in motion;

and made for die sense of a dramatic relationship between

man, the people and a transcendental God, and an encomxter

between the people and God on the highway ofhistory. The

typical Aryan consciousness of God, which attains its purrat

state in die ancient Hindoo religion, is an immanent one; it is

an apprehensionofGod in the ultimate depths ofmanhimself.

Butsuch a consciousness isnot particularly favourable to his-

torical movement. It elaborates a contemplative insight into

thedepthsofbeingthat is antithetical to thereligious lifewhich

creates exterior historicalmovement. This latter, on the other

hand, was favoured by the principles behind theJewish reli-

gious consciousness, and also by the concrete idea ofGod as

a personal Godwho entertained personal relations with man.

Indeed, this idea formed the foundation ofJewish national
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history. The historical character of such a relationship be-

tween man and God, between the people and God, derived

from the exterior drama ofthe situation.

The Jewish people in their primitive conception of life

were obsessed by the passionate idea ofjustice and its terres-

trial fulfilment. I believe that this other specific idea of the

Jewish people, this demand forjustice to be realized on earth

together with this aspi^i^on towards the future, predeter-

mined the whole complexity ofJewish historical destiny.

The Greeks, who were typical Aryans, had never been ob-

sessed by the idea ofjustice. Ifit was not absolutely foreign to

the Hellenic spirit, at least it was never more than a minor

preoccupation.

The idea ofjustice was very closely related to the problem

of the individuality and the immortality of the soul. The

Greeks, more than any other people, had helped to work out

the idea ofthe immortality ofthe psyche or the soul But this

conception was foreign to theJews, for whom the cenore of

gravity lay not so much in man’s individual destiny as in tliat

of the people as a whole. TheJewish religious consciousness

was remarkable for its freedom firom the idea ofan immortal

soul, which makes its appearance only in the very last stage

ofJewish history immediately before the advmt of Chris-

tianity. The Jews, indeed, were very late in arriving at the

idea of personal immortality. In their conception ofthe re-

lationship betweenGod and man, God alone is immortal. To
the Jewish consciousness the idea of man’s immortality

seemed to imply an exaggeration of man’s significance. It

only allowed theimmortality ofthe people.

Renan, that brilliant but not profound writer, highly en-

dowed with psychological insight but deficient in religious
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im^inarion, sums up excellently the characteristics of the

Jews in his History of the Jewish People. This is perhaps his

most interesting work, though it is marred by certain exag-

gerations and an insufficient comprehension of the Jewish

destiny. In it, however, he very cogently remarks: ‘The an-

cient Semite repudiated as chimerical all those forms in which

other peoples imagined their after-life. Only God was eter-

nal; man lived but a span ofyears; animmortalmanwould be

God. Man could only prolong his ephemeral existence for a

short while in his children.’ I believe,—and for me diis con-

stitutes the key to the whole historical destiny of theJewish

people,—that the Jewish consciousness represents the union

ofthe aspiration to reaHzejustice and truth on earth with that

which seeks to achieveindividual immortality.

The dualism inherent in the Jewish messianic conscious-

ness determined the fateful destiny of theJews in so far as it

combined the expectation of the true Messiali, the Son of

God, Who was to appear among the Jews, and that of the

false Messiah, or Antichrist. As a result of this dualism the

Jewish people, with Ae exception ofa chosen few made up

of the Aposdes and a few early Christians, did not recognize

the true Messiah. They failed to recognize and repudiated the

Messiah in Christ. This is the central event in world history,

the event towards which history had been moving and from

which it has since proceeded; the event which^akes of the

Jews, as it were, the axis of universal history. For it was they

who discovered and expounded the problem which universal

Christian history attempts to solve. At the same time we may
observe, along with a religiouslyjustifiable principle animat-

ing this intenseJewish striving after truth, justice and happi-

ness on earth, an unwarrantable principle of confiict with
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God, an unwillingness to accept the Will ofGod. There is a

resistance to God, an arbitrary assertion of a purely human

justice and truth and their fulfilment on earth against that

destiny of aU mankind revealed in the life and history of the

world according to God’s inscrutable will and design. And
there is a tendency to transfer the vital principle to the sur-

face ofour planet in the apparent absence ofa life that is eter-

nal and immortal. This is equivalent to denying man’s im-

mortality and the everlasting life which contains and fulfils

the meaning ofhuman destiny.

But human destiny, whose pains and torments can in no

wiseberedeemedwithin thenarrowlimits ofa single life, finds

its fulfilment in another life; and this fulfilment transcends

the logic andjustice ofman’s limited rational and ethical na-

ture. TheJewish people was not content to demand and ex-

pect a messianic fulfilment in history and a victory over false-

hood. They also adopted a popular pretension which chal-

lenged Providence and contradicted the essential notion

of an imnxortal life. This was the idea that everything

must find its fulfilment and solution in this mortal’and ter-

restrial life. According to this ideajustice must be realized in

this world at any cost. As Renan has well said: ‘The Jewish

thinker, like the contemporary nihilist, was of the opinion

that the world had no justification ifjustice were not feasible

in it.’ »

The Book ofJob is one of the most astounding in the

Bible. The interior ethical dialectic revealed in the Bible is

based upon the assumption that a just man ought to be re-

warded by a happy life on earth. Therefore the undeserved

calamities that befallJob provoke in him a profound ethical-

religious crisis. Job’s destiny is considered without any refer-
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ence to the idea ofimmortality and eternal life, where his suf-

ferings might be ti-anscended. For Job truth andjustice must

be finally fulfilled in his terrestrial life, since they cannot hope

to be fulfilled anywhere else. The idea ofa reward or punish-

ment in some other life does not enter into the religious hy-

potliesis ofthis Book, Thus die dialectic ofone ofthe greatest

and most fundamental themes of the human spirit is devel-

oped on a purely terrestrial plane. It is that thejust may suffer

on earth while the siimers and the wicked may flourish and

rejoice. This is the eternal theme handed down from age to

ageand reflected insomeofthe greatestcreations ofthehuman

spirit. This theme, as expressed by the Jewish religious con-

sciousness, suffered firom the limitations imposed upon it by

the mability to situate man’s destiny in the perspective of

eternal life. This limitation helps to explain the intensity

peculiar to theJewish people in their historical life on earth;

for the destiny ofthe individual as ofthe people was not con-

sidered in the perspective of eternal life, but only m diat of

their historical lifeon earth.

TheJews infused great energy into their historical life and

endowed it with a religious significance. The Aryan peoples,

on the other hand, were preoccupied with the problem of

individual destiny. The Aryan found it difficult to consider

the idea of a historical destiny on earth. Their consciousness

in this life was concerned with attaining to thft contempla-

tion of eternal life. To them the historical destiny ofman-

kind appeareddevoidofinterestwhencomparedwith thecon-
templation ofother spiritual worlds. The Greeks, even at the

height oftheir spiritual Ufe, had no religious consciousness of

the significance ofman’s historical destiny on earth. It has no

place in Plato’s philosophy, wliich was one ofthe greatest ex-
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pressions of the Greek spirit. Plato was concerned with the

original forms ofbeing and with the world ofideas in which

he recognized the primal static reality. He was unable to de-

tJK:h himself from this in order to consider the mobile em-
pirical world and its implicit exposition ofthe historical pro-

cess. And herewe reach the frontiers ofthe Hellenic religious

consciousness.

The antithesis established between the historicalimmortal-

ity ofthe people,on theone hand,and individualimmortality,

on the other, is characteristic ofthe whole destiny oftheJew-

ish people. Even the prophets who announced the Christian

dispensation had no conception ofimmortality, "llieJewish

religion hadno place for either myihology, mystery or meta-

physics in the true sense of the word. The German Jewish

philosopher Cohen, who belonged to the Neo-Kantian

School, went back in the last period ofhis work to religious

source and began to advocate an originalJewish modernism

purified by critical and philosophical reason. Cohen affirms

that his religion is a prophetic one, essentially future in refer-

ence, whereas every mythological rdigion is indissolubly as-

sociated with the past. A myth always tells a story about the

past. The prophetic character of the Jewish religious con-

sciousness, which elevate it above all others, also explains its

freedom from mythological elements. Cohen claims that

this prophetit character makesJewish religion pre-eminently

ethical, and expounds it according to the Kantian philosophy.

But he overlooks the fact thatJudaism does contain a myth,

—the eschatological myth which is admittedly concerned

with the fiiture and not the past. Jt forms the mystical foun-

dation oftheJewish people and its history, and is peculiar to

theJewish consciousness.'
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The word myth, ofcourse, possesses for me a real signifi-

cance and is not in any way opposed to reality. This peculiar-

ity of the Jewish consciousness helps to explain the Judaic

origins ofSocialism as a definite universal historical principle.

Socialism is not a phenomenon peculiar to our time, although

it has in our day acquired an extraordinary force and unpre-

cedented influence over the entire historical field. It is one of

the universal historical principles. These latter, however,

have their roots in the remotest ages and, like all ancient

principles, are constantly active and in conflict with their op-

posites. I believe that Socialism is based upon a Jewish reli-

gious principle, upon the eschatological myth and the pro-

found dualism oftheJewish consciousness, which has proved

to be tragic not only for the history of the Jews themselves

but for that of all mankind. This dualism of theJewish his-

torical consciousness gave rise to the religious millennium

which aspired towards the future in a passionate demand and

longing for the fulfilment ofthe millenary Kingdom ofGod
on earth, and the advent of the Day ofJudgment when evil

would finally be vanquished by good, and when an end

would come to the injustice and sufferings common to the

terrestrial destiny of mankind. This millenarianism is the

original source ofthe religiously tainted Socialism.^

This can further be explained by the fact thatJudaism is by
its spiritual nature collective, whereas Aryanisrfl tends to be

individual. The alliance of the Jewish spirit with the destiny

of the people, the inability to conceive individual destmy

apart from the existence ofthe people or the destiny ofIsrael,

distinctioa must be made between Socialism as a religion* and as a

practical social movement defending labour and workers against capital-

ism. The second aspect is by far the more authentic.
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the transference of the centre of gravity to an historical and

impersonal national life, all make of the Jews a collective

people. The Aryan spirit and culture, on the other hand, dis-

covered for the first time the individual principle and exalted

the individual spirit. The idea of both individual freedom

and the sense of individual guilt were foreign to the Jewish

spirit. For it the idea of freedom could only apply to the

people; and its natural collectivism conceived guilt as the

collective responsibility of the people before God. The de-

mand that truth should be victorious at any cost on earth,

the longing for truth and victory, for truth andjustice, in the

o&Uective destiny of the people; all these formed the leading

motive and spiritual principle behind the tragedy of Christ’s

repudiation by thejewish-people.
,

Renan, with his usual partiality in this matter, establishes a

keen distinction between the Aryan and the Semitic types.

According to him, ‘The Aryan, who begins by admitting

that the gods are uiyust, does not experience the same pas-

sionate desire for earthly bHss. Allured by the chimera ofan

after-life (only such a chimera can inspire great deeSs), he

does not take the pleasures of life seriously; he builds his

house for eternity. The Semite, on the other hand, builds his

house for earthly enjoyment; he has no desire to wait; the

fame or happiness which he does not experience does not

exist for him. A Semite believes too much in God; the Aryan

too much in the eternity of man. The Semite has given us

God; the Aryan the immortality ofthe soul.’

This definition is very one-sided and does not correspond

to the complex historical reality. But it contains a certain

element of truth and it explains the peculiar intensity of the

Jewish messianic expectation of the advent of the beatific
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Kingdom ofGod on earth. It reveals, too, the predetermining

dualism ofJewish Messianism. Let us consider the following

passage from the Book of Isaiah, We shall be astonished to

find that it can be interpreted in two ways: as the source ofa

real expectation of a terrestrial Kingdom and as that ofa di-

vine messianic feast. This is the passage: ‘The wolf also shall

dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the

kid; and the calfand the young lion and the fading together;

and a little child shall lead them. And the cow and the bear

shall feed; their young ones shall lie down together: and the

lion shall eat straw like the ox. And die suckling child

shall play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall

put his hand on the cockatrice’ den. They shall not hurt nor

destroy in all my holy mountain: for the earth shall be

full of the knowledge of the Lord, as die waters cover the

sea.’

No other people in the world was ever so obsessed by the

messianic expectation of the advent of beatitude, of God’s

truth and Kingdom. It is true that there was another and aes-

thetical aspect to this messianic consciousness. It could also

transform itself into the eiqpectation of the Messiah as a ter-

restrial king who would realize the Kingdom, the national

Kingdom of Israel, on earth, and thereby ultimate felicity.

Jewish apocalypticism isM of such interpretations of the

messianic consciousness. Renan says elsewhere; ‘The true

Israehte is tom with discontent and obsessed by an unquen-

chable thirst for the future.’ This unquenchable thirst h the

thirst for the advent sooner or later ofthe Kingdom ofGod
on earth. Renan also says; ‘TheJew, unlike the Christian, is

incapable ofsubmitting himselfto Providence. Poverty and

humiliation are considered a virtue by the Christian; but the
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Jew regards them as a misfortune which must be combated.

Abuse and violence are borne meekly by the Christian, but

they revolt theJew.’

This definition helps us to establish the distinction between

theJewish and the Christian consciousness. The latter proves

altogether imacceptable to those Jews who have preserved

their Hebrew characteristics. It also helps us to explain the

revolutionary nature of the Jewish religious consciousness.

The Jew easily becomes a revolutionary. For the Jews have

always upheld the mydi that history is founded upon the ex-

ploitation ofman by man. I do not mean this in the narrow

contemporary sense of the word, but in one that defines the

character of a type; I mean it in the sense in which tlie Jews

have defied destiny and the experiences and sufferings that

go with it; in the sense in which they have persistently and

passionately demanded the fulfilment oftruth and happiness

on earth. The idea ofa terrestrial kingdom was to them not a

worldly or secular idea, hut a ijsKgious and theocratic one.

This was largely due to the feet that they had but a compara-

tively vague notion ofthe temporal state in general and ofa

secular state in particular. Here we meet with an apparent

contradiction. For while no people ever thirsted so passion-

ately for the realization oftheir national terrestrial kingdom,

theJews found themselves, in fact, deprived in their historical

destiny on earth of that elementary prerogative which all

other peoples possessed. The Jews were indeed denied the

possibility ofexisting as an indep'endent state. The passionate

desire to realize thdir terrestrial kingdom had ultimately pro-

duced the opposite result, namely, that theJews were denied

the common heritage ofaH those other peoples, whose thirst

for the realization ofa kingdom on earth was so much less.
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This is, indeed, one ofthe paradoxes ofJewish destiny, most

intimately bound up withJewish Messianism.

The spiritual life of the Hebrew people was destined to

culminate in the Coming of Christ and in His Crucifixion.

Christ, however, did not fulfil its expectations of an earthly

ruler who would reahzc the terrestrial kingdom of Israel.

This fact gave rise to a profound contradiction in the destiny

of theJewish people. For, by repudiating the Crucifixion, it

found itself virtually crucified in its own destiny. This con-

stitutes the fundamental antithesis pervading the Jewish reli-

gious destiny. The passionate speculation oftheJewish people

with regard to its terrestrial kingdom underHes the passion-

ate striving ofmodem times to realize a Socialist kingdom on

earth,—one that is reserved for no one people in particular,

but for mankind in general. The fulfilment of this Socialist

paradise was to be brought about not by the Messiah but by

a messianic class,—the proletariat. JBut this passionate con-

cern for man’s terrestrial and historical destiny, which is the

fundamental pecuHarity of the Jewish spirit, contradicts the

expectations of an immortal life in that the fulfilment of the

highest divine truth is not extended to the sublime plane of

immortality. He who believes in immortality ought to look

soberly on terrestrial life aird realize that it is impossible to

achieve a conclusive victory on earth over the dark irrational

principle; and that sufferings, evil and imperfoctions are the

inevitable lot of man. But although the Jewish people had

attained to a very high religious level, although it achieved

the Christian position, yet its sense ofimmortality was much
fainter than that ofeither the Persians or the Egyptians. The
former, who were a great Aryan people of the East, had in-

tuitions of true faith in immortality and the Resurrection;
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the latter, too, longed passionately for the Resurrection ofthe

dead, and the whole ofEgyptian history was founded upon

this longing. The pyramids constitute a great monument to

the human spirit and refute the materialistic conception of

history and interpretation oflife.^

In the course of its further historical destiny the Jewish

people too came to believe in immortahty and the Resurrec-

tion. It had trodden the path pursued by other peoples before

the advent of Christianity. TheJewish people was monothe-

istic and had an overwhelming feeling for the reality ofGod.

This overpowering teaUty and concreteness of God took

such possession of theJewish people that it obliterated every

other feeling, conception and purpose. In the meantime, the

acceptance ofthe idea ofimmortality had become necessary

for the further development of its historical destiny. The

Jewish people wasnow faced with a new trial and experience.

Doubt then made itself felt as to the equity of man’s terres-

trial destiny. It had already gained ground in the Hellenic and

the ancient world in general with its instinctive faith in the

immediate victory ofgoodness, truth and the just m*an. But

the moment came when belief in this vanished and people

began to feel that truth, goodness and the holy man did not

receive their just award on earth. The holy man suffers and

is crucified. This feeling is already apparent in the Book of

Job, in the Proverbs of Solomon, in Orphism and in Plato.

Later we have the attempts to dkcover another world and to

situate the fulfilment ofindividoal destiny on another plane.^

Thus the great rehgious problem of the Crucifixion and the

jmt man, the bearer ofthe greatest good, has its origins both

^‘The great pyramids are the most ancient and suggestive evidence

available ofthe final rise ofan organized society.’ (Breastead.)
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in the ancient Hebrew and Hellenic worlds. The death of

Socrates had raised this problem in Greek culture, and it had

served as the inspiration of Plato’s philosophy. The death of

Socrates compelled Plato to repudiate a world in which so

just a man could be so undeservedly condemned, and it made

liim seek another world ofgoodness and beauty in which the

uiyust condemnation of the holy man was impossible. This

motif recurs everywhere in the ancient world, the pagan as

well as the Hebrew. ^

This extraordinary and acute spiritual experience was ac-

companied by an aspiration towards a different and higher

world, where the solution ofhuman destiny might be found.

The growth of this kind ofexperience in the religious life of

the pre-Christian world coincided with the transition from a

national to an individual type ofreUgious consciousness and

with the development of religious individualism. The latter

superseded the age of objectivism, which had mainly con-

cerned itselfwith the life ofth?; peopleor the nation in this ter-

restrial reality. The problem ofthe destiny demanding a solu-

tionoutside the nation’s vidssitudesnowbecame the chiefpre-

occupation. The period of objectivism was now supplanted

by one ofindividualism. It was an age of transition. But this

period ofsubjectivism prepared the ground for Christianity.

The Christian truth was revealed to man at a time when the

old national rehgious conceptions were beginning to disinte-

grate, and thehuman spirit began to be tormentedby the pro-

blem ofman’s individual destiny which had failed to fulfil it-

selfwithin the Mmits ofeither the Old Testament or pagan-

ism. This general transition from the objective-national to

the subjective-individual conception coincided with the de-

velopment ofthe doubts formulated by theJewish messianic
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consciousness. The latter suffered an interior schism: it be-

came divided, on the one hand, into a national messianic con-

sciousness exclusively preoccupied with the terrestrial destiny

and history ofIsrael; and, on the other, into a universal mes-

sianic consciousness living in the expectation of a Divine re-

velation. This imiversal revelation was to be a bearer ofgood

tidings not only for Israel, but for the world in general and

the individual soul ofevery man in particular.

Thus a process of interior division and disintegration was

taking place in the old order of national religions. The hu-

man consciousness entered upon a path ofindividualism that

was also the highroad ofuniversalism. The messianic idea was

auspicious not only for mankind, as a whole, but for every

individual human destiny. Such was the background of the

whole tragedy. The ground was being made ready for Chris-

tianity. The Jewish people, animated by an intense feeling

for history and aspiring towards the future, was destined to

give birth to Christianity and ^ring about the central event

ofuniversal history, the revelation ofthe two worlds imman-

ent and transcendental. The stagewasnow set for the*greatest

of aU human tragedies in which tbe destiny of the Jewish

people becomes linked up with that of the whole of Chris-

tian history. The r6le played by theJews can be explained by

their obsession with messianic expectations such as no other

people entertained. Only they were haunted by that direct

and immediate expectation of the coming of the Messiah.

Hie other peoples of die pagaft world had no more than a

vague presentiment, no direct conscious communion with

the future Messiah. But although theJewish people was en-

dowed with full messianic awareness and destined to give

birth to the Messiah, it would not support the burden ofits
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dualistic consciousness and expectation. As a result, it failed to

comprehend the Coming of the Crucified. And here lies the

essence ofthe tragedy that was to opposeJudaism and Chris-

tianity: the Messiah was destined to come among theJewish

people and the Jewish people could not accept a crucified

Messiah. TheJewish people had longed for the Messiah and

prophesied concerning Him; but it finally repudiated Him
because it could not accept Him in the role of a servant. Its

expectation had been ofa king who would realize the king-

dom ofIsrael on earth.

This intense longing symbolizes the religious collectivism

of the Jewish people. It could accept neither Christ nor the

mystery ofHis Crucifixion because he came as the bearer of

a meek and not a triumphant truth on earth. His whole life

and death were a repudiation of the longing for terrestrial

beatitude cherished by the Jewish people. Thus Christianity

restricts the divinity of theJews to their consanguinity with

Christ. They were a divine ^people in so far as Christ did

come among them; but they ceased to be such after thek re-

pudiation ofHim. After the ComingofChrist no Messianism

in the old Hebrew sense of the word is possible. The later

messianic expectations are therefore those of a false Messiah

or Antichrist.

National Messianism, like class Messianism, always tends

to fall back upon one or other forms ofJudaisan. Christen-

dom’s is the coiyugation of the faithful. The result of the

dualism inherent inJewishMessianism has been to make every

repudiation of Christ in the history of the world depend

upon the same fundamental reasons and motives as had

animated the false Messianism responsible for His Crucifix-

ion. This carries with it die denial of spiritual fireedom in
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the name ofa compukory fulfilment ofthe Eangdom ofGod
upon earth. Christ was repudiated because He died on the

Cross instead of using His kingly power to banish evil and

suffering and institute the reign ofjustice and beatitude. This

gives rise to a remarkable paradox, to that antithesis which

Leon Bloy, that remarkable and insufficiently appreciated

French writer, who died recently, fbrmtilated in his Le Salut

par les Juifs. He sums up the fundamental tragedy of the

Jewish people as follows: ‘TheJews will be transformed only

when Christ descends firom the Cross, and Christ can descend

from the Cross only when the Jews are transformed.’ These

penetrating words throw light not only upon the tragedy of

theJewish people, but also upon that ofthe Christian world;

and they also disclose one of the fundamental oljections

raised against Christianity.

The main objection levelled against Christianity is that it

has not fulfilled itselfin the world, nor succeeded in Impos-

ing truth upon the earth and in banishing the sufferings

which are stUl our mortal lot in the world. Some two thou-

sand years ago Christ, the Saviour and Redeemer, came

on earth; but evil, sufferings, horrors and torments still per-

sist. This objection to Christianityk typical ofthat false Mes-

sianism founded upon the idea that the Coming ofthe Mes-

siah, the Son of God, ought to bring with it the reign of

goodness on.earth. It demands a final victory over evil, the

end of all suffering, torment and darkness, and the establish-

ment of terrestrial beatitude. Blit the repudiation of the true

Christ is an essentiallyJewish one, although it is no less pre-

valent among the Aryans.

This brings us to the fundamental paradox of bothJewish

and Christian historyj namely, that the latter would have
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been impossible without the fonner. There would have been

no Golgotha without theJews, and yet they could not accept

the mystery. But Christian history finds itself in inner con-

flict with theJewish spirit. An irnier trial was reserved for the

former in its relation to the Jews. His connection with the

Jews is a sore trial for the Christian spirit, and one which is far

from being relieved either by the compHance andweakness of

the Christians, which place them at the mercy of the Jewish

spirit, or by racial anti-semitism which expresses itsedfin viol-

ence. Anti-semitism fails to grasp the rehgious gravity of the

Jewish problem. Radal anti-semitism becomes infected with

precisely that false Jewish spirit against which it is in revolt.

Hatred oftheJews is a non-Christian feehng. Christians ought

to treat theJews in a Christian manner. Within Christian his-

tory itself there is a constant interaction of the Hebrew and

Hellenic principles which together make up the main sources

ofourculture. The clash between these twoprindplesextends,

I bdieve, even into the domain ofthe Christian Church itself.

Semitism has been grafted on to the Christian spirit and is in-

dispensable to its destiny. Thus the theme ofdualistic messian-

ism, which first appears inJewish history, has become that of

universal history. The lattar, in die centre of which stands

Christ, develops round this theme. With the Coming of

Christ a new universal era begins.

The Jewish problem is therefore insoluble within the

limits of history. Sionism is powerless to solve it. The Bib-

lical issue continues to rouse'passions even in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries. The material shackles binding both

the Capitalism of Rothschild and the Socialism of Marx to

this world are Jewish in ori^m, althot^h they are notnow
necessarily connected with theJews. It is an idea that arouses
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the most bitter strife and passion. The Judaic hostihty to

Christianity is not confined toJews, forJews themselves may
be exempt feom it. The religious fulfilment ofJewish des-

tiny cannot justify any vulgar Anti-semitism. An ultimate

solution oftheJewish problem is possible only on the escha-

tological plane. Such a solution will coincide with that of

universal history. And it will represent the last act in the

struggle between Christ and Antichrist. Therefore the pro-

blem of universal history cannot be solved without the reli-

gious selfedetermination ofJudaism.



CHAPTER VI

CHRISTIANITY AND HISTORY

I
n a preceding chapter I dealt at length with the extraor-

dinary connection between Christianity and history. I

quoted Schelling, who, in his Verlesmgen iiher die Methode des

Acadetnischen Studiums, put forward the illuminating sugges-

tion that Christianity was par excellence historical; that it re-

presented, in fact, the revelation of God in history. I have

also said that Christianity was by its nature a dynamic and

impetuous force, as opposed to the contemplative and static

religions of the ancient world. So great, indeed’, is the dyn-

amism of Christianity that it generates movement even in

those spheres where its sway has been repudiated. This dyn-

amism Manifests itselfin many different forms. One ofthese

is the revolt against destiny which is peculiar to the Chris-

tian period of history, because Christianity is the source of

both true and false principles ofmovement. The exclusively

historical character and dynamism of Christianity are the

result ofthe Coming ofChrist, which constitutes the central

fact of Christian history. This fact is unique and non-recur-

ring,—the essential quality of everything historical. And it

focuses the whole ofworld history.

The structure ofthe Christian world, which is based upon

the unique and non-recurring character of the historical and

the union of celestial and terrestrial history, is particularly
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complex; for it is based upon, the play ofall the fundamental

forces previously active in history, and particularly upon

theJudaic and Hellenic principles. Their conjunction and in-

teraction, indeed, laid the foundations of Christian history.

Their influence appears to dominate alternatively in one or

other phase ofChristian history.

The Judaic element stands for the principles of revealed

law enunciated by the Old Testament. And, at certain mo-

ments, it exercises a determining influence upon the evolu-

tion of Christianity, emphasizing the Old Testament pre-

cepts oflegality at the expense ofthe revelation ofbeatitude,

love and freedom. It is, indeed, the source of pharisaism in

the Christian world. But it may also be the source ofa very

different and apocalyptic spirit, aspiring towards new and

ultimate revelations. The action ofthe latter, however, is op-

posed to the principles of the Old Testament. Nevertheless,

both these Judaic principles, though by nature antithetical,

are deeply historical in their contribution, to tradition and

aspiration towards the future.

It may be said that, pn the whole, the Church is essentially

and pre-eminently an historical force. It introduces revela-

tion into the historical organization ofmankind and guides

the religious destinies of the national masses. It is thus

an historical guiding force traditionally bound up with

those Judaic .principles which constitute the pre-eminently

historical elements of Chrismnity. The Hellenic elements

are also a rich source ofChristianity, but they are less dyna-

mic. They are mainly related to the contemplative side of

Christianity. The whole ofthe Christian contemplative me-

taphysics, its dogma and mysticism, are Hellenic in origin;

for the intense contemplation of the Divine Being is more
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peculiar to the Hellenic spirit than to the tempestuously

moving, historical spirit of the Jews. All the aesthetics

and beauty of Christiasiity derive from the former. It was,

indeed, the source and cradle of beauty for the Christian

world and the world in general for ages to come. The whole

beauty of the Christian cult is based upon it. And the Pro-

testant attempts to purge Christianity of its pagan elements

have only contributed to weaken Christian aesthetics and

metaphysics, that is, those elements pre-eminently associated

with the Hellenic spirit.

The exceptionally dynamic and historical character of

Christianity is the result of the fact that it conclusively re-

vealed for-the first time die existence of the principle of free-

dom, whichwas ignored by both the ancient and the Hebrew

worlds. Christian freedom postulates the fulfilment of his-

tory through the agency ofa free subject and spirit. And such

a fulfilment constitutes the essential nature of bodi Chris-

tianity and history, because ifre structure of the latter is im-

possible without the postulate of a freely-acting subject de-

termining the historical destinies of mankind. The Greeks

affirmed the reason and necessity of good. To them it was

the necessary result ofthe victory ofreason. Socrates was the

exponent of this Hellenic conception, which regarded good

as based upon law and principles considered to be irrefutable

by reason. The principle which contradict this were con-

sidered to be accidental and irrational. Thus the Greek con-

ception ofgood tookno accohnt offreedom; and Greek phil-

osophy, even at its height, never produced an authmtic

theory ofgood.

Christianity, on the other hand, affirmed the freedom of

good. It aflSrmed that good is the product of the free spirit
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and that only such good can possess a true value and reality.

It denied the compulsory and reasonable necessity of good.

And this constitutes the essential feature ofthe Christian con-

ception. Christianity affirmed that freedom is the highest

achievement of the higher divine reason and that it deter-

mines the destiny ofbothman and the world, and (htis makes

history. Christian Providence is synonymous with freedom

and not fatality Unlike the ancient world, Christianity is not

content to submit to fate. Such submissiveness as the highest

wisdom attainable by man had been expressed in both Greek

tragedy and philosophy. But the Christian spirit is basedupon

a principle that rebels against such submission. The freedom

to choose and affirm the good, rooted in the will and not in

reason, presupposes in its turn that freedom of the creative

and active subject without which a true dyn^nism ofhistory

is impossible. The completely unhistorical or anti-historical

nature ofthe ancient cultures ofboth India and China is due

to the fact that the freedom of the creative subject was not

revealed therein. Neither was it revealed in the philosophy of

the Vedantas, one ofthe greatest philosophical systems, nor,

again, in those philosopHes which have a certain conception

offreedom as an absolute blend and union ofthe human and

divine spirits. India, too, ignored die idea ofhuman freedom.

And this accotmts for the fact that this otherwise original cul-

ture lades atr historical character. Thus Christianity was the

first to reveal condusively the freedom of the creative sub-

ject which had been ignored hy the pre-Christian world.

And this discovery ofthe inner dynamic principles ofhistory

determining the frilfilment ofthe historical destinies ofman,

peoples and mankind, eventually produced that eventful

world history which coinddes with the Christian era.
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what is the main theme ofuniversal history? In my opin-

ion it is that of man’s destiny seen in the light of the inter-

action between the human spirit and nature, wliich consti-

tutes the foundation and motivating principle ofthe ‘histori-

cal’. We can observe in the history of mankind various

stages of interaction between the human spirit and nature

which fall into historical epochs. The initial stage, which was

the direct result of the celestial-historical drama of man’s

alienation from God, of the Fall as a drama offreedom, had

plunged man and the human spirit into the uttermost depths

of natural necessity. The fall into these dc;pths was accom-

panied by man’s servitude to the natural elements which had

held the human spirit and will spellbound. In the primal

stages of history the human spirit is immersed in elemental

nature; this is the state of the savage and barbarous peoples,

the ancient cultures and the early history of the ancient

world. The human spirit would seem to have, lost its original

freedom and have ceased to^ be even conscious of it. Im-

mersed in. the depths of necessity, man does not in his philo-

sophy attain to the consciousness offreedom or ofhimselfas

a creative spiritual subject. The fact that the spellbound hu-

man spirit had lost its freedom as a result of its original

alienation from the spirit ofGod explains why the true prin-

ciple offreedom was not revealed in the ancient world. Free-

dom had been transformed into necessity, and (he spirit was

incapable of attaining either to a religious revelation or a

philosophical apprehension offreedom.

The theme of man’s worldly destiny is the liberation of

the creative human spirit from the depths of natural neces-

sity and its enslavement by the lowest elements. It was a

theme that preoccupied the ancient world. The immersion of



the human spirit in elemental nature is associated with man’s

bitter dependence on and torturing fear of the natural de-

mons. The fallen human spirit, though rooted in and do-

minated by nature, was nevertheless in profound harmony

with it. Man sensed natural life as a living orgamsm, inspired

and peopled with demons who were in perpetual contact

with him; and its spiritual life was thus more familiar to him

than in the subsequent stages of his history. Ancient myths

speak of man’s association with these natural spirits. The

fallen human spirit had ceased to dominate nature and had of

its own free will become the slave and indivisible part of

nature in a prehistorical world. Man’s dependence on nature

was synonymous with his union with it. The pagan world

was peopled with demons and man was powerless to domi-

nate either them or the natural cycle. Man’s image therefore

correspondednot with the highest divine but the baser nature

peopled with elemental spirits. Man adapted himself to the

forms ofthis base nature, which ]|^d enslavedhim andwhose

chains he could not break ofhis own free will.

The greatest contribution of Christianity, althougii it is

not fully recognized by the Christian world, consisted in that

it Hberated man from the power of the baser elemental na-

ture and demons. It did so through the agency of Christ and

the mystery of Redemption. It rescued man forcibly from

his immersion^n elemental nature and revived his spiritual-

ity. It distinguished him from baser nature and set him up as

an independent spiritual being, frfeeing him from submission

to the natural world and exalting him to the heavens. Chris-

tianity alone restored the spiritual freedom of which man

had been deprived by the power of the demons, the natural

spirits and elemental forces in the pre-Christian world. The
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essential contribution of Christianity therefore lay in that it

hberated man and offered a free solution for human destiny.

And this is the high significance ofman’s Redemption from

his outer and inner slavery, from those evil elements active

in his own nature. His enslavement by the natural demons

was, indeed, synonymous with his enslavement by his own
baser self, from which he was unable to free himselfbecause

his freedom had become transformed into necessity. And
this had come about through his own fault. But the Christian

Redemption wrought by the coming of the Divine Man,

the God-Man, the Man as the Second Hypostasis of the Di-

vine Trinity, restituted the power offreedom and the image

of his high divine origin to man, thus erasing the imprint of

his slavery and animal origin. Only the coming ofthe Divine

Man, His assumption of all the consequences of man’s ac-

tions in the world, His sufferings and expiatory blood, and

the mystery ofthe Redemption, could liberate man from the

subjection of the baser eleipents and invest him once again

with his lost Divine Sonship.

Ancient rehgions and mysteries had also aspired towards

Redemption. The mysteries of Osiris, Adonis and Dionysos,

were the obscure presentiments and passionate thirst for a

true mystery ofRedemption. In these mysteries man thirsted

passionately to free himselffrom the slavery ofnature and to

achieve immortality; but the ancient mysteries never suc-

ceeded in achieving man’s final liberation because they were

involved in the cycle of b&er elemental nature. They were

immanent natural mysteries in which man experienced the

joy of Redemption from his bitter state of subjection in the

inmost depths of tlie natural cycle. Thus the mysteries of

Dionysos were celebrated in the order of the natural cycles
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themselves, those ofdeath and birth, winter and spring. But

they failed either to exalt man above elemental nature or to

achieve a real Redemption. The ancient world in celebrating

these mysteries expressed a passionate thirst for deliverance;

and, on the eve ofits fall, it was more than ever gripped by

the fear and terror ofthe natural demons. This terror reached

its climax and became really unbearable in the last days of

this world when the mystical cults extended their influence

and power. The life of those who thirsted for Redemp-

tion became really tragic. Christianity alone saved man
from this cycle of elemental natural life and re-established

his dignity by restoring the freedom of the human spirit;

and it thus inaugurated a new era in his destiny. The latter

is now determined and solved by the agency of a free act-

ive subject, and man once again becomes conscious of his

freedom.

There is a reverse side to this process of liberation which

has sometimes been bitterly d«cribed as ‘the death of the

Great Pan’. For it is in this period ofthe collapse ofthe anci-

ent world and birth ofChristianity that a divorce taSes place

between man and the mysterious depths ofnatural life. The

Great Pan, who had been revealed to the natural man ofanti-

quity, was driven to take refuge in the uttermost depths of

nature. A gulfnow separated the natural man from the man
who had entered upon the path, of Redemption. The effect

of Christianity was to divorce man from the inner life of

nature, which, as a result, became de-animated. This was the

reverse side ofthe Christian liberation ofhuman nature. Thus

in order to put an end of man’s subservience to the natural

spirits his access to them had to be prevented until he had

attained spiritual maturity and achieved Redemption. For
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every new attempt of man to commune with paganism,

which had culminated in the terror of the natural demons,

would only threaten once again to bring about liis fall.

Christianity accomplished the process ofliberating the human

spirit by divorcing man from the inner life ofnature. Nature

remained part of that pagan world which it was necessary to

renounce. And this was the position throughout the Middle

Ages. The inner life ofnature was a source of terror, and any

communion with the natural spirits was looked upon as

black magic. Christians feared nature because of its associa-

tions with paganism. Thus Christianity had effected man’s

deliverance from the terror and slavery of nature; but, in

order to achieve this, it had been obliged to declare an un-

compromising, passionate and heroic war on the natural ele-

ments both within and outside man, an ascetic war illustrated

by the astounding lives ofthe Saints.

Tliis repudiation ofnature and loss of the keys to its inner

life are the outstanding chai;^cteristics of the Christian as

compared with the pre-Christian period ofliistory. The con-

sequences are at first sight paradoxical. The pagan world and

all the ancient cultures had conceived nature as a living or-

ganism; but it had inspired the Christian world with dread

and terror, and this led to its mechanization. There was the

danger of communing with nature, the flight from and

struggle against it. Later, at the dawn of modem history,

technique begins to be applied to nature; andwe have its com-

plete mechanization as a result of its conception as a lifeless

mechanism and not a living organism.. This mechanization

of nature is one of the secondary results of man’s Chrisrian

Hberation from demonolatry. In order to give back his free-

dom to man and discipline him, in order to distinguish him
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from nature and exalt him above it, Christianity had been

obliged to mechanize nature.

However paradoxical it may seem, I am convinced that

Christianity alone-made possible both positive science and

technique. As long as man had found himselfin communion

with nature and had based his life upon mythology, he could

not raise himself above nature through an act of apprehen-

sion by means of the natural sciences or technique. It is im-

possible to budd railways, invent the telegraph or telephone,

while living in fear of the demons. Thus, for man to be able

to treat nature like a mechanism, it is necessary for the dae-

monic inspiration of nature and man’s communion with it

to have died out in the human consciousness. The mechanical

conception of the world was to lead to a revolt against Chris-

tianity, but it was itself the spiritual result of the Christian

act ofliberating man from elemental nature and its demons.

When inmiersed in nature and communing with its inner

life, man could neither appreheqd it scientifically nor master

it technically. This fact throws Hght on the whole of man’s

further destiny. Christianity had freed him from subjection

to nature and had set him up spiritually in the centre of the

created world. This anthropocentric feeling had been foreign

to the man of'classical antiquity, who had felt himself to be

an inahenable part ofnature. Christianity alone inspired man

with this anthropocentric feeling which became the funda-

mental motivating power ofmodem times. It made modern

history with all its contradictions possible, because it exalted

man above nature. The recent adversaries of Christianity do

not take sufficiently into account their own dependence upon

this Christian principle.

The result of man’s Christian Hberation from nature was
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that he retired into an inner spiritual world v/here he under-

took a tremendous heroic struggle against the natural ele-

ments in order to overcome his subjection to baser nature,

and to forge an image ofhimselfas a free human personality.

This great undertaking, one of the central facts of man’s

destiny, was achieved by the Christian Saints. The titanic

struggle, conducted by the great Cliristian ascetics and hermits

against the passions ofthe world, finally achieved man’s liber-

ation from the baser elements. In the ancient world the hu-

man image had been modelled upon that ofthe Old Adam,

who, symbolizing collective mankind, had in prehistorical

times fallen into the depths ofbaser elementalnature. Butnow
man was obliged to renounce nature in order to forge anew
human personality based upon that ofthe New Adam. This

effort, which covers the periods ofearly coenobitism, medi-

aeval monasticism and all the ages in which this stn^gle for

a new personalitywas waged, inaugurated the Christian era.

Clnistianity was the first tp recognize the infinite value of

the human soul, which it set above aU the kingdoms of the

world. For what use was it to win a world at the expense of

one’s soul? This idea is, indeed, one of the comer stones of

the Evangelical doctrine. The struggle against the natural

elements therefore became an essential part of Christianity.

It gave rise to the Christian dualism ofspirit and nature. This

is not an ontological dualism. It is in the highest degree based

upon a dynamic principle. The dynamism ofhistory would

be impossible without the' opposition between the active

subject and the objective natural environment against which

he straggles. Accordingly, those periods of history in which

the subject is entirely dominated by the environment do not

favour historical dynamism.
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Until the advent of Christianity the destiny of die whole

ofthe ancient world was following a dual path, each aspect

ofwhich was to prove essential for the structure ofuniversal

history and the new era. The ancient world was tending to-

wards universalism, that is, to transcend all particularism.

The division of this world into the East and West, into a

whole series ofancient cultures and peoples, into a multitude

ofparticularist religions, was ultimately to be transcendedby
a process ofunificationwhich laid the foundations ofa single

great and universal spiritual and material whole. Alexander

the Great’s achievement in uniting the East and West helped

tremendously this process ofunification. The basis ofspiritual

unity was provided by the Hellenistic period which blended

all the rehgions of the East and West. Its syncretic character

permitted the assortment of all the cultural types pecuhar

to the ancient world. The formation ofa single world state,

the Roman Empire, was the direct result of the integrating

process then going on, and lai;^ the foundations of universal

history, which dates from this period of the union of East

and West. The historical rise arid development ofC!hristian-

ity likewise took place in this period ofpantheistic amalgam-

ation, which wimessed the union ofthe Eastern and Western

cultures and their final refiraction in Roman culture. This

process ofunification, coinciding with the period ofHellen-

istic syncretism, made possible a spiritual unity of mankind

which was far superior to the prophetic spirituality of the

ancientHebrews.

Particularism had been the feature of the ancient world.

But the universality ofChristianity had been predetermined

by the unification of the East and West, first in Hellenistic

culture and thaa in the Roman Empire. Christianity origui-
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ated among an insignificant people who played no import-

ant part in the history of the time when the crucial events

were taking place in Rome or Alexandria. And yet Palestine,

though it was dominated by particularism and nationalism,

proved to be the scene of the greatest event in history, one

whose central significance became universally recognized.

For, indeed, the event that took place in Bethlehem deter-

mined the future history of the world. Great events were

taking place in the arena of history, in Rome, Egypt and

Greece; and the way was being paved for a universal union

ofpeoples and cultures. But the greatest, though a pin-point

in comparison with the others, was the revelation ofthe Di-

vine presence. This great revelation and the confluent pro-

cesses from above and below all united in one universal tor-

rent in the last period ofancient history. The foundations of

the Christian world had been laid. This was one ofthe results

of the dual path followed by human destiny in die ancient

world. ..

The other very strange and tragic result was that the an-

cient world, although it had become unified, was about to

collapse. Its fall and that of paganism were imminent.The

great Hellenic culture and the great state ofRome were both

destined to suffer an eclipse. But this occurred only when the

foundations ofa universal state had been laid. Thus, while the

high flowering ofthe ancient world dates back tb the time of

comparatively small states without any claim to universal sig-

nificance, might or glory, its disintegration coincides with

the attainment ofboth the universal idea and state, and also

with the spiritual refinements oflater Hellenistic culture.

This, I believe, is one of the capital facts ofworld histtiry,

and one which more than any other compels us to ponder on
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the nature of the historical process and reconsider many of

the theories ofhistorical progress. The decline ofthe ancient

world was no accident. It had been determined not only by

the barbarian invasions which destroyed the treasures of the

ancient world, but also by an inner disease, whose symptoms

historians admit more and more readily, and which attacked

its very roots and made its fall inevitable precisely in the

period ofits greatest superficial brilliance.

The fall of Rome and the ancient world teaches us two

directly opposite things. It demonstrates the instability and

fragihty of all terrestrial things and cultural achievements;

and it constantly reminds us that all cultural achievements

are corruptible and contain the seed oftheir own decaywhen
opposed to eternity. But in the Hght of history, this fall

teaches us not only that culture has its stages of birth, flower-

ing and decay, but diat it is also based upon an eternal prin-

ciple. For, while the ancientworld was succeeded by a period

of barbarism and darkness in the seventh, eighth and ninth-

centuries, it is also true to say that culture has surviyed the_

ages. Itwas deeply rooted in the life ofthe Christian Church,

which combineddie elements ofHellenic art and philosophy

with the achievements ofRoman culture. The fall ofRome
and the ancient world then is not synonymous with death,

but rather with a sort ofhistorical catastrophe; an upheaval

on the surface of the earth during which some new element

is added to the foundations ofhistory and the basic principle

ofancient culture is left intact, llius Roman law is still ahve;

and so are Greek art and philosophy and all the other ancient

principles that constitute the foundations of our culture,

which is one and eternal, though passing through various

stages ofexistence. The collapse ofthe ancient world teaches
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US in the first place that aJl the doctrines ofprogress in a direct

line will not bear serious examination. In fact, all the funda-

mental events ofhistory constitute an essential denial of this

theory.

EdwardMeyer, one ofthe greatest historians ofthe ancient

world, argues that cultures live through a period ofdevelop-

ment, flowering and decay. He believes that great cultures

had existed in the ancient world compared with which many

subsequent cultures would appear retrograde. The culture of

Babylon, for example, was so perfect that in many respects it

was in no wise inferior to that of the twentieth century. It is

very essential for the philosophy of history to establish this

point. Thus ancient Greece Hved through a period of en-

lightenment which coincided with the development of

Sophist criticism and is directly analogous to that of our

eighteenth caitury. This enlightenment was supposed to

triumph along a direct line of development. But history

proves that die period of Gj'eek enlightenment came to an

abrupt end and was superseded by a great idealistic and mys-

tical reaction, whose exponents were Socrates and Plato. This

spiritual reaction against scepticism and rationalism was to

run through the whole ofthe Middle Ages and thus stretches

over a period of more than a thousand years. This fact is,

however, absolutely incomprehensible from the standpoint

of progressive en%htenment. How are we to account for

such a lasting reaction? Many modem historians of Greece,

such as Beloc, for example, are hostile to this spiritual current,

and see in Plato the initiator ofa reaction wHch lasted until

the time ofthe Renaissance. But why then did the ‘enlight-

enment’ not continue? This brings us to a very interesting

problem ofthe philosophy ofhistory.
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Christianity had its rise in the Hellenistic period, that late

flower and refinement of ancient culture, and it therefore

contains no traces of the naivety peculiar to primitive reli-

gions. This fact is very important in explaining the character

ofChristianity. It is not a natural religion directly associated

with a feeling for nature and the reproduction ofits mysteri-

ous organic processes in the soul. It is, rather, a cultural-his-

torical religion which reveals the mystery oflife and the Di-

vine Being by means ofthe dualism of the soul that has al-

ready discarded its nuve feeling for and associations with na-

ture. This aspect is essential to any definition of Christianity,

which forms the point ofintersection for the two great direc-

tions of universal history; and which once again raised and

solved the great problem ofEast and West. Christianity was

the meeting ground ofthe Eastern and Western spiritual and

historical forces. It is, in fact, inconceivable without this

union. And yet it is the only universal religionwhich, though

having its immediate origin in, the East, stands out as being

par excellence the religion of tiie West, whose peculiarities it

reflects. The final union of the East and West had, ofcourse,

been prepared by Hellenistic culture and the material con-

quests ofRome; and that had laid the foundations ofa united

mankind. Christianity, therefore, supplied the postulate of

universal history without which a philosophy of history is

altogether impossible. Thus, while establishing itself upon

the ground of a united East and West, Christianity offered

the postulate of a united mankind and a Providence manifest-

ing itselfin historical destinies. But Christianity at the same

time transferred the centre of gravity ficom East to West.

World history followed in the wake of this new sun. And
the peoples of the East, who had contributed the first pages
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to the history of mankind and had given birth to the first

great cultures and religions, now seem to vanish from world

history. The East becomes increasingly static. The dynamic

force of history was transferred wholly to the West. Chris-

tianity had introduced historical dynamism into the life of

the Western peoples. The East fell back upon inner contem-

plation and retired from die arena ofworld liistory. Thus, in

so far as the East remained non-Christian, it failed to partici-

pate in world history. This is a practical proofthat Christian-

ity was the greatest dynamic force and that those peoples,

who finally failed to accept and follow it, ceased to be dyn-

amic peoples.

I do not mean to imply that the East is moribund or that it

contains no further possibilities oflife. On the contrary, I am
inclined to think that the Eastern peoples will once againjoin

the torrent ofhistory and that they "will once again play a r6le

of world importance. The World War, from whose conse-

quences we are still suffering, will have helped to draw them

again into the vortex of universal history. It may, perhaps,

bring about another universal union ofEast and West trans-

cending the limits of European culture; and we may again

live through something analogous to the Hellenistic epoch.

But of the past we can only say that, at a given moment, the

East ceased to be the motivating force of history. I do not

include Russia in the East. I consider Russia to be an original

blend of East and West. This fact helps to explain the com-
plexity of her historical destiny, which differs from that of

the non-Christian peoples ofthe East.

All I have said concerning the liberation of the human
spirit from the depths ofnature, the human personality and

man as the image and counterpart of God, was by way of
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emphasizing the fact thatChristianity was the first to become

conscious ofthe human personality and raise the problem of

its eternal destiny. A really profound investigation of this

problem had been impossible in the ancient pagan and Heb-

rew worlds. But Christianity had affirmed the spiritual pri-

macy and priority of human nature, and it had denied its

origin in any lower nature or non-human environment. It

associated the human personality directly with the highest

divine nature and origin; and that explains its deep antagon-

ism to the evolutionary-naturalistic conception ofman. For

whereas the latter studies man as a child ofthe world and na-

ture, and denies his spiritual or high aristocratic origin, Chris-

tianity afiirms man’s primordial nature, independence and,

above all, his freedom from the baser elemental processes.

This made possible the apprehension for the first time of

both the human personality and its high inherent dignity.

Thus the development of the human personality constitutes

the peculiar achievement ofthe Christian period ofhistory,

The human personality was, indeed, forged and fortified

in the Middle Ages—^that period which the humanists had

long considered to be tmfavourable to its devdopment.

Monasticism and Chivalry were the two forces which con-

tributed most to strengthen and discipline man’s spiritual life

in the Middle Ages. The models of the monk and knight

were precisely* those ofa disciplined personality, which was

thus protected by both a spiritual and physical armour against

the elemental and disrupting forces of the external world.

Too little attention has been paid to the tremendous influ-

ence exercised by the Middle Ages on the formation of the

European man who, in a burst of extraordinary energy,

reached his fuU stature and asserted his rights in the age ofthe



Renaissance. And this result was attained chiefly through the

concentration ofman’s spiritual forces and the forging ofthe

human personality on the model of the monk and knight,

which helped to strengthen the principle ofhuman liberty.

Indeed, the whole significance ofChristian asceticism lay in

this concentration of spiritual forces and the refusal to waste

them. Man’s creative forces were concentrated and pre-

served when not allowed to express themselves with suffi-

cient freedom. This proved to be one of the greatest and

most unexpected contributions ofmediaeval history; and the

long period ofcreative economy made possible the creative

outburst of the'Renaissance. Thus European man would not
have crossed the threshold ofmodern history full ofcreative

power and daringhadhenot passed through die ascetic school

ofrestraint. This explains, too, the essential differencebetween

mediaeval and modern history. For European man to-day is

emerging from modem history exhausted and with all his

creative forces spent. He ha,d, on the other hand, emerged

from the Middle Ages with accumulated and virgin forces,

disciplined in the school of asceticism. The model of the

monk and knight had preceded the Renaissance and, with-

out them, the human personality would never have been

able to exalt itselfto its destined heights.

But the decline ofthe Middle Ages, which was to inaugur-

ate modem history and the epochs of the Renaissance and

humanism, also denoted that they could not solve their es-

sential problems.Tt demonstrated that the mediaeval idea of

the Kingdom ofGod had not been fulfilled, and that this fail-

ure had incited man to rebel in the age of the Renaissance.

The great contribution of the Middle Ages lies not only in

that it mxfolded its ideal, but also in tliat it disclosed the con-
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tradictiom mherent in it and its ultimate impracticability.

Tbe Middle Ages were botmd to break down on this issue.

Theocracy was neither achieved nor-could it very well im-

pose itselfby force ofarms. The ultimate achievement ofdie

Middle Ages lay rather iu the concentration ofman’s spiri-

tual forces for the creation ofanew world than in the realista-

tion oftheir particular aims. The result ofa historical move-

ment are usually quite differentfrom the ideals which consci-

ously inspire it. Thus the ultimate result ofthe process which

led to the foundation ofthe Roman Empire was not the fact

of its foundation; for its duration was limited and culmin-

ated in its disintegration and fall. But diat disintegration laid

the foundations ofa unitedmankindwhich in its turnproved

to be the basis for the Catholic Christian Church.

hi the same way, I believe that the Middle Ages uncon-

sciously forged the human personality which was to mani-

fest itself in modem history. The mediaeval consciousness

had been chiefly preoccupie4 with the ideals of theocracy

and feudalism or new forms ofChivalry, but all these either

proved to be failures orwere sweptawaybymodemhistory.

A distinction must, however, be made between these exter-

nal forms and the spiritual principles which are etemaL But

aheady a Christian Renaissance was taking place in the thir-

teenthand fourteenth centuries within the framework ofdie

Middle Ages. It was characterized by the revival of andent

classical forms; and Scholasticism itselfsymbolizod the vic-

tory ofa classical form in philo’sophy. But its highest espres-

sion was reached in Dante.



CHAPTER VII

THE RENAISSANCE AND HUMANISM

I
n the Middle Ages man’s energies were concentrated

upon interior spiritual matters and were not sufficiently

manifested in exterior forms. Yet the Middle Ages culmin-

ated in the Christian Renaissance which represents the high-

est point reached in the development ofWestern European

culture. I am thinking of the mystical Renaissance of Italy,

which comprehends the prophecies ofJoachim of Floris, the

saintliness of Saint Francis of Assisi and the genius ofDante,

I likewise associate with it the paintings ofGiotto and all the

currents ofearlier Italian art. Jaken as a whole this is one of

the most extraordinary moments in the spiritual culture of

Western Europe. It also raised the problem ofa purely Chris-

tian Renaissance, and kid the foundations ofa purely Chris-

tian humanism which must be distinguished from the later

humanism ofmodem history.

This Christian humanism stands out above aU other con-

tributions ofWestern spiritual culture. The purpose behind

the mediaeval religious culture was by its depth and univer-

sal aim perhaps the greatest iii history. It was such also by the

scope ofits imagination and ideal, which aspired to establish

the Kingdom of God on earth surpassing in beauty all that

had ever been conceived, and which evidenced a partial re-

turn to Greek sources, since every regeneration implies a
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revival of the latter. But this grandiose design of religious

culture was doomed to failure; and the mediaeval Kingdom

of God was neither fiiffilled nor could be fulfilled. The

achievements ofthe Christian Renaissancewere, however, as

extraordinary as the saintliness ofSaint Francis and the genius

ofDante; but this creative spiritual experience only served to

demonstrate that man could no longer pursue the path which

had been laid down for him by the mediaeval consciousness.

His further path led him away firom mediaeval culture. It led

him in another direction, towards another Renaissance,

which was in many ways anti-Christian.

The later Renaissance contained the elements of both the

early Christian and the anti-Christian humanism. This con-

stitutes the theme ofman’s destiny, which is at the same time

the fundamental theme of the philosophy of history. The

Renaissance is therefore one of the decisive moments in

man’s destiny. The mediaeval consciousness had certain d^
fects and insufficiencies which were to become increasingly

apparent towards die end ofthe Middle Ages and the begin-

ning ofmodem times. Wherein, then, lay the defeefof this

mediaeval idea of the Kingdom ofGod? For in virtue of it

the mediaeval world came to an end and its theocratic cul-

ture was faced with an internal crisis and disaster; the medi-

aeval gave place to diemodemworld,whichwas animatedby

a spirit hostile to the former. I believe that the defects of the

mediaeval consciousness lay in that it did not allow for the

free play ofman’s creative energies. In the mediaeval world

man had not the power to create or to braid up a culture

freely; and thus man’s spiritual forces, whichhad been forged

by Christianity in the mediaeval period, had not been given a

free trial in this sphere.Mediaevalasceddsmhadstrengthened
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man’s spiritual forces, but had prevented their free parti-

cipation in the work of creative culture. It became clear that

a compulsory fuljSlment of the Kingdom of God was im-

possible. The latter could not be established without the free

consent and participation of man’s autonomous forces. The

revelation of man’s forces and creative energies was neces-

sary to religious culture in the world. It was necessary that

man should pass freely through this trying and tragic experi-

ence; that he should at last discover higher forms ofreligious

consciousness; and that he should be able to establish auto-

nomously a theonomic culture and devote his creative ener-

gies to the fulfilment ofthe Kingdom ofGod.

Modem history constitutes an attempt to discover man’s

potentialities. And in order to give them full play, humanism

evolves a new type ofEuropean man. The Middle Ages had

concentrated and disciplined man’s spiritual forces, but they

had at the same time curbed them. They held man in subjec-

tion to a spiritual authorityand thus centralized allhuman cul-

ture. This subordination was m the very order ofmediaeval

culture. But, at the dawn ofmodem times, a decentralization

took place and man’s creative forces were suddenly liberated.

Their ebqlHence produced that spiritual revolution whichwe
call the Renaissance, the consequences of which were still

making themselves felt in the nineteenth century. It brought

with it the liberation of man’s creative forces, spiritual de-

centralization and the differentiation of all the spheres of

social and cultural Bfe, Sd&ice, art, political and economic

life, society and culturenow become autonomous. This pro-

cess of differentiation is synonymous-with the secularizatioh

ofhuman cultiure. Even religion is secularized. Art and sci-

ence, the state and society, enter the modem world along a
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secular path. The bonds holding together the various spheres

of social and cultural life now become relaxed, and these

sph^^ become independent. That is the essential character

ofmodem history. The transition from mediaeval to modem
history is synonymous with one from the divine to the hu-

man aspects of the world, from the divine depths, interior

concentration and the inner core, to an exterior cultural

manifestation. This divorce from the spiritual depdis, in

which man’s forces had been stored and to which they had

been inwardly bound, is accompanied not only by their lib-

eration, but by their passage from the depths to the periphery

and the surface ofhuman life, from the mediaeval religious to

secular culture; and it implies the transference of the centre

of gravity from the divine depths to purely human creation.

The spiritual bond with the centre of life grows gradually

weaker. Modem history therefore conducts European man
along a path which removes him ever further from the

spiritual centre. It is the path of man’s free experience and

the trial ofhis creative forces.

Burckhardt says that the Renaissance discovered man and

the individual. But what does the discovery ofman signify?

It is more correct to say that man’s inner being was dis-

covered in the Middle Ages, when he was engaged in spirit-

ualwork and stood in the centre ofChristian faith and Crea-

tion, although the attitude to man then was quite different

from that current in the age ofthe Renaissance. The Renais-

sance once more discovered the natural man, the old Adam
ofthe pre-Christian world, for whom Christianity had sub-

stituted the new Adam or the spiritual man. Christianity

had declared war on the natural man and on the baser ele-

ments in the name of a spiritual forging of the human per-
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sonality and for the sake of man’s Redemption. Mediaeval

Christianity had bound the natural man hand and foot; it

was engaged in forging human forces, and it divorced man
from both the nature within him and that of the environing

world. In the Middle Ages nature was a closed book. Com-
munion with it had been one of the fundamental aspects of

the ancient life whose associations with it had been deeply

rooted. The modem man’s discovery ofnature therefore im-

plied that ofantiquity. The Renaissance represented the dis-

covery of both nature and antiquity. This communion with

the natural foundations ofhuman life and the discovery of

creative forces in the natural sphere prepared the ground for

humanism. The humanist consciousness, which was tire re-

sult ofthe double communion with nature and antiquity, di-

verted its contemplation from the image ofthe spiritual man
to that of the natural man. It released man’s natural forces

and at the same time severed bis connection with the spiritual

^thority, divorcing the natural from the spiritual man. The

discovery of his natural forces and of a new consciousness

upon their basis inspired man with a youthfiil confidence in

himself and his creative possibilities. Man’s forces appeared

to be boundless, and there seemed to existno limits to human

creation in either art or science, political or social life. On the

threshold ofmodern history manwould seem to have awon-

derful future ahead ofhim. He feels the liberation ofhis force

and a profound and direct communion with natural life and

antiquity.

It is a curious fact that in Italy, which saw the flowering

of man’s creative forces, no revolt against Christianity took

place. Italy had always preserved her associations with anti-

quity through Rome; the connection had never been lost
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and the ideas ofantiquity had never become altogether alien

to Italian history. The Italian Renaissance, therefore, far from

breaking with the Catholic Church, preserved a curious as-

sociation with the Catholic faith, an association at times un-

der Papal patronage. The Renaissance manifested itselfwith

extraordinary force in the Vatican. The result was to enrich

Catholicism itself. This fact distinguishes the temperament of

the Romance from that of the Nordic or Germanic peoples

which ultimately gave rise to the Protestant revolt. But the

Italian and Romance temperaments in general, aesthetically

attached to the cult ofthe Church, did not attempt any such

revolutionary act. They encouraged positive creation rather

than a revolt against the religious and spiritual past.

What was the essence ofman’s communion with nature

and antiquity? It was the search after perfect forms in all

spheres ofhuman creation. A formal principle of this sort in

human creation always denotes a Renaissance approach to

antiquity. I have often repeated that the essential feature of

the whole order of Hellenic culture lies in the mastery of a

form wiiich reaches an immanent perfection. Every Attempt

to formalize thought, artistic creation, politics and law, re-

presents a return to antiquity. I believe that Patristic thought,

m so far as it involved a return to Plato and Aristotle, repre-

sents an attempt to give form to the Christian content by

means ofHelletiic ideas. But foe return to ancient forms was

immeasurably more striking at the dawn ofmodem times..

The search after new perfect,forms has two aspects. On
foe one hand, it implies a direct communion with foe ancient

art, philosophy and state. On the other, foe search for perfect

forms is carried into nature itself. The Renaissance turns

man’s attention to nature in such a way as to direct his crea-
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tive researches towards the discovery ofperfect forms in and

through nature itself. The search after the source of perfec-

tion in the perfect forms of nature itself predetermines the

currents ofart. The art ofthe Renaissance studies the perfec-

tion offorms in nature as well as in ancient art. And tins con-

stitutes its profound essence. It symbolizes the search after

perfect forms on the part ofthe new spirit which, emerging

from mediaeval history, turns for inspiration to andent art,

science, politics and all forms ofandent life, although it had

no real affinity with the spirit ofthe andent world. The Re-

naissance marks the turbulent and passionate clash ofthe new

spiritual content of Christian life which had slowly formed

itself in the course of the Middle Ages; of the human soul

which had developed a nostalgia for another tramcendental

world and was unable to find satisfactionm this world; with

the etemahy renascent and regenerating anrique forms. It

was a soul stricken with thirst for Redemption and for com-

munion with its mystery which was ignored by the andent

world; a soul poisoned by the Christian consdousness of sin

and the Christian division between two worlds; a soul incap-

able of being satisfied by either the forms of natural life or

the culture ofthe andent world.

The Renaissance is deeply marked by that dualism ofcon-

sciousness which it inherited from the experience ofthe Mid-

dle Ages with their antitheses between God and devil, heaven

and earth, body and soul. It thus united the Christian

transcendental consciousness, which breaks through all bar-

riers with the immanent consdousness ofandent naturalism.

The Renaissance did not at any moment constitute an integ-

ral unity of its own. It could not be an absolute revival of

paganism. It was an unusually complex phenomenon, for it
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was founded upon the turbulent clash ofthe pagan and the

Christian, of the eternally immanent and the transcendental

principles ofhuman nature. This refutes the theory that the

Renaissance was the revival of paganism, that it gave birth

to a p^anjoy oflife which aspired towards nature, that the

Renaissance man finally broke away from Christian prin-

ciples and that the epoch was dominated by one very well

defined and distinct tone. Historians now admit that the Re-

naissance represents the tempestuous clash oftwo principles,

and that both the pagan and the Christian principles were

active in it. This fact stands out particularly clearly in that

notable record of the epoch, Benvenuto Cellini’s autobio-

graphy. Benvenuto Cellini may be regarded as a sixteenth

century pagan: he commits the most dastardly crimes and

sets his stamp upon the age in which such crimes were com-

mon enough. And yet he remains a Christian; he has mys-

tical visions in the castle of Sant’ Angelo. If this is true of

Benvenuto Cellini
,
who lived in the later period of the Re-

naissance and who was further removed from the mediaeval

Christian principles, it must be still more true of the' earlier

stages. Themm ofthe quattrocento all hear the mark of(his

dualism. And the Renaissance finally proves the impractica-

bility ofa classical perfection ofform and clarity in a Chris-

tian period of history. The Christian spirit which had dis-

covered heaven and transcended the Hmits of the world,

which could conceive life as closed and immanent, found it

impossible to achieve those perfect forms which the classical

world had succeeded in creatingwhen it produced the image

of a terrestrial Eden and of ihe perfect beauty of terrestrial

life* It had been posable to do so only once in universal his-

tory. Christian history, however, gives examples ofperiodi-
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cal attempts at a revival of or a return to the Hellenic world

whose beauty captivates the soul. But the Christian world

found it impossible to equal this beauty, tliis clarity and in-

tegrity ofthe spirit. This is mainly due to die cleavage intro-

duced by the Christian consciousness between heaven and

earth, between eternal and temporal life, between the trans-

cendentally infinite and the immanendy hermetic worlds,

—

a cleavage that is insurmountable within the limits of terres-

trial history and culture.

Christianity establishes a type of culture and creation in

which all achievements are symboUc. Thus the art of the

Christian world is by its nature symbolic and not classical.

But symbolic achievements tend to be always imperfect and

lacking in clarity, because they presuppose a form denoting

the existence ofan Absolute beyond the limits ofa given ter-

restrial achievement. The symbol is a bridge between two

worlds; it affirms that die perfect form is attainable only be-

yond a certain boundary, but not in the closed circle ofterres-

trial life. This inability to arrive at a perfection of form is

particularly evident in the quattrocento or the middle period

ofthe Renaissance. This period ofgreat research is character-

ized by its imperfection of form. The imperfection of the

terrestrial form implies a super-terrestrial perfection. The art

of the time does not so much create perfection as confess its

nostalgia for it and express it symbolically. Thjs is the charac-

teristic feature ofthe whole order ofChristian culture. It wiU

become particularly clear ifwe compare Classical and Gothic

architecture. While the former achieves a final perfertion as

in the dome ofthe Pantheon, the latter is essentially imperfect.

Nor does it strive after perfection ofform. It aspires to the

heavens quivering with anguish and nosta^k, and proclaims
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that the acliievement ofperfection is possible only there; on

earth only anguish and a passionate longing for it are possible.

This impossibility of terrestrial perfection constitutes the

peculiarity of the Christian culture. By its very nature the

latter could not ultimately fulfil itself. It symbolizes the prin-

ciple of an eternal search, longing and aspiration; and it is

but the symbolic reflection of the possibilities beyond the

limits of this earth. The antj^onism of the Christian and

pagan souls attains its acutest and most beautiful expression

in the work ofBotticelli, the greatest painter ofthe quattro-

cento. In his art the dualism of the Renaissance man, the

clash of the pagan and Christian principle, reaches a parti-

cular intensity of expression. Botticelli’s creative path led

him in the end to follow in the footsteps of Savonarola,—

a

tragedy comparable only to that of Gogol when he burned

his manuscripts. The work of Botticelli reflects, too, the ina-

bility of the Christian soul to attain to perfection in artistic

forms, its sickness and disintegration, and its failure to fulfil

itself in cultural creation. It was said of Botticelli that his

Venuses had abandoned the earth and that his Madonnas had

abandoned him. The inabiHty to arrive at a perfect image of

the Madonna in this terrestrial existence constitutes the char-

acteristic trait of Botticelli’s spirit; and in this lies his whole

nosta%ia.

I find Botticelli’s art both beautiful and illuminating be-

cause the Renaissance was destined to suffer an inner fidlurc.

The essence and greatness of the latter consists, perhaps, in

that it neither did nor could succeed; a purely pagan Re-

naissance concerned exclusively with terrestrial forms was

impossible in a Christian world. A profound disillusionment

with the possibility ofrealizing perfect forms on earth was as
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inevitable to this world as the search after them or the com-

munion with ancient forms. Thus it becomes impossible to

achieve an immanent perfection in the Christian period of

history. And the failure of the Renaissance constitutes, per-

haps, its greatest achievement, because it makes possible the

realization ofthe maximum ofcreative beauty. The dualistic

vision ofthe quattrocento contributes a profound knowledge

of man’s destiny and provides a striking demonstration of

the limits ofman’s creative expression in the Christian period

ofuniversal history. The Coming ofChrist and the Redemp-

tion had invalidated the intrinsic perfection of creative

forms.

It might be objected that the cinquecento attained to a

much greater perfection offorms. The art ofMichael Angelo

and Raphael would seem to have achieved a real perfection.

But an amazing destiny awaited sixteenth century Italian art'

at the height of its perfection. For Raphael’s art, that high

peak ofattainment, coincided with the beginxiing ofthe4^
cadence ofthe Renaissance. An interior lack ofsoul becomes

apparent in Raphael’s masterpieces which otherwise suc-

ceeded in acliieving perfection ofcomposition. Butwe miss in

them that interior pulsationwhich makes itselffelt in quattro-

cento art. And, moreover, the Bolognese and Baroque

schools, which succeeded those of the cinquecento, were

already manifestly decadent.

A return to the creative epochs ofthe past implies not only

a simple imitation of them,*but also the revival usually of

ancient and eternal principles which appear refracted in the

new ones. Thus the ofthe Renaissance marked not only

the return to and imitation ofancient forms, but also an ori-

ginal adaptation ofthem to the new spirit and the new con-
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tent, and thus produced entirelynew results. The affinity, too,

between the ancient and the Renaissance worlds has been

much exaggerated. Renaissance art fails to reproduce antique

perfection; and this is natural enough since nothing ever re-

curs. Renaissance Platonism bears but a slight resemblance to

that ofthe ancient world. The same is true of the attempts to

set up artificial political forms on the model ofthe antiquity

which they do not at all resemble. Such resemblances as

exist are merely superficial and illusory. In reality the whole

creative culture of the Renaissance is much less perfect than

the Hellenic at its flowering-time. The latter hsa perhaps

never been surpassed in human history. Nevertheless, the

Renaissance is both richer and more firuitfiil in its researches,

as well as much more complex than the simpler but more

integral culture ofGreece.

The inner guiding spirit ofmodem history, which had in-

spired the Renaissance in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies and ccHitinued to do so throughout modem history, is

only now beginning to abandon its sway. This was the hu-

manist spirit which lies at the foundations of^modem con-

ceptions. The beginning ofthe humanist era coincided with

that ofmodem times. The Renaissance was soon a fact not

only in Italy, but throughout Europe. Shakespeare’s work

was one of its greatest manifestations. It revealed that free

play of creative energies which followed man’s liberation

from his mediaeval confinement. The Renaissance spirit

manifests itself in all European* coimtries, but it reached its

flower of perfection in Italy. Humanism constitutes indeed

the leaven ofmodem history. To understand its spirit is to

grasp the very essence of the latter. It is to comprehtod the

whole of man’s destiny in it and the inevitability of his ex-
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perience down to our day. It is to define and explain these

experiences. I personally believe that humanism was founded

upon a deep contradiction whose expression forms tlie very

theme of modem history. This essential contradiction ex-

plains all the disillusions of modem history and human

destiny; those disillusions which have assailed human free-

dom and poisoned thejoy ofhuman creation. It explains all

the bitter disappointments experienced by us down to our

own times. But wherein does this contradiction lie?

Humanism, as its name implies, denotes the elevation and

setting up ofman in the centre rfthe universe. It signifies his

rebellion, aflarmation and discovery. This is one ofits aspects.

It has been said that humanism discovered the human indivi-

duality and gave it full play, freeing it from its mediaeval

subjection and directing it upon free paths ofself-affirmation

and creation. But humanism also contained a diametrically

opposed principle, that of man’s abasement, of the exhaus-

tion of his creative powers and ofhis general enfeeblement.

For humanism, by regardinig man- as part of nature, trans-

ferred thecentre ofgravity ofthehuman personality from the

centre to the periphery. It divorced the natural from the spiri-

tual man. It divorced him from the interior significance and

the divine centre of life, from the deepest foundations of

man’s very nature; md it then gave him the freedom ofcrea-

tive development. In fact, humanism denied jhat man was

the image and likeness of God; that he was the reflection of

the Divine Being^. In its dominant form humanism affirmed

that human nature was the image and likeness not ofthe di->-

*An exception must be made in fevour ofthe early Christian human-

ism; and in that of Patacehus, Pico della Mirandola, Erasmus and Saint

Thomas More.
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vine but of universal nature. It affirmed that man was a na-

tural being, the child ofthe world and ofnature, created by

natural necessity, the flesh and blood of the natural world;

and that he therefore shared all its limitations, diseases and

defects. Thus humanism not only affirmed man’s seifeonfid-

ence and exalted him, but it also debased him by ceasing

to regard him as a being of a higher and divine origin. It

affirmed exclusively his terrestrial birth place and origin at

the expense ofthe celestial. In this way humanism helped to

diminish man’s stature. The result ofman’s self-affirmation,

once he had ceased to be ccaiscious ofhis tie with the higher

Divine and Absolute nature and with the highest source of

his life, was to bring about hisown perdition. Humanism de-

throned the Christian spiritual prindple, which had consid-

ered man in the image and likeness of God, of the child of

God and as a being deriving Sonship from God.The Christian

consciousnessofmanbegan to lose its strength.And this, in its

turn, gave rise to aself-destructive dialecticwithinhumanism.

Humanism passed through Various staged. The nearer it

kept to the Christian and Catholic sources, and thils to the

ancient ones, the finer and more powerful was its creative

effort. But the further it departed from the Middle Ages and

the more it denied its ancient foundations, the sooner did ite

creative powers become exhausted and the beauty of the

human spirit^enfeebled. This is one of the most indubitable

as well as paradoxical situations disclosed by modem his-

tory. It explains the terrible lack ofcorrespondence between

the beginnings and the end of humanism, between its

flowering-rime in the age of the Renaissance, when the

mediaeval and Catholic foundations ofthehumanpersonality

as well as their tie with antiquity still made themselves felt,
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and its culminating phase, when an ever greater rupture with

the mediaeval Cadiolic foundations, and therefore with anti-

quity, became apparent. For the further man’s consciousness

and history led him away from the mediaeval principles, the

further he departed from those of antiquity, thus betraying

the original covenant ofthe Renaissance.

The essential principles ofantiquity had never really died

out, particularly among the Romance peoples. Thenew spirit

which manifested itselfin modem history opened up absol-

utelynew vistas forman which hadnothing incommon with

those of either his ancient or mediaeval destiny. And yet

man’s spiritual foundations are two,—the Hellenic and the

mediaeval Christian or Catholic. This seemingly paradoxical

assertion brilliantly confirms the whole dialectic ofman. The

latter is contained in the fact that mans self-affirmation leads to

his perdition; thefree play ofhumanforces unconnected with any

higher aim brings about the exhaustion ofman’s creative powers.

The passionate striving to create beauty and perfect forms,

which inaugurated the Renaissance period of history, cul-

minates only in their destraction and enfeeblement. This be-

comes apparent in every sphere ofhuman culture.

The Renaissance period ofhistory submitshumanfreedom

to a great trial. But this latter was providentially inevitable.

The establrihment ofthe Kingdom ofGod would be imposs-

ible without such a free trial ofhuman forces. The latter had

not formed part of the mediaeval project ofa theocracy on

earth. But mankind could not achieve the Kingdom ofGod
without the fieedom ofaeation. It is one thing to affirm the

inevitability ofthis process ofmodem history and to recog-

nize the profound si^cance ofman’s humaiust experience,

and another to affirm that humanism is based upon the high-
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est authentic truth and that it represents the highest attain-

ment ofhuman forces and freedom. I believe that man has

hved through schism and decadence, and their consequences;

but he has had to do so in the name ofthe greatest purpose

underlying every free experience. This contradiction mani-

fest in humanism constitutes the theme of the philosophy of

modem history. Its discovery brings us to the end ofthe Re-

naissance and of humanism whichwe are experiencing in its

acutest form. This also brings us to the end ofmodem his-

tory. Andwe arenow entering upon an absolutely unknown

period, the fourth period of universal history, which has as

yet no name. It denotes, too, the final bankmptcy of both

the Renaissance and humanism.

The Reformation was the next stage in the development

ofhumanism in modem history. It followed the unexam-

pled manifestation of man’s creative forces during the Re-

naissance, and it was accompanied by a dialectic of its own.

The mission had now passed to another race. The Renais-

sance had its origins in the south, among the Romance peo-

ples: the Reformation was the contribution ofthe northern

and pre-eminendy Germanic peoples. It was the creation of

another racial temperament, the expression ofanother spirit.

It reflected the positive as well as negative qualities of the

, German race. The German Reformation exhibited certain

traits ofthe German spirit which set it in some respects above

the Romance spirit. These were a particular profimdity and

striving after spiritual purity. Tile result ofthis was to endow

both the Renaissance and humanism with a religious form.

TheRomance Catholicworldbadbeen the scene ofa creative

humanist revival which did not take the form of a revolt

against the Catholic Church. The Popes had patronized die
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Renaissance and had themselves been inspired by the Re-
naissance spirit. But decadence had set in within the Church,

particularly in the governmental spheres; and it was against

this that die German race revolted. Its revolt assumed the

character ofa protest rather than ofa creative manifestation.

The humanism ofthe German Reformation afBrms both the

true freedom of human nature as against the compulsion

which had been exercised in the CathoHc world and die false

freedom which was to lead man to his perdition. Such

was the essential contribution of the Reformation: on the

one hand,—and this was its most authentic and positive act,

—it affirmed man’s freedom; and oh the other, it placed him

on a lower plane than the Catholic consciousness had done.

This latter thought requirts development. The Catholic

Christian consciousness had affirmed the existence of two
principles; the divine and the human. It had also affirmed

man’s independence before God and recognized both the

inter-relation of these two principles and dieir independent

origin. The Protestant Lutheran consciousness, on the other

hand, affirmed the existence uniquely ofGod and the Divine

Nature, denying the independence ofhuman nature. This is a

monism, but one that is opposed to a naturalistic monism.

The religious and mystical consciousness of Protestantism

therefore affirmed uniquely God and theDivine Nature, and

deniedman’s original independenceandthe ontological foun-

dations ofhuman liberty. Luther affirmed the freedom ofthe

religious consciousness. In bas protet against Catholicism he

asserted the autonomy ofman’s religious consciousness, but

he denied the primal formdations ofman’s freedom/|;Ie ten-

ded to subscribe to the Augustinian doctrine ofGrace which

left no room for man’s freedom. This tendency is char-
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actcristic not only of the Reformation, but also of the

whole of the spirit behind German philosophy and idealist

monism. The unique divine principle is revealed within man,

but the latter’s independent nature and freedom before the

divine principle is denied. Thus abstract German mysticism

and idealism tend to regard human nature as a secondary na-

ture in no way related to the essence ofbeing. This doctrine

was already implicit in the Reformation, which had begtm to

deny metaphysically the human freedom it had first of all

affirmed. Thus the Reformation contains an anti-humanist

as well as a humanist principle. Moreover, it wished to ex-

terminate the pagan principle in Christianity and was hos-

tile to all its Hellenic sources. It laid the foundations of a

spiritual current which departed ever further from the ideal

ofclassical beauty and antique forms. It is therefore an essen-

tial stage in the development of the humanist dialectic. But,

before approaching the fundamental theme of the decHne of

the Renaissance, it is important to consider the principal

stages ofthis dialectic.

The age ofeighteenth-century enlightenment, which was

closely connected with the coming of the new man in the

epoch of the Renaissance, forms the next stage. The dism-

tc^ration ofhumanism is already apparent. The spirit of ‘en-

lightenment’ does not at all resemble that ofthe flowering-

time of the Rjcnaissance, Its rationalism lacks that full en-

thusiasm and faith in the power and possibilities of man’s

knowledge which was the feature of the Renaissance with

its belief that man was able to master the mysteries of

nature. Both the tbeosophic and the natural-philosophic cur-

rents of the Renaissance gave proof of the extraordinary

progress which had been made in the study of the mysteries
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of nature. They conceived the latter as being something di-

vine and living, something with which man had to com-

mune and blend. The first great discoveries ofnatural science

contributed still further to this progress. But the age ofen-

lightenment in spite of all its faith in reason lacks this en-

thusiasm for the knowledge of nature. Reason itself begins

to be undermined: its quality is affected because the tie with

the higher reason uniting man with the divine cosmos

has become weakened. This, ofcourse, marks the beginning

of that isolation and divorce ofman from the spiritual prin-

ciples which ultimately leads to his divorce from cosmic hfe.

The consequences ofthis process become already apparent in

the nineteenth century. Like the Renaissance, the Reforma-

tion, and the age ofenlightenment which hadpreceded it, the

French Revolution was but another great manifestation of

the humanist spirit in modem history. It marks one ofthe es-

sential stages in the destiny ofboth the Renaissance and the

humanist self-affirmation. The latter was destined to lead in-

evitably to the acts ofthe French Revolution and to the trial

of man’s forces in this domain. Those elements which had

been confined to the sphere ofart and science in the Renais-

sance, to that ofreligion in the Reformation, and to that of

reason in the age of enlightenment, were now applied in the

sphere ofcommunal and collective action. Thus man’s faith

in his ability as a natural being to change absolutely freely

' and independently human society and the direction of his-

tory; his beliefin his perfect freedom from control and in his

right to proclaim and fulfil this freedom; aU thesenow mani-

fest themselves in communal 'and collective action. In tins

sphere, then, the French Revolution realized one ofthe great-

est of humanist experiments. It was an experiment which
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served to verifythe interior contradictions,problems and con-

sequences ofa humanism divorced from its spiritual founda-

tions. But the French Revolution was powerless to solve its

own problems: it could realize neither man’s rights nor the

freedom ofhuman life. It suffered a defeat. It succeeded only

in realizing tyranny and abusing man. The Renaissance had

been a great manifestation of man’s creative powers, but it

had failed to achieve the perfection of terrestrial forms. The

Reformation had put forward the temptation of feeedom

only to reveal its religious impotence and to assume negative

and not creative forms. And now the Revolution was at-

tended widi a soil greater failure.

The French Revolution had proved a failure, as witness the

whole of the nineteenth century. And the spiritual reaction,

which set in at the beginning of that century and which is

stUl developing in our day, lays bare the essence and meaning

ofthis failure. It became clear that the Revolution could not

help man to realize his rights, freedom or happiness. For the

Revolution which, in 1789, had been animated by the ideal

ofthe Rights ofMan, ofthe citizen and offreedom* arrives

by 1793 at the negation of all rights and of all freedona. It

consumes itself, thus revealing that it possessed at the founda-

tions no ontological principle to justify the rights ofman. It

becomes apparent then that die rights of the man, who for-

gets those of.God, tend to exterminate themselves without

liberadng him. The spiritual reaction at the beginning of the

nineteenth century clearly demonstrated this. It contributed

many profound thoughts and considerably enriched its cen-

tury. Ninet^th-centmy Sodahsm was not only a product

of the French Revolution, it was also in a way a reaction

against the failure ofthe Revolution to realize its promises of
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Freedom, Equality and Fraternity, Socialism represents the

materialist and atheistic perversion ofa theocratic idea. It as-

pires to achieve human happiness while setting limits to the

liberating movement of the Renaissance. The French Re-

volution was based upon man’s self-affirmation; but its sad

history discloses the interior contradiction which would not

permit either the real hberation or realization of human

rights, and which finally produces an inevitable reaction.

Fabre d’Olivier, an interesting French thinker, attempts to

establish in his Histoire Philosophique du Genre Humain the ex-

istence ofthree mutually dependent principles in the history

of human societies. These are necessity {le Destin), the Di-

vine Providence (/a Providence) and, finally, human freedom

{la Volonte de VHomme). In the French Revolution the prin-

ciple ofhuman Hberty or the human will is actively engaged

against that of Providence or the Divine. The reaction a-

gainst the Revolution therefore represents the principle of

necessity. Then Le Destin begins to assert its rights against

human arbitrariness. NapoleOn was the instrument ofneces-

sity in revolt against the human will. Necessity in all its terr-

ible force swooped down upon the French Revolution and

the orgy ofhuman fireedom and boundless human presump-

tion which had tom man away from the higher principles.

Its blow was the penalty humanist freedom had to pay for its

false divorce ofthe natural from the spiritual man and its loss

of all notion of the spiritual significance of freedorivi Thus

necessity reacts against presumption; but it is powerless to

do anything against spiritual freedom.

The sixteenth-century Renaissance had been preoccupied

with antiquity. That of the nineteenth century, on the con-

trary, was inspired by the Middle Ages, which offered a basis
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for the creative research^ of the Romantic revival. The

latter was likewise a manifestation of humanism, one that

attempted to save human creation by enriching it from

mediaeval sources, whichwerenow made to provide spiritual

nourishment for it. It attempted to restore human creation

to the high level ofthe Christian consciousness and thus pre-

vent its decay. This communion with mediaeval ideals was

also a feature ofthe later nineteenth century, which witnessed

the development of a mystical movement in certain centres

ofspiritual culture.

Humanism, it is clear, reaches its highest point ofdevelop-

ment and creative effort when it maintains itselfon a purely

human level as, for example, in the German Renaissance

and die personality of Goethe. This was the last mani-

festotion of a purely ideal humanism. Herder regarded hu-

manity as the supreme goal of hhtory; but he was the last

real humanist. For him man was the first being to realize his

freedom and to stand upright. Manwas aking in his freedom.

InHerder’s humanismman was slall associatedwith the Deity.

Hishumanismwas religious,buthis religionwas humanist. For

him man was amedium between two worlds. Manwas bom
forimmortalityandhispowerscontainin themthe elements of

infinity. The education of the human species was the prob-

lem which preoccupied both Herder and Lessing, According

to them man’^ goal lay in himself, that is, in humanism. Fol-

lowing upon the German revival ofHerder, Goethe and the

romantics, humanism suffered a profound change and lost its

links with the age ofthe Renaissance. The nineteenth century

opened with the crisis ofhumanism and the exhaustion ofthe

Ren^ance spirit. It disclosed the abyss of diametrically

opposed principles.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE END OF THE RENAISSANCE AND THE
CRISIS OF HUMANISM: THE ADVENT OF
THE MACHINE

We are now approaching my main theme, the end

of the Renaissance and the crisis of humanism. The

era we are now entering is for me synonymous with the

end of the Renaissance period ofhistory. It is, however, ne-

cessary to explain why the creative spirit ofthe Renaissance

and the energy ofmodem history have exhausted themselves,

and are being supplanted by another spirit. To grasp the es-

sentials of this development^ we shall have to consider the

primal bases ofthe whole ofthe historical process as we have

outlined it. It is founded upon the rektion of the human

spirit and its destiny to nature; and this constitutes its primary

pattern.

“We can establish three periods ofman’s rektions to nature.

First of all, there is the pre-Christian pagan period whose

feature is the immersion ofthe human spirit in nature and its

direct organic blending with it. This is the primal stage of

man’s relations to nature wherein his life is governed by an

animistic conception. Secondly, there is the Christian st^e

comprising the whole of the Middle Ages and marked by

the heroic straggle of the human spirit against the natural

elements and forces. The human spirit becomes divorced
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from nature and seeks refuge in its own inner depths; it tends

to regard nature as a source of sin and subservience to the

baser elements. And, finally, there is the third period which

gives rise to a new attitude to natural life. But this latter must

be sharply distinguished from that direct communion with

nature which had existed in the earliest stage of world his-

tory.

The new attitude does not wage a spiritual war against the

natural elements as had been the case in the Middle Ages; it

is concerned, rather, to conquer and master the natural forces

with a view to transforming them into an instrument ofhu-

man aims, interests and happiness. This intention doesnot be-

come immediately apparent during the Renaissance which,

at the beginning, manifested itselfpre-eminently in an artistic

and scientific contemplation of the mysteries of nature. But

gradually man’s new attitude to nattire asserted itself. The

conquest and subjection of external nature brings about a

change in human nature itself; and, by its creation ofa new

environment, modifi^ not only nature but man himself.

Human nature undergoes a radical change.’,yhere is a transi-

tion firom the organic to the mechanical type. A profound

revolution takes place introducing a mechanical order oflife

in contrast to the organic life andrhythmwhichhadgovemed

man’s relations to nature in the earKer stages.

The historyofthe Renaissance period, which extends over

several centuries, does not stricdy coincide with the ‘Renais-

sance’ itself. The sixteenth, sevaiteenth and eighteenth cen-

turies constitute a transition period in which man may be

regarded as firee from the organic ties of life, but not yet sub-

ject to its mechanism.Human forc« are liberated for creative

action. Man had emerged firom the depths oforganic, com-
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munal and personal life, and had cast off the compul-

sory tie subjecting him to the organic centre. There was

no new tie to replace the old; and the domination of the

mechanical conception was still a thing of the future. This

transition period, therefore, permitted the free play ofhuman
creative forces and was most rich in historical context.

What had happened then in the history ofmankind? How
are we to explain the fact that the whole order and rhythm

oflife had undergone a radical change? Why did the decline

of the Renaissance, already apparent in the nineteenth

century, become much more accentuated in the twen-

tieth? I am deeply convinced that an unexampled revolu-

tion and crisis ofthe human species had taken place, one that

caimot be recognized by such outward signs as had distin-

guished the French Revolution from year to year, a revolu-

tion that was, in fact, immeasurably more profound. I have

in mind the changes associated with the introduction of

machinery into the life ofhuman societies.; I believe that the

triumphant advent of the machine constitutes one of the

greatestWutions inhuman destiny.We have not yetmade

ajust estimate ofits importance. The advent ofthe machine

brings about a revolution in all spheres of life. It rips man
away from the bowels of nature and changes the whole

rhythm of his life. Formerly, an organic tie had existed be-

tween man and nature, and his commtmal life had been gov-

erned by a natural rhythm. The machine radically modifies

this relationship. It steps in between man and nature; and it

conquers not only the natural dements for die benefit of

man, but also, in the process, man himself. It both liberates

and enslaves him once again. Ifman had formerly depended

upon nature and had, as a result, lived a meagre life, the in-
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vcntion of macBinery and the rcsuliaiit mechanization oflife

while in some ways enriching him yet impose a new form of

dependence on him, a dependence, perhaps, evenmore tyran-

nical than that exercised by nature. A new and mysterious

force, alien to both man and nature, now makes its appear-

ance in human life; and this third, unnatural and non-human

element acquires a terrible power over both man and nature.

It disintegrates the natural human forms. It disintegrates and

divides man so that he ceases to be the natural being he had

been from time immemorial. It contributes most of all to

bring the Renaissance to an end.

We arrive at a very strange paradox which provides

a clue for many things in modem history. The age of the

Renaissance opened with a research for perfect natural

forms. This research was at the basis of both Renaissance

art and science. Tliere was also an active desire to regenerate

and naturalize man’s social life. A new era was thus inaugur-

ated which supplanted the mediaeval struggle against nature.

But the further development ofthe Renaissance and human-

ism disclosed the action ofa principle wliich separated man

still more irreparably from nature than had been done by

(he Middle Ages. Leonardo da Vinci, one of the greatest

Renaissance geniuses in bodi art and science, illustrates its

spirit perfectly in his works. He strove not only to discover

the sources of perfect forms in art, but also to acquire an

intimate knowledge of nature. He is among those respons-

ible for the future mechanization of human nature and for

the decline ofthe original Renaissance attitude to naturdCHe

helped to separate man from the latter by introducing the

machine between them and enclosing man in the artificial

culture that was being created in this period: >
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Thus the Renaissance attitude to nature, which was lim-

ited to the discovery of the natural man, offered no guaran-

tee against the process that was to separate man still further

from nature and bring about his final disintegration and dis-

ruption as a natural being. Towards the end ofmodem his-

tory this process quickens its rhythm and produces an entire-

ly unexpected result which contradicts the original Renais-

sance principles. The exhaustion of man’s creative forces,

which was the direct result ofhis rupture with the spiritual

centre of life and his exclusive preoccupation with its peri-

phery, is accompamed by the bankruptcy ofhumanism. The

Christian image ofman and his personality forged by the

Middle Ages now begin to be shattered and disintegrated.

The early Renaissance had encouraged spiritual creativeness,

but, in the period that followed, natural man, becoming

more and more isolated from his spiritual self, lost control of

his personality and thus ofan inexhaustible creative source.

Man transferred his activities to the periphery oflife and de-

voted Ins energies to establish the reign of the machine. The

whole strength of man’s creative forces had lain in the dis-

covery of a deep, superhuman and divine principle animat-

ing his Hfe. But once he had repudiated this principle and

severed all connection with it, he shattered his own image

and increasingly emptied himselfof content and his will of

purpose. This denial of the highest creative source and pur-

pose, which are essentially superhuman, deprives creation it-

selfofboth source and object. The living sources ofcreation,

both human and superhuman, dry up; the aim and object

of creation, which are also superhuman, disappear; and the

result is man’s complete disintegration, (for, when man fol-

lows the path ofself-affirmation, ceases to respect the higher
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principle and asserts his sel&suffidency, lie eictemiinates and

daiies his true self according to the laws of an inexorable

inner dialectic. To affirm himselfand preserve the source of

his creative energy, man must affirm God as well. He must

affirm theims^ ofGod within him. Forhecanhaveno vision

ofhimselfifhe has none ofthe higher Divine nature; he be-

comes the slave ofthe baser processes, disintegrating into the

elements of his own nature and becoming the victim of the

artificial nature ofthe machine he has conjured up into life,

and these de-personalize, weaken and finally annihilate him.

The affirmation of the human individuality and personality

demand a tie with a higher divine principle. But when the

human personality will admitno authority but itself, it disin-

tegrates, allowing the intrusion ofthe lowestnatural elements

whichconsume it.Whenmanwilladmitonly himsdtf,he loses

consciousness ofhimself; for this necessitates the recognition

ofsomething outside of one’s selfjust as being an individual

necessitates the recognition of both another human person-

ality and that of the Divine Being. This recognition makes

us conscious of the human personality, while boundless self-

affirmation, which admits nothing save itself, brings about

man’s immediate ruin. Humanism attacks bothman and God.

Forman ceases to know himselfwhen he knows ofno higher

being or other prmdplcs than those contained in the con-

fined dxcle ofhis nature. Thus the denial ofthe higher prin-

ciples makes man inevitably subservient to the basest infia-

human principles. Such is the inexorable path followed by

atheistichumanism inmodem history.The individualism that

knows neither bounds nor authority disintegrates individu-

ality. The strange and mysterious tragedy ofhuman destiny

is apparent in the last achievements ofmodem history. On
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the one hand, we have the discovery of the concept of in-

dividuality which contributed a new and precious element

to human culture; but, on the other, we witness its unpar-

alleled disintegration. The individuality is doomed to perish

as a result of its lack of restraint and limitation. The whole

ofhumanist history therefore culminates in anti-humanism.

To illustrate this process by which humanism is trans-

formed into its opposite, let us consider two great thinkers of

the later nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These two men
ofgenius, belonging to the opposite poles ofhuman culture,

the representatives of diametrically opposed and hostile spi-

ritual orders, set their imprint with equal power on the des-

tinies of mankind. The one influenced most the individual

heights of spiritual culture; the other the masses ofmankind

and their social environment. Lmcan Frederick Nietasche

and Karl Marx. These two men, who have nothing in com-

mon, mark nevertheless the end ofhumanism and its trans-

formation into anti-humanism. In them human self-affirma-

tion becomes, though on ah absolutely antithetical plane,

synonymous with the denial ofthe human image. In Nietz-

sche, who is botli the incarnation ofhumanism and also the

victim of its sins, humanism culminates in the individual.

His destiny illustrates the penalty paid by modem history as

a consequence of the false premiss on which humanism had

been based. With Nietzsche humanism reache%the end ofits

stormy and tragic history. This is clear from the words of

Zarathustra, ‘man is a shame and disgrace and should be

transcended.’ Nietzsche achieves this, and the transition from

humanism to anti-humanism, through his idea ofthe Super-

mao,4Thus humanism at the peak of its development cul-

minates in the idea of the Superman, in whose name it re-
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pudiates man as a shame and disgrace. It is the repudiation

of man, the value of the human image, and the undeniable

significance of the human personality. Nietzsche denies

what was the deepest source ofChristian revelation, namely,

the undeniable significance ofman’s soul. For Nietzsche man
is but a transitory thing, the means ofbringing a higher be-

ing into the world; he is completely sacrificed to the idea of

the Superman. For Nietzsche humanism is the greatest obs-

tacle in the way of the Superman’s afiirmation. And thus a

cleavage is brought about in the destiny ofhumanist indivi-

dualism.

After Nietzsche hiunanism is no longer possible. He had

laid bare all its contradictions. Andthus Europeanhumanism,

the intermediate reign ofhumanity pure and simple, m^ts
its death on the peak of spiritual culture. The humanist arte

and sciences are discredited. Nietzsche had opened a new
spiritual era whose thought is tinged with rcligiou^'mystic-

ism. The humanist ideal isno longer tenable, and its culture is

repudiated or set aside. Nictzschb’s tortured life was synony-

mous with the decline ofhumanism; buthewas still dbsessed

by a passionate yearning for the Renaissance. He regretted

the exhaustion of its forces which he felt in himself; and

that explains his idealization of Caesar Borgia. Describing

this Renaissance hero, he tried to revive the exhausted Ren-

aissance forcc% and prepare the ground for a new Renais-

sance. But his creative individuality and genius symbolized

not the revival but rather the crisis and end of the Renais-

sance. For, although Nietzsche had reached die extreme

height of daring in his passionate and rebellious affirmation

ofthe creative individuality, the human image in him grows

dim and faint. In its place we are given the mysterious and
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poignant image of die Superman, whose features are only

faintly suggested, but who brings a sort of authentic reli-

gious hope ofa higher state while, at the same time, holding

out the possibility ofan anti-Christian, atheistic and satanical

religion.

Karl Marx, who was gifted with an extraordinarily fine

mind and great powers but did not in the least resemble the

creative persondity of Nietzsche, also symbolizes the decHne

ofdie Renaissance and the crisis ofhumanism. Nietzsche had

symbolized the self-renouncement ofboth the individual and

humanism. Marx, on the other hand, demonstrates the col-

lective disintegration of humanism and man’s knage. Like

Nietzsche, he can find no satisfaction in the purely human, in

the affirmation of man and his individuality. And he, too,

takes refuge in the non-human and superhuman. But Marx’s

non-human and superhuman consciousness difers from that

ofNietzsche. Like him, Mars denies the value ofthe human
individuality and personality, and ofthe Christian doctrine of

the soul and its undeniable significance. For him man is but

an instrument, paving the way for the advent ofnon-human

or superhuman principles in whose name he declares war on
humanist morality. And thus he preadhes cruelty to man and
one’s next ofkin in the name ofthe establishment of a non-

human and superhuman reign ofcollectivism. The doctriacs

ofMarx and Nietzsche, though deeply opposed in many re-

spects, hear a formal resemblance to each other; they repre-

sent the two avenues of escape open to the humanist crisis,

the two means oftransforming humanism into anti-human-

ism, and, ultimately, thetwo forms ofman’s sdf-destrucriom

fMarx is the child, too, ofhuman self-affirmation, ofman’s

presumption and rebelKon against God, of his affirmation
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that the human will is the highest of all. His doctrine denies

every superhuman principle. And yet his philosophy is ac-

cidentally based upon Feuerbach’s anthropology according

to which man had become God and the mysteries ofhuman
nature religion.

This path ofhuman self-afiirmation and presumption, of

the supremacy ofthehuman will, was destined to bring about

man’s inner ruin. Like Nietzsche, Marx gives us the faint out-

lines of the future Superman and the non-human collective

in whose name man himself is denied. Man is, however, the

means and instrument by which this non-human collective

wiU be established at the expense of his human Hb«ty and

dignity. The covenant ofhumanist morality had lost all its

value for Marx. He qualified it as being merely the bourgeois

morality of the Renaissance period of history, and he re-

garded the whole ofhuman culture in the same %ht. The

reign of the bourgeoisie had culminated in the proclamation

of the Rights of Man. But it.was destined to come to an

end, to disintegrate and be superseded by a new pon-hu-

manist and non-human reign, which would have its own
, morality and culture, its own non-human art and sdmee, in

short, all the attributes ofthe newly bom and terrible collec-

tive society. Nietzsche and Marx exhausted the possibilities

ofhumanism; the former on ihe peaks of culture, the latter

among the misses in the plain below.

.

A knowledge ofwhat these two greatmen contributed to

the development ofthe last decaHes ofEuropean and Russian

life should throw a great deal oflight on the essential process

ofhumanist evolution. Marx finally repudiated the heritage

of the Renaissance. Unlike NietzsAe, he had no sympathy

for its creative forces andno desire to revive its glories. He de-
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elated war against all its primal sources and proclaimed its

whole creative effort to be no more than a superstructure

founded upon the economic basis of man’s exploitation of

man. But the Renaissance had finally spent itself and pro-

voked the crisis ofhumanism. Its joyous and exuberant play

offorces disappears without hope ofreturn. In the succeeding

period the image ofboth man and nature is deeply shaken as

a result of the changes brought about by the advent of the

machine. The changed background in Marx is direedy re-

lated to this event which had particularly struck his imagina-

tion. It had, indeed, impressed Marx so much that he made it

the foundation of his philosophy and revealed its infinite

significance for the human destiny.

The spread ofdemocracy is closely connected with the de-

cline of the Renaissance to which it dealt a death-blow. For

the Rendssance and humanism were essentially aristocratic.

The democratic vulgarization ofculture and its propagation

among the masses modifies the whole conception oflife and

makes the via media ofhumanist aristocratic rule impossible.

This process changes the direction ofhuman history. During

the humanist crisis, which marks the end ofmodem history,

man experiences a profound sense ofisolation and abandon-

ment. In the Middle Ages he had been a member of some
guild or corporation, and hadbeen conscious ofhis participa-

tion in some greater organism ofwhich he was a part and

with which his destiny was intimately linked. This state of

afiidrs, however, comes to in end with the development of

modern history. Modem man has become isolated, a mere
atom. His isolation inspires him with a feeling ofinexpress-

ible terror from which he seeks refuge in associating himself

with some collective; for, otherwise, he is threatened with



spiritual and material starvation. Hius the process of atom- _
ization gives birth by way ofreaction to that ofcommunion

with a collective and the establishment of a new principle

which shall rescue him from his isolation.

Man’ssclfrconsdousness at thebeginningofmodem history

had inspired him with confidence in his boundless creative

powers and his ability to create life through the medium ofart

and the infinite possibilities ofhis knowledge when applied

to the mysteries ofnature. But this self-confidence was even-

tually undermined and superseded by a consciousness of

man’s limitations as a creator. This process was accompanied,

too, by schism and seifidoubt. Thus man’s self^onfidence

and self-affirmation have become collective rather than indi-

vidual. The admission of his hmitations and the denial of

anything supernatural assuresfinally the triumph ofpositivist

philosophy. By his self-affirmation and the denial of any-

thing superhuman, man only succeeded in undermining his

own consciousness of power. This is the paradoxical anti-

thesis at the basis ofhumanism inmodem history.
^

Humanism started on its career by affirming thepower of

man’s knowledge and art to regenerate human society. But

man’s absorption in himself to the exclusion of all super-

humanelementswas ultimatelytoleadhimtodoubttheextent

of his powers. In this form, ffie humanist crisis has its roots

far back in the«past. It was manifest in all spheres ofhuman

culture. The disintegration had set in. Let us take the sphere

of knowledge as an example. The Renaissance man had

given himself up to the research for knowledge ecstatically

and full offaidi in his ability to solve the mysteries ofnature.

Catholic dogma seemed to impose certain limits to man’s

knowledge; and modem man accordingly attempted to
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overcome this obstacle. In natural philosophy, in the sciences,

in various current forms ofmagic, the Renaissance man felt

his capacity for knowledge to be infinite, and did not stop

to reflect upon or doubt the means at his disposal. But this

a.ssertion ofhis human powers sapped the high religious and

spiritual foundations upon which knowledge had rested in

the Middle Ages as well as in the pre-Christian world; and

this in turn helped to undermine his means ofattaining to it.

Then we have the reign of speculative philosophy which

finds a masterly expression in Kant, in whom the symptoms

of the declining Renaissance are well illustrated. Kant’s

world is no longer that of the Renaissance; it lacks thejoy of

both knowledge and its infinite perspectives. It is bounded

by the speculative awareness ofthe limitations ofknowledge

and the necessity of its formal^Justification. This self-con-

sciotjsness in the sphere ofknowledge is a suje sign that the

Renaissance spirit had exhausted its thirst for knowledge.

The Renaissance energy had given an impetus to a great de-

velopment in science in the persons ofGalileo and Newton.

But Kant takes the mathematical sciences as the object ofhis

speculative criticism. This critical work, which begins to

doubt man’s infinitepower ofknowledge, precipitates a con-

flict with anthropology and the humanist principles ofknow-

Icdge; and this dispute reaches a particularly acute stage in

the work of Cohen and Husserl. These philosophical cur-

rents, in their dispute with anthropology, even go so far as to

affirm that man is an obstacle to knowledge. One of the re-

presentatives of this school has made the following strange

and, at first sight, ridiculous statement, namely, that man’s

subjective presence constitutes the greatest obstacle to philo-

sophical knowledge. This implies, of course, the existence
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of a non-human act of knowledge purged of all ‘humanist’

elements. 3ut these positions are really symptomatic of the

bankruptcy of the humanist conception ofknowledge.

This tendency may be observed even more vividly in the

positivist doctrine which, though it has now exhausted its

force, playedanimportantrdlein theninetecnthcentury. Posi-

tivism, too, was an anti-Renaissance movement illustrating

the crisis ofhumanism. But Auguste Comte, who is an even

more remarkable thinker dian his doctrine might lead us to

suppose, showed a marked tendency to revive certain medi-

aeval elements. His Positivism was, in fact, based upon cer-

.tain mediaeval conceptions and represented an attempt to put

an end to die free ‘Renaissance’ play ofman’s creative forces

in the spheres ofknowledge, spirituality and society. Auguste

Comte wished to overcome what he called the ‘anarchy of

the mind’, which was the direct outcome of the French Re-

volution. He would have liked to supersede the crincal type

oflife by the organic, that is, by a spiritual centralization and

the enforced subjection ofmodem man to a spiritual author-

ity on the mediaeval model; and he would have liked to put

an end to the individual will and the independent manifesta--

tion of creative forces. Like Marx, he would have liked to

subordinate life to a certain binding authority with which he

himself proposed to inv^t an erudite aristocracy. Auguste

Comte, in fact, desired to establish a positivist religion to

which he adapts various forms ofthe mediaeval CathoHc cult.

Thus he would have positivist ‘Saints, a positivist calendar,

the religious regimmtation oflife, a hierarchy ofscholars, in

brief, a revival of Catholicism without God. His system is

therefore based upon Catholicism, but he replaces beliefin

God by that in a Higher Being—^mankind, in the name of
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which a cult of ‘the eternal feminine’ is created. Auguste

Comte even erects an altar to this being in his home.

But this only serves to demonstrate how little positivist

invention can affect man’s religious nature. This partial re-

vival ofthe mediaeval spirit marks the decline ofthe free in-

dividualism ofthe Renaissance period. The limits Positivism

sets to man’s knowledge are in direct opposition to the Re-

naissance spirit. The Utopian Socialism ofSaint-Simon illus-

trates the same tendency. It represents a profound reaction

against the French Revolution, eighteenth-century philos-

ophy and liberal humanism as a whole. The atheistic reli-

gions ofboth AugusteComte and Saint-Simon havenothmg

in common with the Middle Ages. And yet the latter attacks

the critical work ofthe age ofenlightenment and the French

Revolution, and in its place woujjfl set up a system analogous

to mediaeval theocracy. Both Auguste Comte and Saint-

Simon had an equal esteem for Joseph de Maistre, who em-

bodied the mediaeval revival ofthe nineteenth century. They

were both det&mined to achieve a spiritual victory over

individualism.

The decline ofthe Renaissance is also apparent in political

life, where we may observe an interesting devdopment.

Modem history up to the time of the French Revolution,

and even following it, is distinguished by the rule of a hu-

manist monarchy. The reign of Louis XIV was essentially

humanist. His famous dirtum, ‘L’dat, e’est moi’, was but an

act ofhumanist self-affirmation. The whole style of the ab-

solute monarchy under Louis XIV and the other monarchs

of the sevmteenth and eighteenth centuries was that ofhu-

manist self-aflSrmation.'i But the ‘French Revolution replied

to it by the self-affirmation ofdemocracy; the revolutionary



people in its turn said, X’^tat, c’est moi’, and identified itself

with the State. Thus one humanist self-affirmation was set up

against another. Humanist democracy was an answer to hu-

manist monarchy. In this way, when man repudiates his

superhuman sources and affirms exclusively human prin-

ciples, an. inner process of revolution is set up which must

inevitably lead to the ultimate humanist stage, that ofrevol-

utionary democracy. Thic French Revolution was the classi-

cal form assumed by this process in the West; but the fall of

Tsarist absolutism was also the result ofextreme human self-

affirmation in the reign ofNicolas n, which was bound as a

reaction to produce a revolutionary self-affirmation. And
that was the penalty paid by Tsarism for its human self-

affirmation.

Thus Renaissance states fidl into two categories: into hu-

manist monarchies and democracies. The Renaissance, too,

favoured thedevelopment ofnationahsm, which converts the

state into a closed national organism. But the period we are

now tntering is synonymous "vrith the crisis ofthe Renaiss-

ance type ofstate. The humanist monarchy had in the course

ofits development been supplantedby humanist democracy;

and we are now on the threshold of a period in winch the

foundations of both these institutions will be profoundly

shaken, revealing the action ofsecret non-human principles

ofrevolt against both these aspects ofhumanist government.

The European states, as well as Russia are now facing me
critical moment of their destinies. The West is in the throes

of the crisis of humanist democracies and their no longer

creditable parliammtarianism and quantitative mechanism.

This crisis, of course, has a long history. The mechanical

defects and inner instability ofthis order as well as the doubt-
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ful validity ofhumanist principles had made themselves felt

long ago. It was apparent that another organic principle was

expected to replace them. It was no accident that doctrines

hke that of corporative representation, which impHes a cer-

tain revival of mediaeval principles, should again become

current. This doctrine is based upon the idea that society

should be composed not of atoms, but of organic corpora-

tions analogous to guilds and having their organic system of

representation. In some respects this constitutes the revival of

the mediaeval guild system upon a new foimdation. It is the

result, of course, of the crisis of parliamentary government

which in reality satisfies nobody. The idea of corporative

representation contains a healdiy seed. AH the great states

to-day are pursuing an imperialist policy, which encourages

the will to power and domination and thus undermines the

fomidations of the humanist national state.\lt contains also

the elements of a superhuman principle. But this latter is

also to be found in themodem type ofcollectivism.

The decline and crisis ofhumanism are likewise manifest

in the sphere ofmoral life. There can be no shadow ofdoubt

that we are living in an epoch marked by the bankruptcy of

that humanist morality which had been the guiding light of

modem history. But the close of the nineteenth and the be-

ginning ofthe twentieth centuries demonstrated its final col-

lapse. The Great War m particular, and its Hasting conse-

quences, dealt a death-blow to its illusions. But the ground

had been prepared long before. Nietzsche had, of course,

contributed to shake its foundations by revealing its latent

contradictions. Ik commandments were finally discredited

by the current of spiritual philosophy which derived from

Nietzsche and which no longer considered man, his interests,
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happiness and necessities, as the fundamental problem. The

bankruptcy of humanist morality is apparent in other

spheres. Thus the revolutionary and anarchic conceptions,

though deriving from humanist sources, only help to hasten

the process of humanist disintegration. The reUgious and

mystical currents ofthe end ofthe nineteenth and beginning

of the twentieth centuries contributed also to shake the

humanist foundations by attributing a superhuman purpose

to morality and thus denying the independent character of

human principles. The intermediate reign of the Humanities

ofwhich Herder spoke comes to an end. Herder had taught

that humanism was the highest aim of universal history.^But

it is only possible given a certain mean, and the non-dis-

integration into fundamental strata. Its sway in the upper

strata of culture is possible provided that the problem of

ultimate destiny has not yet become the preoccupation of

human consciousness and that culture has not disintegrated

into antithetical principles. The humanist period of history

is based upon the principle of measure. It favours the efflor-

escence of culture. But as soon as the ultimate teleological

problem is raised, the conception ofculture transcendshuman

limits and introduces an antithesis. The intermediate human-

ist reign then draws to its dose. Nietzsche marks its end

because he raised the ultimate problem. Marx, too, helps to

dose the humanist period of history by posing the sodal

problem. Humanist religion likewise disintegrateswhen con-

fronted by the ultimate problems for which the humanist

reign offers no solution.

I have already referred to die highest point reached by hu-

manist culture in Goethe before it had repudiated the divine

principle.^Goethe’s humanism was based upon religion. In
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him the divine and human elements were harmoniously

blended. But his art and knowledge, for all their greatness,

did not achieve an ultimate consummation. His coxiscious-

ness was neither apocalyptic nor preoccupied with the ulti-

mate destinies ofbothmanand theworld. His life symbolized

the flower ofhuman creation before the dawn ofa catastro-

phic interpretation of universal history. It constitutes, in fact,

the high achievement of humanist creation. Following his

authentic humanism, illuminated by the clear image of na-

ture, the humanism of the later nineteenth and twentieth

centuries becomes more andmore ofa shadow ofits true self.

The volcanic eruption ofhistorical forces had begun with its

accompaniment of disruption, division and catastrophes. No
return is possible to humanist morality, art or science. An
inexorable catastrophe had befaUmman and afflicted his des-

tiny. His sensibility is disrupted,—^the inevitable result ofthe

passage from man’s self-afGrmation to his sehMenial, and of

his divorce and isolation from natural life. Such is the terr-

ible revolution which has, in ’the course ofa century, sapped

the foundations ofmodem history and inaugurated a new



CHAPTER IX

THE END OF THE RENAISSANCE AND THE
CRISIS OF HUMANISM: THE DISINTEGRA-
TION OF THE HUMAN IMAGE

F
irst of all, I should like to consider Socialism as an aspect

of the Renaissance crisis. Its significance cannot be un-

derestimated, for it plays an important part in the life of the

second halfofthe nineteenth and beginning ofthe twentieth

centuries. It affects not only the economic life, but also the

destiny ofEuropean culture whose inner processes it revesds.

I therefore propose to examine Sodalism as anmtcgradwhole,

as a spiritual manifestation, and not as a specifically economic

factor. Its mainsprings are deeply opposed to those ofdie Re-

naissance,fjhe essential feature ofthe latter had consisted in

its free display ofexuberant human creative energy^Social-

ism, on the other hand, is based upon insufficiency and want

rather than plenty. It manifests itself not in a fra: play of

creative energies but in their subordination to a compulsory

principle. It once again imposes upon free man the straight-

jacket ofan organized and regimented life. It is, in feet, the

antipodes ofthe individualist ideal. Nevertheless, the condi-

tions that gave rise to both Socialism and individualism have

a great deal in common.

Socialism, I believe, is the outcome ofthe disintegration of

human society and communal life, and of man’s isolation
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produced by the extremie development of individualism.

The terror of abandonment and isolation in face of destiny,

and the lack ofall communion with other people, incite man

to re-establish some form ofcommunal and compulsory life.

Socialism therefore springs from the same conditions as pro-

duced individualism, that is, the atomization ofhuman soci-

ety and the historical process. Thus, while the Renaissance

had developed the individual. Socialism lays the foundation

of a new mechanical collective society which subordinates

everything to its own ends. The rise of such a collective

society upon the ruins of an atomized society denotes the

end of the Renaissance and the beginning of a new era in

the life ofhuman societies.

Socialism brings the free creative life of the individual to

an end. The HeUenic piinciple'X)f culture is relegated to a

secondary plan, while the Judaic tends to become predomi-

nant. The advent of Socialism as a new force in European

culture, its triumph and extension, imply a process ofenslave-

ment in every way antithetical to the process which had in-

augurated modem history. This process ofenslavement is in

some respects analogous to that going on in the age ofDio-

cletian and the early Middle Ages. Thus Socialism, although

it is more progressive and revolutionary, has many affinities

to the processes that wete taking place in the decadent period

ofthe ancient world. . »

Sodalism contains a reactionary principle which is dirciited

against both the Renaissante and the French Revolution

stages ofman’s liberation, that is, against the whole ofmod-
em history. It is very important to establish this fact in order

to imderstand the process we are now investigating. The

Socialistideahasbecome amagnetnptonlyfor Russia,butalso
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forEurope as a whole, which is bound to be affected sooner or

later by the socializing processes. These latter are essentially

a reaction against modem history which liberated the indi-

vidual. They are accompanied by self-denial on the part of

the individual; by escape from self and a search for a new
communion, a new congregation and semblance of the

Church. Socialism implies the subordination ofall spheres of

social life to an obligatory authority. The foundations of

nineteenth-century society had been based upon contradic-

tions. This had made it unstable and provoked a reaction.

Neither humanism nor individualism could solve the destiny

ofhuman society, and bothwere destined to disintegrate.The

Renaissance ideal of a fee man was superseded by the anti-

Renaissance ideal of a new organism or rather mechanism,

which imposed its oppressive sway upon everything.

Anarchism is another aspect of the decline of the Renais-

sance. Its spint is essentially antt-Renaissance. It appears to be

a doctrine animated by an urge for liberty and the self-afe-

mation of the human personality. It is not, however, a doc-

trine of plenty, but one whose origins can be traced to die

instincts of hatred and revenge. It is based upon the law of

retaliation and the hatred ofthe past, ofancient culture and all

history. It does not know the joy ofexuberant Renaissance

creation; its revengeful nature based upon want and suffer-

ing is essentially and-Renaissance in spirit. Anarchism is

therefore not by nature creative. Nor can positive creation

be expected of an avid, malicicJus and revengeful negation.

Anarchism neither knows nor can know thejoy offree exu-

berant creation. Thus, Hke Socialism, it represaits a depar-

ture from the Renahsance spirit.

Anarchism gives rise to an extremely interesting denial of
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liberty. It afiirms a freedom which inwardly devours and

consumes itself. This is not a freedom that inspires diejoy of

a creative personality as does the freedom ofidealist human-

ism. It is rather a limited, gloomy and torturing freedom in

which the human individuality withers and perishes, and

freedom becomes compulsion. And, ultimately, the majority

of anarchist doctrines tend to afiirm various forms ofcollec-

tivism or communism. Such are the programmes ofBakunin

and Kropotkin. I personally have no doubt that Anarchism

is but another aspect of the exhaustion and decline of the

Renaissance spirit. Neither its values nor morality arc hum-

anist in the sense in which the latter was miderstood by Her-

der, Goethe or Humboldt. It represents ultimately a reaction

and revolt against culture, a repudiation of the inequalities

and sufferings implied in it tog^er with its high achieve-

ments in the name ofan egalitarianism that levels and sweeps

away all &cendmg values. This reactionary tendency ofboth

Anarchism and Socialism is an outstanding feature of the

humanist crisis.

The sjonptoms ofRenaissance decadence are particularly

clearly revealed in the various directions pursued by modem
art. This decadence had already set in a long time ago. It is

evident in Impressionism. And, in fact, all analytical-dism-

tegrating currents in art are and-Renaissance in tendency.

Futurism in all its forms, however, marks thev final rupture

with the Renaissance tradition and, thus, with antiquity. All

these modem artistic currents denote a profound disintegra-

tion ofhuman forms, the Ottering of the integral human

image and a divorce between man and nature. The search

for aperfectnatureandperfecthumanformshadbeenthemo-

tivcpower ofthe Renaissance andconstitutedits ticwith anti-
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quity. Futurism is synonymous with the end ofman as the

greatest theme ofart. It both eliminates and disintegratesman
in art, which becomes a confusion ofelements. The realities

of the world lose their individual aspect. lAm becomes dis-

solved in a welter of objects, lamps, divans, streets, which

disassociate him as an entity and disintegrate both his image

and inimitable countenance. Thus man becomes immersed

in the surrounding world ofobjects. The austerity offorms,

which had been the foundation of the pictorial art and had

inspired the creations ofmodem man, is now violated. This

profound rupture with antiquity and the Roaaissance may
be studied in the interesting Cubist works of an artist like

Picasso. In them we see the process of disruption and disin-

tegration, the disassociation of integral hirnian forms and

man’s dissolution into component parts in an attempt to

penetrate deeper into man’s nature and discover the element-

ary forms making up his composition. Renaissance art offers

an integral interpretation of human form. Nature was the

model for these divinely created’forms; and the imiutionof

antiquity only strengthened this view. The art ofPicMso, on

the other hand, breaks with both the ideal ofnature and anti-

quity. It no longer seeks for the perfection of the integral

man. It has, in fact, lost the faculty ofintegral interpretation

and only strips off" layer after layer in order to lay bare the

inner structure of the natural being; or, penetrating ever

deeper, it xmearths the images ofreal monsters which are so

vitally cjcpressed in Picasso’s canvases. It may be said of the

Futurist currents in art that, though less significant than Pi-

casso’s painting,,they go still further in the process ofdisinte-

gration. When pieces ofpaper, newspaper advertisemaits, or

objects extracted from a dustbin ^e inserted into pictures,
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then it is finally patent that the process ofdisintegration and

de-humanization has reached its climax. The hurtian and

every other natural form perish and disappear.

Tlois disintegration of the human form is also a feature of

theworkofAndrei Bicly.^ His work, indeed, has many afiini-

ries to Futurism, although it is more significant than the work

ofmost Futurists. It represents a profound rupture with the

ancient traditions. In Biely’s work in general, and in his re-

markable novel Petersburg in particular, man becomes merged

with a cosmic infinity, and the human forms distinguishing

him from the world of objects are ttpset and confounded.

We are faced with a process of de-humanization in which

man becomes indistinguishable from the elementary spirits

ofcosmic life. Such are the anti-humanist principles under-

lying Biely’s work. He carries on this process ofhuman dis-

integration on the peaks ofmodem art. And thus, in the last

fruits of£is creative genius, modem man arrives at a negation

ofhisownimage. As an individual man ceases to be the theme

' ofart and becomes immersed in social and cosmic collectives.

The anti-hiunanist principle may also be detected in other

branches of culture. Modem Theosophy is botir anti-Ren-

aissance and anti-humanist. This becomes evident when we
consider its doctrines. Its occult teachings, for example, sub-

ordinate the individual to a cosmic hierarchy ofspirits. Man
ceases to play the capital but isolated role that was his during

the hmnanist period of history; he now finds himselfon an-

other cosmic plane, and subject to the influence of demons

and angels. Tliis feeling ofsubservience to cosmic hierarchies

^Andrei Biely (1880-1934), Russian poet, critic and prose-writer,

who created a reputation for ‘obscurity* by his ‘Joycean’ verbal experi-

ments. The bulk ofhis work has not been translated.
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induces a state ofmind which makes the free play ofhuman
creative forces neither possible, justifiable nor admissible.

Rudolf Steiner’s occult teaching apportions man no central

or exclusive place in the general hierarchy. According to it,

man is but an instrument ofcosmic evolution, the product of

various cosmic forces and the point of intersection of the

various planetary revolutions; in brief, man is the reflection

of world evolution. Thus the term Anthroposophy is not

really applicable to Steiner’s teaching.

The anti-Renaissance character and structure of this type

of doctrine are perfectly obvious. Ifwe compare Steiner’s

theosophy with that of Paracelsus, the opposition between

the two spirits will dearly emerge. Paracelsus was inspired

by a full creative joy in penetrating the mysteries of nature

and ravishing its iimermost secrets. Steiner, on the other

hand, lacks this creativejoy; he insists on the painful process

ofhuman disdpline which ultimatdy leads man only to the

discovery ofhis dependence on the cosmic hierarchies. Man
would seem to have lost all free will and feek, instead, the op-

pressionofthe lifeprocess, itsimmeasurable difficultiesanddis-

enchantment withmodem history. And this feeling is charac-

teristic ofall the social and culturalmanifestationsofourtime.

The religious and mystical movements of the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries were a reaction against both positiv-

ism and materialism, but they themselves proved to be anti-

humanist in tendency. They represent a passionate research

for spiritual authority and an admission that the life of firee

uncontrolled creative activity is no longer possible. They

display a marked tendency to fall back upon mediaeval

spiritual sources as a reaction against the principlesintroduced

by the Renaissance. Great freedom ofmind, too, was an im-
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portant contribution of the latter; but it failed to maintain

itselffoi long. Unbounded freedom had ultimately the effect

of exhausting man’s mental forces and making him repudi-

ate his free achievements in modem history.

The crisis ofculture and creation reaches its cUmax in the

last few decades, when a multiplicity ofsymptoms testify to

its urgent reality. One aspect of this crisis is an avidity to

create accompanied by a creative impotence and incapacity

as well as efevy of the more integral cultural epochs. The

revelation of certain inner contradictions inherent in die

Renaissance also helped to make all creative efforts appear

unsatisfactory and lacking in correspondencewith the creative

aim. The latter impHes an urge to establish a new life and

state of being; its realization, however, is an eardily process

leading to differentiated cultural<products. Instead of a new
state ofbeing, the result is limited to a poem, picture, scien-

tific or philosophical book, a new form of law or ethics.

All the products of human creation therefore bear the

stamp of their terrestrial origin. Nor do they represent

the higher life. Thek forms do not correspond with the

creative urge; and the creative result only leaves the creator

deeply dissatisfied. This is the fundamental antithesis ofcrea-

tion. In our age, however, it has become particularly acute.

I am even inclined to beheve that this extreme consciousness

of the crisis assailing creative activity is one @f the deepest

aspects of our age. The men of the Renaissance had created

joyously, unconscious of die bitterness accompanying the

non-reahzation of the creative aim. The great Renaissance

masters experienced only thejoy ofcreation and not the en-

venomed bitterness of a divided consciousness; and to this

they owed their great mastery.
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The chiefartistic currents ofour age bear the imprint ofa

deep inner dissatisfaction and torturing search for an escape

from the vice that has gripped human creation. Great crea-

tive individuals like Nietzsche, Dostoievsky and Ibsen were

both conscious of the tragedy of creation in the modem
world and tormented by the impossibility ofrealizing the aim

of their creative urge. All this, of course, is symptomatic of

the dechne ofthe Renaissance and the revelation ofits inner

antithesis which makes impossible any longer the free play of

human creative forces in the spheres of either science, art,

politics, ethics or jurisprudence. There is also a recrudescence

of those barbaric elements which had lain conceal^ in the

depths of human culture and which now prevent the fur-

ther creative functioning of classical culture, art, science,

political or ethical principles? Thus the intermediate reign

of culture is brought to an end; its fabric is shaken

by violent internal explosions and eruptions which in-

dicate that the Renaissance has been discredited in all its

forms. Europe, which had flourished so brilliantly for many*

centuries and had imposed its monopoly of high culture

upon the rest ofthe world, would now seem to be entering a

twflight epoch. Europe, having exhausted the possibilities of

humanism, is heading towards a new form ofmediaevalisra.

We arc entering the night ofa new Middle Ages, in which a

new blending ofraces and cultural types is destined to occur.

The importance ofthe philosophy ofhistory lies in the clue

it provides ofthe destiny awaitingfthe peoples ofEurope and

Russia; and also of the explanation it gives ofthe decline of

humanist Europe and the nocturnal epoch of history lying

ahead ofus.

The end of modem history is characterized in all its
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spheres and achievements by a deep sense ofdisillusionment.

A consciousness of failure pervades its artistic, political and

economic life. Man has failed to acquire a real power over

nature. The proud dreams, which had given him wings dur-

ing the Renaissance period, have come to nothing. His wings

have been cKpped and his pride humbled. His proud dreams

of infinite knowledge and command over nature have only

compelled him to realize his limitations and the impotence of

science to solve the mystery ofbeing. And speculative doubt

only serves to undermine and diminish stiU further the power

of science. Together with the growing uncertainty in the

efficacy of man’s knowledge it only frustrates the aims of

philosophy. Recent gnosiological currents fail to attain to

the ultimate knowledge of being and stop on the threshold

of authentic philosophy. The latter, indeed, is suffering dis-

integration, having lost all faith in the attainment ofintegral

knowledge by the means at its disposal. The crisis ofphilo-

sophy is therefore the result of its impotence. It is accom-

panied, however, by a search for a religious basis,—^a search

that bears a close analogy to what was happening in the de-

cadent age of the ancient world when philosophy became

ringed with mystickm.

The same is true of art. The great art of the past would

now seem to have been irretrievably lost. In its place we are

offered a process of analysis and dismerabeianent. The ad-

vent ofFuturist art is synonymous with the decomposition of

the act ofhuman creation.The same decomposition may be

observed in the various social tendencies. Sensitive people

are realizing more and more that neither empty fireedom nor

enforced fraternity can bring happiness. The ideals of the

French Revolution have lost their glamour. The imier lack
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of content and the vanity ofdemocracy are becoming daily

more apparent, and a profound disenchantment is in store

for both Sociahsm and Anarchism. Neither of these alterna-

tives offers a satisfactory solution of man’s social destiny. In

brief, the final stage ofmodem history is coloured by a bitter

sense of disillusionment in aU its spheres. Man is to-day tor-

mented by the disparity between the creative urge, energy

and daring with which he had embarked upon modem his-

tory, and his final impotence either to realize his aspira-

tions or to create.. Thus man emerges from modem his-

tory not only deeply disillusioned, inwardly divided and

disintegrated, but also creatively exhausted. Incapable of

creating, he yet thirsts to create; this is the sign of both his

impotence and the penalty indicted on him for his self-affir-

mation and humanist refusal to submit himselfto the super-

natural, as a result of which his image disintegrates and his

forces are dissipated. This suggests another comp&son be-

tween contemporary history and the decadent epoch of the

ancient world. In both cases a’process of decomposition is

accompanied by a nostalgia for a higher type ofTife and

creation whose attainment is vitiated by a deep sense of im-

potence. Prom this it would seem possible to deduce that

Tinman history is subject to a periodical return of similar

stages. I do not mean, of course, to imply that such stages

repeat themselves, for nothing individual or historical can

, repeat itself; but rather that they offer a formal analogy

which helps us to understand and compare our epoch with

that which coincided with the birth of Christianity in the

ancient world.

I have already attempted to explain the exhaustion of

man’s forces in modem history when dealing with the pass-
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age from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance, The Middle

Ages with their asceticism, monasticism and chivalry had

economized human forces and thus allowed their creative

flowering in the age of the Renaissance. Humanism, on

the other hand, repudiated both ascetic discipline and sub-

mission to supernatural principles. It dissipated and exhausted

human forces, and thus undermined the authority of the

human personality which had ceased to disdphne itselfand

had, as a result, lost consciousness of itself, its identity and

particularity. This fact may be observed in all contemporary

cultural currents whether Socialist, Monarchical or Imperial-

ist, as well as in art and the occult sciences. The human per-

sonality had been the great achievement ofChristianity and

European culture, but its disintegration is manifest to-day

in every sphere of life. But onec the personality has lost

all idea and consciousness of itself, it seeks for a spiritual

authority to restore its failing strength; for it feels that only

exhaustion and the ultimate loss of freedom await it on the

path it had followed since the Renaissance. And thus it is

eager to rediscover itselfby submitting freely to some higher

principle. The paradox holds true that man reveals and affirms

himselfonly when he submits himsdfto a supernatural prin-

ciple which becomes the content of his life. His repudiation

of it, on the other hand, only leads to his perdition, for he

is unable to discover a world other than hisa own human

and confined world. The afiirmation of the individuality

postulates universaHsm. This is shownm all the achievements

of modem history, in its science and philosophy, art and

morality, politics, economics and technics. It demonstrates

that humanist atheism leads to humanist self-repudiation or

anti-humanism, and that freedom becomes compulsion.
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Thus modem history draws to an end, giving place to

a new era which I have called by analogy the New Middle

Ages. And in order to integrate himself anew, man must

submit himselfonce more to a higher power. Certain aspects

of mediaeval asceticism must be revived in a new form in

order to allow the human personality to reveal itself again,

and in order that the Cliristian ideal so essentially a part of

man’s universal historical destiny might still prove a guid-

ing light. We must now experience immanendy what the

Middle Ages had experienced transcendentally. The free

self-limitation, disciphne and submission to the supernatural

on the part of man may still prevent the final exhaustion of

human creative forces, and prepare the groimd for a new
Christian Renaissance which would dawn for an elect part of

mankind on condition that the human personality had once

more become strong and sure ofitself. The Middle Ages had

been founded upon the inner renouncement of the world,

and in this had consisted its spiritual essence and strength.

The renunciation of the world Ead given birth to the great

mediaeval culture. The mediaeval idea of the Kingdom of

God was that of dominating the world by its renunciation.

The renouncement of the world by the Church led to the

idea of the Church's universal power. This was the funda-

mental paradox discovered by such mediaeval historians as

Aiken. I have already considered the fact that this idea could

not be fulfilled. Nor had the idea offreedom been fully re-

vealed to the mediaeval consciousness. The drama ofmodem
history was inwardly inevitable. Modem man, however, in

pursuit ofhis aim to dominate the worldhasbecome its slave.

And having lost his entity in this way, he must now once

more renounce the world in order to become its ruler and
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not its slave. Such is man’s spiritual position to-day—at the

close ofmodem history and on the eve ofa new era.

Two paths lie open to contemporary man faced by a

schism at the apex ofmodem histor}^ He can either submit

himselfto the highest divine principles oflife and thus streng-

then his personality or he can become the slave and subject

ofnon-divine, evil and superhuman principles. He is free to

choose either path; and that is why universal liistory is the re-

velation of the Apocalypse. At the apex ofmodem history

the human personaHty cannot bear to be the slave of either

society or nature, and yet it is, in fact, increasingly the slave

of both. Man attempted to master the natural elements

by means ofmachinery and the development ofhis material

productive forces, but in die process he has become the slave

of both the machine and the’' social environment of his

creation. The Capitalist system has clearly demonstrated this;

and Socialism can only do so still further. Such is the tragic

failure ofmodern history.

This failure, however, is neither altogether devoid of sig-

nificance nor sufficient ground for an absolutely pessimistic in-

terpretation of historical destiny. Modern history has its own
inner significance ifwe conceive universal history, as indeed

we should, as a tragedy. For ifwe are convinced that history

hasno immanent solution, then aU its failures become imbued

with a deep significance that transcends the fulfilment of a

given aim in any particular historical epoch. The conception

of a transcendental goal ^ives liistory a deep significance

which it lacks when interpreted as the pursuit and fuMment
ofimmediate aims; for any such ultimate satisfaction would,

however paradoxical it may seem, only make history mean-

ingless. Its real significance hes not in a possible solution
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at any given moment or period of time, but in the re-

velation of all its spiritual forces, contradictions and inner

tragedy; and, finally, in the withholding of the all-iUum-

inating truth until the ultimate end. Such an ultimate

solution would throw %ht upon all the preceding historical

epochs, while any momentary solution of problems in a

given period could only be a partial solution. Nor does my
interpretation ofhistory as a profound failure imply that it is

devoid ofsignificance, for I consider its failure to be sacred.

It helps to demonstrate that the higher calling of both man
and mankind is super-historical, and that only this rcahzation

can resolve the fundamental antitheses ofhistory.

Russia, ofcourse, occupies a unique position in relation to

the Renaissance and its decline. For Russia, although she had

never experienced the Renaissance, has been more acutely

aware of the humanist crisis than any Western European

country. This fact explains the peculiarity of her*historical

destiny. The Russians have never either experienced the exu-

berant joy of Renaissance creation or been inspired by an

authentic enthusiasm for humanism. Russia’s great litera-

ture, so far her most important contribution to the world,

is not Renaissance in spirit. There was only one moment in

her history when the glimmer of a Renaissance appeared

possible. That was in the age ofAlexander I on which Push-

kin had set the stamp ofhis creative genius. Pushkin did, in-

deed, represent a flash ofthe Renaissance spirit.But this epoch

ofauthentic culture proved to be but a briefinterlude which

did not ultimately determine the destiny of the Russian

spirit.

Later nineteenth-century Russian literature did not de-

velop on the lines laid down by Pushkin, but served rather
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to demonstrate the impossibility ofcontinuing his tradition.

For Russian creation is on the whole a product of sorrow

and suffering; and Russia’s great literature is founded upon

the thirst for expiating the sins of die world and bringing

about its salvation. The joy of free exuberant creation was

never the hall-mark of the Russian spirit. The lives of its

geniuses prove this. Gogol’s life and work were both pro-

foundly sorrowful and tormented. So were the lives of

Dostoievsky and Tolstoy. Their work as a whole is neither

humanist nor Renaissance in spirit. Russian thought, philos-

ophy, morality and politics all express a deep seme of anguish

direcdy opposed to thejoyous spirit ofboth the Renaissance

and humanism.

Russia at the present time is experiencing the crisis ofhu-

manism in all the spheres ofher communal and cultural life.

Paradoxical as it may seem, Russia was destined to react

against and give expression to this crisis in its most acute form.

Dostoievsky in particular lays bare the contradictions inherent

in the humanist ideal whose bankruptcy he demonstrates.

Tormented by the problem ofhuman destiny, which was the

unique theme ofhis creative work, Dostoievsky revealed the

profound tragedy underlying humanism. His whole dialectic

is concerned to make its exposure as complete as possible.

Hs own tragic humanism is very afferent from Aat ex-

pounded by Ae great European humanists.

It would, indeed, appear as if to Russian Aought had been

reserved Ae special missiotf of speculatively resolving the

urgent European problems raised by the decline of the Re-

naissance andthe crisis ofhumamsm. Its comtantconcernwith

the goal ofhistorymakes this task peculiarly appropriate to it.

Nor is it an accident that Russian speculation in the higher
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spheres ofreligious philosophy has always tended to be apo-

calyptic. This was the case ofChaadayev as well as Dostoiev-

sky, Leontiev and Soloviev. In its metaphysical aspect there-

fore the Russian Revolution illustrates the baidoruptcy of

humanism which it interprets apocalyptically. It thus brings

us nearer to the ultimate metaphysical problems of the goal

and progress ofhistory.



CHAPTER X

THE DOCTRINE OF PROGRESS AND THE
GOAL OF HISTORY

The notion ofprogress is fundamental for the metaphysics

ofhistory. It dominates speculation in Europe from the

end ofthe eighteenth century. Yet it must not be thought of

as an entirely original idea and peculiar product of the latest

gains in human consciousness. Like all trutlis, it has ancient

and profound religious roots. These appear in its intimate

connection with the ultimate principles ofhistorical hfe. We
have already shown that the idea ofprogress is not to be con-

fused with that ofevolution. The idea ofprogress postulates

a goal for the historical and its significant subordination to a

teleological principle. It furthermore postulates a purpose

independent ofthe historical process, one not situated within

history nor connected with any given period ofpast, pr^ent

or future, but detached from time and thereby qualified to

elucidate the historical process.

This idea has ancient religious-messianic roets. It is the old

Judaic idea oftlie messianic solution ofhistory, ofthe advent

ofa Messiah who will solvd the earthly destiny ofIsrael and,

with it, that ofaU peoples. It is the ancient beliefin the realiza-

tion, sooner or later, of the Kingdom of God, the reign of

perfection, truth and justice. This messianic and millenarian

idea becomes secularized in the doctrine ofprogress, that is,
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loses its manifestly religious character and assumes one that is

worldly and even anti-religious. It is not an exaggeration to

say that for many people the doctrine ofprogress was a reli-

gion, that the religion of progress in the nineteenth century

was professed by many who had fallen away firom ChrBtian-

ity. An analysis ofthis idea ofprogress, with special reference

to its religious pretensions, will reveal the fundamental con-

tradiction that it involves.

The more recent tendency of human consciousness has

been to undermine this idea of progress, dethrone its idols

and submit it generally to the most searching criticism. The

fundamental contradiction involved in the doctrine ofpro-

gress, as laid bare by the metaphysics ofhistory, reside in its

relation to the problem of time, past, present and future.

The doctrine ofprogress is first and foremost an entirely ille-

gitimate deification ofthe future at the expense of past and

present, in a way that has not the slightest scienttfic, philo-

sophical or moral justification. The doctrine of progress is

bound to be a religious faith, since there can be no positive

science ofprogress. Such a science can only be one ofevolu-

tion. The doctrine of progress is the ‘herald ofexpectation’,

nec^sarily concerned with the ‘revelation of the invisible’,

with the future. But this faith and expectation impHcit in the

doctrine ofprogress cannot solve the most tragic problem in

the metaphysics of history, that of time. I have already re-

ferred to the capital importance ofthis problem in the meta-

physics of history. I have endeavoured to show how time

seems to decompose into its past and future and how this

process ofdisintegration, disruption and dissolution is in feet

an illusion. But th^e reality of tiiis disruption is indispensable

to the doctrine of progress. It postulates the solution of the
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problems ofuniversal history in the future and the coming of

a time in the destiny and history of mankind when all his-

torical problems and antagonisms will be resolved. This was

the faith ofComte, Hegel, Spencer and Marx. But has such a

superstition any justification? Is there any ground for such a

belief? If so, is there any reason why it should be ethically

welcomed? Is there any reason to rejoice in such an expecta-

tion? In fact the behef is groundless, except in so far as the

latent and unconscious content ofthe doctrine is that old re-

ligious trust in the resolution of universal history, fire trust,

that is, in an end to the tragedy ofuniversal history.

The resolution of this tragedy is the purpose of progress,

but the nineteenih-centuiy positivist doctrines of progress

deliberately stifled and suppressed the religious element in

tliis belief and hope. The theoreticians of progress opposed

their faith and expectation to the reUgious type ofthese dis-

positions. But what is left ofthe idea ofprogress, once it has

been emptied ofits religious content? How can such a muti-

lated idea be inwardly accepted? For the positivist doctrine

ofprogr^ simply states that in the torrent oftime and gener-

ations whereby the destinies ofhuman history are achieved,

man advances steadily to some strange untroddor height, to

some nobler and better state in relation to which all that has

gone before is but a means and an instrument and not an end

in itself. „

In the Ught ofprogress every human generation, every in-

dividual, every epoch of history, are but the means and in-

strument to this ultimate goal of perfection, this ultimate

humanity perfect in that power and happiness which are de-

nied to the present generation. Both from the reli^ous and

ethical points ofview this positivist conception ofprogress is
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iaadmissible, because by its very nature it excludes a solution

to the tragic torments, conflicts and contradictions of life

valid for all mankind, for all those generations >vho have

lived and suffered. For it deliberately asserts that nothing but

death and the grave awaits the vast majority ofmankind and

the endless succession ofhuman generations throughout the

ages, because they have lived in a tortured and imperfect

state torn asunder by contradictions. But somewhere on the

peaks ofhistorical destiny, on the ruins ofpreceding genera-

tions, there shall appear the fortunate race ofmen reserved

for the bliss and perfection ofintegral life. All the generations

that have gone before arc but the means to this blessed life,

to this blissful generation ofthe elect as yet unborn. Thus the

re%ion ofprogress regards all the generations andepochs that

have been as devoid ofintrinsicvalue, purpose or significance,

as the mere means and irntrumeats to the ultimate goal.

It is this fundamental moral contradiction that invalidates

the doctrine of progress, turning it into a religion of death

instead of resurrection and eternal life. There is. no valid

ground for degrading those generations whose lot has been

cast among pain and imperfection beneath that whose pre-

eminence has been ordained in blessedness andjoy. No future

perfection can ekpiate the sufferings ofpast geuerations. Such

a sacrifice ofall human destinies to the messianic consumma-

tion ofthe favoured race can only revolt man’s moral and re-

ligious conscience. A religion ofprogress based on this apo-

theosis of a future fortunate generation is widioot compas-

sion for either present or past; it addresses itselfwith infinite

optimism to the future, with infinite pessimism to the past. It

is profoundly hosdle to the Chrhtian expectation ofresurrec-

tion for all mankind, fer all the dead, fiithers and forefathers.
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This Christian idea rests on the hope ofan end to historical

tragedy and contradiction valid for all human generations,

and ofresurrection in eternal life for allwho have ever Hved.

But the nineteenth-century conception of progress admits

to the messianic consummation only that unborn gener-

ation of the elect to which all preceding generations have

made their sacrifice. Such a consummation, celebrated by the

future elect among the graves of their anceitors, can hardly

rally our enthusiasm for the religion of progress. Any such

enthusiasm would be base and inappropriate.

The fundamental weakness of the idea of progress lies in

its attitude to the insoluble problem of time. The only poss-

ible solution ofuniversal history and its antithesis is in terms

ofa victory over time, over its dismption into past, present

and future, over its disintegration into reciprocally hostile

and devouring elements. The solution ofthe destiny ofuni-

versal history involves the definitive conquest of time’s cor-

ruptible nature. No doctrine oftime admits ofany such hope

or purpose, either as a fact"or as a problem. The dieory of

progress is not concerned widi the solution of human des-

tiny and history in timeless eternity, beyond the limits ofhis-

tory itself It is concerned solely with a solution within the

time torrent of history, a solution at a particular moment

of the future which proves to be the assassin and de-

vourer ofthe past. The idea ofprogress basestits expectation

on death itself. Its promise is not of resurrection in eternal

life, but of the incessant extermination of past by future, of

preceding by succeeding generations. The all-resolving hap-

piness will dawn at some moment of the future, but until

then every moment is a disintegrated particle, the devourer

and the devoured, the past devouring and being devoured by
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the future. The nineteenth-century doctrine ofprogress is no

more than the temporary reflection of the nineteenth-cen-

tury European consciousness, with all the limitations of its

age. It corresponds to a given epoch and contains no abso-

lute truth except in so far as its rationalizations have an un-

conscious principle, the ancient religious faith in an ultimate

solution ofhuman destiny and history.

The Utopia of terrestrial paradise and beatitude is closely

connected with the doctrine of progress. But this Utopia is

nothing more than a perversion and distortion of the reli-

gious faith in the coming of the Kingdom ofGod on earth,

die grotesque rationalization of an unconscious millenarian-

ism. Such a concept has been discredited in theory and re-

jected as unfeasible in practice. The Utopia of a terrestrial

paradise contains the same fundamental contradictions as

those involved in the doctrines ofprogir^s, in so far as it also

postulates an ultimate perfection within time and the limits

of the historical process. It looks forward to a solution of

mankind’s historical destiny within the closed circle offorces

in which that history and destiny evolve, to the immanent

solution in a perfect state ofthe tragedy ofuniversal history.

Based, hke all theories of progress, on a false conception of

rimp, it asserts'uryustifiably that the problem of time is sus-

ceptible ofsolution in the future. The Utopia ofa terrestrial

paradise, imminent according to some, distant according to

others, envisages a future state of perfect beatitude irrespec-

tive ofthe past. It asserts that the entire historical process has

no other function than the preparation ofthis beatitude. The

perfect earthly bliss of this fortunate race, sooner or later to

crown the historical process, will expiate the pain and im-

perfection ofall preceding generations,
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Thus the Utopia of terrestrial paradise implies an absolute

humanity within the transitory relations ofterrestrial history.

But there is no room in terrestrial reality, by its nature strictly

confined and limited, for an absolute life. Yet the Utopia

theory asserts that what has been impossible until now will

not be so always, that an absolute and conclusive state will

sooner or later crown historical relations. It aflarms, not a

transition from limited historical relations to some other

plane of being, to some fourth dimension commensurable

with the closed three dimensional world, but a fourth di-

mension ofabsolute life within the very framework of three-

dimensional space. In this lie its fundamental metaphysical

antithesis and essential instability, histead of seeing absolute

life as the transition from terrestrial to,celestial history, it pre-

supposes an ultimate solution ofhuman destiny within the

framework of terrestrial relations, a final integration of the

three-dimensional world. It desires to humanize that ab-

solute perfection and beatitude which can only be attained

in the celestial reality and only contained in the fourth

dimension.

This Utopia of a terrestrial paradise, characteristic of cer-

tain social doctrines and philosophies of history, has been

submitted to a religious and metaphysical criticism from

which it will not recover. The dual and profoundly trs^c

character ofthe historical process becomes increasingly mani-

fest. There is no such thing in history as progress from good

to perfect on a single plane ‘of development, in virtue of

which some future generation may exalt itselfat the expense

of all those that have gone before. There is no such thing in

history as simple progress in human happiness. There is only

progress in the tragic sense ofthe inner principles ofbeing, of
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the good-evil, divine-demonic antithesis, ofthe principles of

good and evil in collaboration. The fimdamental significance

ofmankind’s historical destiny resides in this antithesis and in

its manifestation. If there has been any gain in human con-

sciousness, it consists in a sharpened sense of this tragic anti-

thesis at the core ofhuman existence. Yet we may not assert

a gradual growth ofthe positive at the expense of the nega-

tive, as the theory of progress would maintain. As history

evolves, its antithetical principle becomes more and more

complex. Even ifwe were to think ofprogress as an approxi-

mation to the absoluteness of divine life, it would stili be

false to conclude that the generation destined to emerge on

the peaks of history would be assumed within the absolute

as against all those other generations whose contact with, the

divine life is either neg%ible or to be understood as a mere

means to the ultimate goal. It would be more correct to

adopt the view ofL. Ranke, that every generation is in con-

tactwith theAbsolute andDivine and that itis preciselyin this

that the Divine truth andjustice consist. What could bemore

uiyust than a monopoly of the'divine life and mysteries re-

served for a generation at the apex ofprogress?

Nothing is better calculated than this view of progress

to make us doubt the very existence of a Providence. A
Deity refusing'itself to all past generations, admitting to its

intimacy only the last and perfect product of history, could

only be thought of as a vampire, uiyust and pitiless to the

vast bulk ofmankind. It is on these grounds that Ivan Kara-

mazov repudiates God. But in reality there is no such Dei^.

Every generation has its own goal, its own justification,

its own meaning, its own values, its own spiritual impulses

whereby it approximates to the divine life. It cannot be
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merely an instrument and means of tuture generations. Is the

nineteenth century any closer to God than its predecessors?

The doctrine ofprogress is further invalidated by another

purely positivist-scientific criticism. When we examine the

destinies ofpeoples, societies, cultures, we observe how they

all pass through the clear-cut stages ofbirth, infancy, adoles-

cence, maturity, afflorescence, old age, decay and death.

Every great national society and culture has been subject to

this process ofdecay and death. Cultural values are deathless,

because culture contains a deathless principle. But the peoples

themselves, considered as living organisms within the firame-

work ofhistory, are doomed to wither, decay and die as soon

as their efflorescence is past. No great culture has been im-

mune from decadence.

One of the most obvious objections to the theory ofpro-

gress is the discovery ofa great tulture like that ofBabylon,

w^ch flourished three thousand years .before Christ and at-

t^ed a pitch ofperfection in many respects superior to any-

thing ofwhich the twentieti century is capable. Yet it died

and vanished almost without leaving a trace. For a long time

its existence was not even suspected. Only the more perfect

instruments ofarchaeological research made it possible to un-

earth this culture and create the pan-Babylonian enthusiasm.

Such considerations have led so important an historian as

Edouard Meyer to daiy categorically the existence ofhuman

progress along a straight ascending line. Therfi is a develop-

ment only ofdistinct types ofculture and succeeding cultures

do not always reach the heighis of diose that went before.

Such a conception is not necessarily pessimistic. There is

no reason for making one’s optimism, creative energies and

prospects depend on the modified values of later generations.
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There is no ground for the conviction that these are more

authentic than those which obtained in the past..A Mttle con-

sideration will reveal the absurdity ofsupposing that the pre-

sent generation (if one can call ‘present’ that which is in die

act of disappearing) or the generations offifty or a hundred

years hence can make a more real and valuable contribution

to the human consciousness than those which existed fifty, a

hundred or five thousand years ago. Our habit of breaking

up time into the past, present and future does not entide us to

endow the last with more reality than the first. From the

standpoint of the present, the future is no richer in reality

than the past, and our efforts should be with reference, not to

the future, but to that eternal present ofwhich both future

and past are one. The past has no existence except in our

memory i
the future is not yet, nor is it certain that it will be.

In a sense it may even be argued that the past is more real

than the future, that those who have departed ftspm us ,are

more real than those who have not yet been bom. We asf-

sume a future rich in higher life and faculties which it is our

function to prepare. This assumption, which should consti-

tute the meaning, joy and vigour oflife, has been perverted

by the nineteenth century'into one of the gloomiest preju-

dices of the religion of progress. Our real task is to break

finally with the expectations, hopes and beliefi involved in

this attitude towards the future. The faith and trust wHich

raise us aboife fee present moment into the dimension of a

great historical destiny should inspire us to do away once and

for all wife fee disintegration oftime into present, past and

future, and set up the true era of eternity. Our belief and

expectation shotdd tend towards a solution in eternity of

hnmati destiny, towards a perspective oflife based not on a
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detached future but on the eternal and integral present. It is

not our function to submit otu: contribution to the criteria

ofsome future fragment of time. The corresponding genera-

tion will attend to that. But our function at every period, at

every moment of our historical destiny, is to determine our

relation to the problem of life and history in the terms and

according to the criteria of eternity. Only when we have

situated human destiny and history in the perspective ofeter-

nity wdl the future appear no more real than the past and the

present no more real than either. For eternal time suffers no
divisions. The rationalization of a disintegrated time under-

taken by the religion ofprogress is a sin before eternity.

The heinous contradiction at the core of the doctrine of

progress constitutes its essential instability and the spurioos-

ness of its humanist hypothesis. The beginnings of modem
humanism tended to turn man away from eternity and de-

liver himrnp to the material torrmt ofa disintegrated time.

They could not therefore furnish a fruitful solution to the

problem ofhuman destiny and history. The humanist hypo-

thesis w-as organized about an inner rottenness which was
bound to appear sooner or later. It appears in what I call the

crisis ofhumanism and the decline ofthe rehgion ofprogress.

It is no longer possible to beMeve in the humanist progress.

The illusion ofprogress, indispensable to the humanist struc-

ture, permeated the whole of the nineteenth century. The
secular doctrine of progress, severed from its "true rdigious

origins, is simply an attempt to set up as a systan and a logi-

cal theory the humanist hypothesis that man can be an autho-

rity unto himself, qualified to determine his fete by his ovra

intrinsic energies and to dispense with the divine purpose and

direction.
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Because the doctrine of progress shows up the humanist

hypothesis as false and illusory, it does not follow that hu-

manism has made no positive contribution. I beHeve that

humanism contains a positive principle ofimmense import-

ance for the future destiny and history of mankind. It was

necessary for man to pass through the humanist self-affirma-

tion and self-sufficiency, to give free play to his energies in

the practical application of this doctrine. The energies thus

set free may not have led to any very positive results. Never-

theless the mere fact oftheir liberation will acquire enormous

significance when mankind has passed from the humanist to

that further phase ofits destiny ofwhich we, standing on the

threshold, can have no knowle^e. Every new religious con-

fession particularizes the spiritual energy ofhuman culture.

The characteristic manifestations ofthe humanist period have

a spirituality oftheir own.

History is in truth the path to another world, k is in this

sense that its content is religious. But the perfect state is

impossible within history itself; it can only be realized

outside its framework. This is the fundamental* conclu-

sion of the metaphysics ofhistory and the secret of the his-

torical process itself. In its perpetual transition from one

epoch to another, mankind struggles in vain to resolve its

destiny within history. Disappointed in its expectations, feel-

ing itself imprisoned within the circle of history, it realizes

that its problem cannot be solved within the process of his-

tory itself, but only on a transcendental plane. The problem

of history is determined by the nature of time. To solve it

requires an inversion of the entire historical perspective, a

transfer ofattention to extra-historical considerations, to the

urge ofhistory towards super-history.'We must admit with-
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in the hermetic circle of history the super-historical energy,

the irruption within the relations ofterrestrial phemonena of

the celestial noumenon—the future Coming of Christ. This

concept of the ineluctable end of history is at once the final

conclusion and fundamental premiss of the metaphysics of

history.

So long as we consider the solution of the historical pro-

cess as immanent within the problem itself, as a product ofthe

time torrent, we cannot fail to arrive at the most hopelessly

pessimistic conclusions. Such an approach cannot possibly

yield a general solution vahd for all the problems of all the

periods ofhistory. Man’s historical experience has been one

ofsteady failure and there are no grounds for supposing that

it will ever be anything else. Not one single project elabor-

ated within the historical process has" ever proved successful.

None ofthe problems ofany given historical epoch whatso-

ever has been solved, no aims attained, no hopes realized.

This radical failure ofthe historical process, when we regard

it as a whole, can only be interpreted as the failure to realize

the Kingdom of God. To situate the Kingdom ofGod as a

solution ofhuman destiny within the historical process itself

is tantamount to excluding its reaHzation and even its pre-

paration.

Examining specific periods ofhistory and their respective

problems, we feel them to be consumed with an inner disease

and impotent to arrive at a solution.To consider onlymodem
history, its profound failure is amazing. The Revolutionary

ideal didnot succeed, ifwe are tojudge by the extreme dispar-

ity between its achievement and its intention. The impossibil-

ityofRevolutionwithintheChristianworldhas beendemon-

strated. For the Christian world is a prey to a malignant dis-
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ruption intolerant of the revolutionary integrity. Nor is it

possible to inject the Christian content with a new antiquity.

A similar failure befell the Reformation, whose great pur-

pose ofafiirming religious freedom only resulted in the col-

, lapse of religion. Similarly, the Frmch Revolution estab-

lished the nineteentii-century bourgeois society in place of

the liberty, equality and fraternity of its ideal. The contra-

dictions pervading the French Revolution became more and

more flagrant all through the nineteenth century, until its

ideology was finally shown to be utterly false. The hope of

liberty, equality and fraternity was overwhelmed by an un-

precedented recrudescence of class distinctions and class

hatreds. And it may be asserted with no less certainty that

the same failure is in store for the majbr ideals and problems

ofour own epoch, and hotably for Socialism, whose efforts

at self-realization will probably be a capital elemetit of the

immediate future. These efforts will transform •f^odalism

into something quite different from the sociaHsts’ ideal They

will activate profound human^antagonisms in the face of

which there can be no solution of the problem as stated by

Socialism.

Nor win Anarchism, that rival of Socialism, prove any

more successful So far from realizing the boundless freedom

that it proclaims, it can only plunge mankind in a still pro-

founder slavey. The fact is that no single revolution has ever

succeeded in breaking the bonds ofhistory. One may speak

ofrevolutions as capital events in the destiny ofmankind, as

phenomena ofinner and inexorable determination subserved

by aU that went before, but the fact remains that they have

never solved the problems withwhich theywere confronted.

This has always been and always will be the case. It is only
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the experience ofhistorical failure itselfthat has proved fruit-

ful, in the sense that the consciousness ofhumanity has iJiere-

by been increased. What go by the name of achievements

have always belied the plans and hopes of their artificen.

Revolution ends in reaction, whose function is to define the

experience. And the reaction itselfis more often than not re-

actionary in the worst sense, causinghuman society to regress.

Thus the spiritual reaction at the beginning ofthe nineteenth

century proved one ofthe most positive effects ofthe French

Revolution. The spiritual revival to which it gave rise con-

ferred tremendous importance on this period, but an import-

ance that did not consist with the revolutionary purpose.

The same might even be said ofthe great central key event of

universal history, of that Christianity wliich inaugiurated an

era and determined the coursq, ofi all that was to follow.

For Christianity also was a complete and utter failure. The

enemies ofChristianity take a malicious pleasure in indicating

this very fact as the capital objection against Christianity.

They reppdiate Christianity' because it did not succeed on

earth. This is a criticism capable of quite a different import

and interpretation. It is true that Christianity shared the col-

lapse of every other historical process. Two thousand years

have not sufficed to realize the ideals of Christian faith and

consciousness. They will never be realized within the frame-

work ofhuman time and history. They can oply be realized

by a victory over time, by the transition from time to eter-

nity, by the triumphant passage from the historical to the

super-historical process. But (he failure ofChristianity can no

more be used as an argument against its higher truth than the

failure of history can be taken to imply the aimlessness and

emptiness ofhistory.
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The failure ofhistory does not mean that history is devoid

ofnecessity or relevance. Similarly the failure ofChristianity
does not mean that Christianity is not the highest truth. His-

torical success and achievement do not constitute a valid

criterion ofthe true. The nature ofhistory and all that it con-

tains is such that nothing perfect can be realized in time. The
profound significance of historical destiny and e3q>eriencc -

does not depend on any realization. It exists beyond the

limits of histor5^ The failure, so painfully clear within the

firamework of historical time and terrestrial reality, does not

imply ^.limitation and failure outside that framework. It

rather goes to prove that the destiny ofm^ reserves a higher

realization for his potentialities than any to be achieved in

his purely historical experience. The failure ofthe Reforma-

tion, ofthe Revolution and,of all that is historical, is simply

a proofofman’s inner division and a promise ofhis integra-

tion in a higher and more absolute reality than that inwhkh
such failure is inevitable. To pervert the historical failure of

Christianity into meaning the failure ofthe Christian spirit is

to take advantage ofa verbal ambiguity. The failureis not of

Christian absoluteness and truth, which neither time nor hell

can destroy, but simply the failure inseparable firom material

relations, firoixpdisintegrated time and terrestrial conditions.

Nor is the failure of God, as the adversaries of Christianity

mamtain, bu^i ofman. And thus failure ofman means simply

that man is destined to realize his potentialities in eternity,m
conditions farmore real than thosewhichhave so far hemmed

in his efforts. To base a aiticdsm of Christianity on its so-

called failure is doubly revolting. For it was onlywhen Chris-

tian men had betrayed the Christian truth that they began to

slander Christianity and repudiate it as having failed. The
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failure was a consequence ofthe betrayal. Thus the critidsm

is doubly fallacious.

To create beauty in this world we must situate the real

centre of mankind in another world. The most beautiful

creations of mankind have been determined, not by purely

terrestrial aims and relations, but by a purpose set up beyond

the hmits ofthe natural world. The urge ofthe spirit towards

another world takes bodily form in this as the noblest beauty

of which we are capable, a beauty, that is to say, symbolic

and not realistic. The ultimate real can only be realized in the

higher reahty, but here it may be symbolized and shadowed

forth. This is especially clear in the case ofmankind’s highest

achievement, art, essentially symboHc in its most perfect

forms. The symbol achieved by great art is that ofthe higher

realitywhichismankind’sdestiuy. ^

When I spoke ofcelestial history as the prologue to terres-

trial histoi^ and then examined the latter in the Hght of this

conception, I based the entire development ofthe tragedy of

human destiny on a double nevelation—that ofGod to man
and, inversely, that ofman to God. The essential tragedy of

existence Hes in this free inner relationship between God and

man, in the birth ofGod in man and ofman in God, in the

revelation ofGod to man and ofman to God«The history of

mankind is permeated through and through by this double

flow ofrevelation between Godand man. His creative works,

his historical acts, are man’s answer to God. But his final and

most significant answer is bis^eedom. His fireedom to reveal

himself, his fireedom to create, respond to God’s longing for

man. God desires a free creative daring in man. But iu man’s

historical destiny, in the whole pattern of his acts, we find

many deviations from the path offreedom to that ofcom-



pukion and necessity. All human history is foil ofsuch temp-

tations, from a compulsory Catholic or Byzantine theocracy

to compulsory Communism.

The path offreedom is difficult and tragic, more beset than

^
any other with heroic responsibility and martyrdom. The

paths of necessity and compulsion are easier, less tragic and

less heroic. That is why the historical process shows so many

derogations from the path offreedom to that ofcompulsion.

This is true of the religious as well as of the secular experi-

ence. The temptation is superbly expounded by Dostoievsky

in his Legend of the Grand Inquisitor. The Grand Inquisitor

wishes to reHeve men ofthe burden offreedom, so that they

nay all be happy. Mankind yielded to this temptation in the

Inquisition and does so again in our own time in the religion

ofCommunism, which & simply the doctrine of the Grand

Inquisitor based on the fall from the path offreedom to that

of compulsion, so that mankind may be dehveredffirom the

burden of its tragic destiny. This is the very essence of the

historical drama, rooted in thcnconffict between the prin-

ciples offreedom and compulsion, in the ceaseless superses-

sion ofthe one by die odier.

What is the essential significance of the historical process?

Can any such significance be said to exist ifwe deny the doc-

trine of progress, repudiate the apotheosis of fiiture genera-

tions and the steady triumph of the positive principle

through more and more good, more and more Ught, to the

perfect beatitude? It is not so difficultfor Christianphfiosophy

to answer these .questions, since the Christian philosophy of

history is essentially apocalyptic. Both the Evangdical Apoc-

alypse and the greater Apocalypse of St. John are agreed in

their symbol for the sacred destiny ofhistory. The apocalyp-
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tic prophecy has reference to the consummation of history

and to its aU-resolving end. The metaphysics ofhistory apply

the Hght of apocalypse to that dualism which must control

the future, to those positive Christian forces which most

culminate in the Coming of the Christ together with those ^

negative anti-Christian forces which must culminate in the

coming ofthe Antichrist.

Antichrist is the problem ofthe metaphysics ofhistory. He
will come not as the old evil inherited from the dawn of

huipan history, but as anew evil, the evil ofa future age more

terrible than that of the past. The future has in store an

unprecedented battle between good and evil, God and the

devil, lightand darkness. Thesignificance ofhistory isin terms

ofthese antithetical principies, in their tragic conflict and de-

cisive clash at last. Antichrist vriU chain mankind to this fake

time, will load him with the chains ofterrestrial relations, on

this finite*plane of being. This is the inner meaning of the

apocalyptic symbol. But the fact that the future <;arries the

growth o:^evil as well as ofgood, ofthe antichristian as well

as of the Christian principle, need not alarm die Christian

philosophy ofhistory and does not invalidate the inner signi-

ficance of history. For this is precisely the content of the

Christian prophecy, whose assertion with ri^ard to the his-

torical culmination is thereby confirmed. Exoterically the

Apocalypse is simply the expression in convenient symbok

ofthe esoteric Apocalypse ofthe human spirit. Its scope is the

world aeon, not the ultimate depths ofbeing.

In conclusion I wish to restate my opening theme. I began

with the prologue ofcelestial history and made it the basis of

my analysis ofterrestrial history. I mustnow return to a con-

sideration of celestial history. History has positive signific-
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ance only when it has a ctiimmation. The entire metaphysic

ofhistory, as I have endeavoured to state it in this,book, con-

cludes in the inevitability ofhistorical culmination. Ifhistory

were an endless process it would have no signifiranre, The
tragedy oftime would admit ofno resolution, the historical

purpose ofno realization, since neither the one nor the other

can consist with historical time. The destiny ofman implicit

in the origins of history involves a super-historical goal, a

super-historical consummation ofhistory in eternal ritnp
,

Terrestrial history must once ^ain be integrated in celes-

tial history, there must be no more barriers between our

world beyond, as there were none in the depths of the past,

before the dawn oflife. Myths are an expression ofthis prim-

ordial confusion ofcelestial and terrestcbl. Our world aeon

is coming to an end, the^membrane separating it &om other

worlds win burst like that of a ripe ftuit. This is the sym-

bolical interpretation ofthe Apocalypse. The bon^ofdm^ is

broken, the closed drcle ofterrestrial reality is invadedby the

energies ofa higher plane, the history ofour world in time

arrives together at its climax and its meaning, fust as any

pven day ofour individual life is meaningless until we relate

it to all the other days.

History is pQwerless to solve the problem of individual

destiny, Aat problem which pervades the magnificent con-

fession ofDostoievsky and with which is hound up the en-

tire metaphysic ofhistory. The problem ofindividual destiny

admits ofno solution within dw historical framework, any

more than does its tragic confiictwith the destinyofmankind

andtheworldatlarge.'Theproblems ofindividualdestinyand

of its conflict with world destiny will only be solved when

theworld has attained to a higher reality and an integral time.~

j
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History is pre-eminendy destiny, tragic destiny. And die

trs^edy of destiny, like all tragedy, must end in resolution.

There can be no tragedy without catharsis. History is not an

endless development in time, nor is it subject to natural law,

precisely because it is destiny. This is the ultimate finding of

the metaphysics ofhistory.

Human destiny as expressed in historical time admits ofno

resolution within the historical framework. But the meta-

physics ofhistory teach that what is insoluble widiin the his-

torical firamework may be solved outside it. And this is the

capital argument for the supreme reality of historical signi-

ficance. For if history had no significance other than that

which was intrinsic and natural to itself, it could be truly de-

scribed as devoid ofsignificance. To suppose anything ofdie

kind is to burke the fundamental problem oftime or to solve

it in a maimer that is fictitious, superfidai and vain.

.The conclusion of the metaphysics ofBstory is relatively

pessimistic in so far as it breaks with the illusory apotheosis

of the future and refiites the doctrine of progress. On the

other hand, it strengthens the hope and expectation that the

tragedy of history will be ultimately resolved on the plane

and in the perspective ofeternity, ofeternal reality. This is a

deeper and more real optimism than the wjetched and arid

variety put forward by the doctrine ofprogress. The time has

come for that inner adjustment which will rescue universal

history firora the exterminating time torrent, from its exile

on the surface of that spirit^to whose depths it belongs, and

restore it to the porspectivc of eternal and celestial history.

The time has comefor its profoundreintegration asamoment
in the everlasting mystery ofthe Spirit.



EPILOGUE

THE WILL TO LIFE AND THE WILL
TO CULTURE

There exists to-day no theme more urgent for bothknow-

ledge and life than that of culture and civilization re-

gardedfrom the standpoint oftheir relations and distinctions.

It is that ofthe destiny in store for us. And nothing preoccu-

pies man more than his destiny* The extraordinary success of

Spengler’s The Decline ofthe West is due to the fact that it

posed theproblem ofhistoridd destiny. Inan ageofgrave crisis

and catastrophes, at the cross-roads ofhistory, we aye obliged

to ponder seriously upon the dynamics of cultural and na-

tional destinies. The hands of universal history are pointing

to a fatal hour, that of twilight, when it is time to light our

lamps and prepare for night. Spengler proclaimed civiliza-

tion to be the doom ofevery culture. Death stalks in its train. >

The theme is^ not new. It has long been part of Russian

thought, philosophy'and history. The great Russian thinkers

of the past had already drawn the distinction between cul-

ture and civilization and had appKed it to the relations of

Russia and Europe. Our slavoyhile consdousness had as a

whole been permeated with hostility not ^o European cul-

ture but civilization. The thesis of the ‘decaying West Was

intended to illustrate the death of a great culture and the

triumph of a souUess and atheistic civilization. Homyakov,
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Dostoievsky and Leondev had a genuine veneration for the

great European past, that ‘land of holy miracles’, with its

sacred monuments and ancient stones. But Europe had be-

trayed and repudiated its past. An atheistic bourgeois civiliza-

tion had established itselfon the ruins of an old and sacred

culture. The struggle between Russia and Europe, the East

and the West, was represented as that between the spirit and

religious culture, on the one hand, and a soulless atheistic

civilization, on the other. It was believed that Russia would

not enter upon the path ofdvilizarion, that it would follow a

path and destiny ofits own, and that it was capable only ofa

religious and authentically spiritual culture. This theme was

very dominant in the Russian consciousness.

But was this theme foreign to the Occidental conscious-

ness? Had Spengler been the first to consider it or had not

rather the whole ofOccidental drought tended in that direc-

tion? Nietzsche’s speculation is the acute expression of

this fatal presentiment. His longing for the tragic dionysic

culture is peculiar to an age of triumphant civilization. AH
that wa^ genuine in Occidental thought revolted against the

triumphofMammonand a soulless technicaiciviKzation at the

expenseofspiritualculture. The romanticshad all been deeply

if not mortally wounded by this triumph. Carlyle revolted

with prophetic force against this spirit-sla^g civilization.

So did L^on Bloy in his ingenious unmasking of ‘bour-

geois wisdom’. Freixch Catholics, symbolists' and romantics

all took refuge in the Middle Ages, that remote spiritual

fatherland, which seemed to offer the only escape firom the

mortal ennui oftriumphant civilization. This Occidental urge

towards past cultural epochs or the exotic cultures ofthe East

denoted a spiritual revolt against the final transition of cul-
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turc into civilization, but one that was too refined, decadent

and spiritually feeble. In face of the menacing non-being of
civilization, men living in an age of cultural decadence are

incapableofrealizing authentic andeternal being. Instead, they
seek refuge in the world ofthe remote past which nothing can
revive or in that of tire immobile Oriental cultures which
are spiritually alien to diem.

Thus die banal theory ofprogress is exploded. It had pro-

pagated the belief that the future was always more perfect

than the past and that mankind was ascending in a straight

line to liigher forms of life. But culture does not develop

eternally. .It contains the seeds of its oivn destruction. It is

baseduponprinciples which inevitably transform it into civil-

ization. And the latter is the death ofthe spirit ofculture, the

manifestation ofquite a different state ofbeing or non-being.

But diis phenomenon so typical ofthe philosophy ofhistory

demands definition. Speugler, however, provides t\o clue tp

the apprehension ofits meaning.

a

2f It

Every culture in the process of flowering and becoming

morecomplexandrefined exhausts itscreativeforcesand spirit.

Even its aims change. It becomes increasingly concernedwith

thepractical realizationofpower and organization oflifealong

lines ofsuperficial expansion.The efflorescence ofthe ‘arts and

sciences’, theprpfound researches ofrefinements ofthought,

the finer impulses ofcreative actiyity, the visions of saints or

geniuses, aU these cease to inspire and be regarded as the true

authentic ‘life’, which comes to be interpreted in terms ofthe

will to the experience, power, enjoyment and mastery of it.

And this brings withit thedeath ofculture. Inan ageofcultural
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decline the desire to ‘live’, to construct and organize ‘life’ is

particularly, intense. An age of cultural efflorescence, on the

other hand, imposes a certain curb upon the will to ‘life’.

When the greed for life spreads to the masses, then the higher

spiritual culture, which is always aristocratic and based upon

quality rather than quantity, ceases to be the goal. The latter

is now sought in ‘life’ itself, in its experience, power and

happiness. Culture loses its inherent value and therefore the

will to culture dies out. There is no more will to genius and

genimes become rare. Disinterested vision, knowledge and

creation are at a discount. Culture cannot always remain on

the heights, but must inevitably descend and fall. It is power-

less to sustain its high level of quality and the quantitative

principle overcomes it in the end. Thus a social mutilation is

effected by which the creative energy ofculture is dispersed.

And die decline sets in because culture is incapable ofdevel-

oping eternally or realizing the aims ofthe creators.

Culture is not the realization ofa new life or state ofbeing,

but ofnew values. All its acJiievements are symbolic. It does

not realize the truth, goodness, beauty, power or divinity of

life: It realizes truth only in philosophical and scientific trea-

tises; goodness in ethics and social commandments; beauty in

poems, pictures, statues, plays, music or architectural monu-

ments; divinity only in cult and religious symbolisms Its

centre ofgravity lies below and weighs dovrai the creative act.

Similes, images and symbols are all die means it has ofcom-

municating the new life oi: the higher state of being. The

creative act ofknowledge gives birth to the scientific work;

the creative ethical act brings about the establishment ofcus-

toms and institutions; the creative religious act establishes the

cult, dogmas and symbolic structure ofthe Church which is
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but the similitude of die heavenly hierarchy. Where, then,

is the ‘Hfe’ itself? For culture does not seem. to be able to

achieve a real transfiguration. And dynamic energy within

the crystallized forms ofculture leads irreparably away from
culture, to the experience and power pf ‘life’i And this con-

stitutes the transition from culture to civilization.

Genuany at the end ofthe eighteenth and beginning ofthe

nineteenth centuries offers an example of the high ^ores-

cence of culture; it then became famed as the land of ‘poets

and philosophers’. Few epochs have displayed as much wdll

to genius. In the course of several decades the world was

enriched by such geniuses as Lessing and Herder, Goethe and

Schiller,Kantand Fichte, Hegeland Schelling, Schleiermacher

and Schopenhauer, Novalis and all the romantics. Succeed-

ing ages will look back with envy at this great age. Windel-

band, the philosopher ofite decline, remembers this time of

spiritual integrity and spiritual genius as a lost pijradise. 3tst

had the age ofGoethe and Kant, Hegel and Novalis, attained

to the authentic higher ‘life’? AU evidence tends toshow that

everyday life in Germany was then poor, middle^ class and

oppressed. Germany was weak, wretched and split up

into minute states; the power of ‘life’ had nowhere been

realized; and the cultural efflorescence affected only the high-

est strata ofthe people whose general condition was lament-

able endugh.

Let us now turn to the age of the Renaissance. Had this

incredibly creative epoch realired the authentic ‘life’? Nietz-

sche, the romantic, may seek escape from the civilization he

hated in the deKghts ofthe authentic and mightjr ‘life’ ofthe

Renaissance; but that ‘life’ was imaginary^ The everyday life

of the Rennaissance was terrible and evil, and it failed to
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achieve the perfection of terrestrial beauty. The life of both

Leonardo and, Michael Angelo was one long torment and tra-

gedy. And so it has always been. Culture has always proved

life's greatest failure. An antithesis would seem to divide cul-

ture from the ‘life’ that civilization attempts to realize.

When a mightyGerman state is finally established, Capitalism

and Socialism accompany it; and its main efforts are directed

to assert its will to worldpower and organization. But Goedte,

the great idealists and romantics, great pliilosophy and art,

will be missing from this mighty Imperialist and Socialist

Germany. They wiU have been supplanted by technique,

which has its repercussions even upon philosophical drought

(in the gnosiological currents). Conquest is die method now
applied in all spheres at the expense ofthe integral-intuitive

apprehension ofbeing. The mighty civilization ofthe British

Empire holds no place for either ^Shakespeare or Byron, just

as Dante aijd Michael Angelo are inconceivable in modern

Italy w'hich erected the ponderous monument to Victor Em-
manuel and established Fascism. And herein lies the tragedy

ofboth etdture and civilization.

3

Every culture at a certain stage ofits developnrent discloses

a principle wliich saps its own spiritual foundations. Culture

is die development ofthe religious cult, ofits differentiation

and the unfolding of its content. Philosophy, sacnce, archi-

tecture, painting, sculpture, iiiusic, poetry and morality are

all integrally comprised in the ecclesiastical cult in an undif-

ferentiated and undeveloped form. The Egyptian, the most

ancient ofcultures, began in the temple and the priests were

its creators. Culture is also bound up with the ancestral cult
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and traditions. It is full ofsacred symbols and signs ofanother

spiritual reality. Every culture (even the material one) is

spiritual and the product of the creative work ofthe spirit as

applied to the natural elements. But culture develops a tend-

ency to disintegrate in its religious and spiritual foundations

and to repudiate its own symbolism. This is acb'eved through

the process of ‘enlightenment’ which is common to both

andent and later Ocddental culture. And diis fact reveals the

fatal dialectic inherent in culture. For at a certain stage ofits

existence, it begins to doubt and criticize the premisses upon

which it rests. It prepares its own destruction by separating

itselffrom its sources. It exhausts itself spiritually and wastes

its energies. It passes from the ‘organic’ to the ‘critical’ stage

ofits existence.

To understand the destiny ofculture it is necessary to per-

cdve its dynamic prindples and fatal dialectic. Culture is the

Kving process and destiny ofpeoples. But it becomes evident

that it cannot maintain itselfat the high peak of its efflores-

cence. Every type ofcultureknownto historydemonstrates its

liabihty to disintegrate and be transformed into another state

to which the terra ‘culture’ is no longer applicable. And that

is due to the fact that it develops a will tonew ‘Hfe’, to power

and dominion, at aU costs. The will to power at all costs is the

principle of civilization. The latta is always interested,

whereas culture is disinterested in its highest achievements.

Thus culture ends and civilization begins when the ‘enlight-

ened’ reason sweeps away all spiritual obstacles in the way of

the profits and enjoyments to be had from ‘hfe’ and when the

will to power and organized domiiuon ofHfe are strongest.

Civilization is the passage from culture, contemplation and

the creation of values, to the experience of Hfe itselfwhose
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torrent threatens to engulf man. Culture contains a princi-

ple which tenjis towards a practical-utilitarian and ‘realistic’,

that is, civilizing achievement. Great philosophy and art as

wcU as religious symbolism lose their significance and con-

nection with ‘life’. What had been considered the highest

acbevements of culture are now discredited. Its sacred and

symbolic character are repudiated. Spiritual culture is pro-

claimed to be the illusion and self-deception of an enslaved

consciousness, the phantasmal product of a badly organ-

ized society. The organization and technique of life are des-

tined ultimately to emancipate mankind from the illusion

and deception ofculture, and to lay the foundations ofa ‘real’

civilization. The spiritual illusions of culture had been pro-

duced by the lack of organization and technique; but they

are destined to vanish once civilization masters technique and

organizes life.
*

Eponomi^ materialism is the typical philosophy of an age

of civilization. It solves the mystery and reveals the mner

padios ofcivilization. Neitherjhe sway ofeconomics nor the

abasemens of spiritual life can be laid at its door. The dom-

ination ofeconomics was already a reality which had turned

spiritual culture into a mere figment before materialism had

made a doctrine of it. Its ideology, indeed, ismo more than

the reflex ofreality. It is essentially an ideology ofan age of

civilization, perhaps its mojt extreme ideology. Civilization

is inevitably dominated by economics; for it is by its nature

technical and conceives all ideology and spiritual culture as a

mere figment or illusion. It exposes the phantasmal character

of every ideology and spirituality. Civilization considers

the organization of power and technique as the authentic

approach to and realization of ‘life’. As opposed to cul-
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ture it is not religious; it represents the triumph of the ‘en-

lightened’ reason, but this latter turns out to be abstract and

pragmatical. It is neither symbolic, hierarchical nor organic.

It is reahstic, democratic and mechanical. It does not seek

symbolic, but ‘realistic’ achievements in life; it desires real life

and not the similitudes or symbols ofother worlds. In Civil-

ization, Capitalism and Socialism, collective labour stifles

individual creation. Civilization de-personahzes. The eman-

cipation of the personality, which civilization claims to

achieve, is fatal to personal originality. The principle of per-

sonality is manifest only in culture. The will to power and

‘life’ destroys the personality. Such is the paradox ofhistory.

4

The passage from culture to civilization implies a pro-

found change in the relationship betweenman and nature, and

thus in liis social environment and ultimate de|tmy. Eco-

nomic materialism pointed out this truth, but in a form pepu-

liar to man’s consciousness in a, civilized age. The triumph-

ant advent of the machine opened a new era in -syhich life

loses its organic character and natural rhythm; man is sepa-

rated from nature by an artificial environment of macliines,

by the very instruments of Ins intended domination of

nature. As a reaction against his mediaeval ascetic ideal,

man puts aside both resignation and contemplation, and

attempts to dominate nature, organize life and increase its

productive forces. This, however, does not help to bring him

into closer communionwith the inner life and soul ofnature.

On the contrary, by mastering it technically and organizing

its forces man becomes further removed from it. Organiza-

tion proves to be the death of die organism. Life becomes
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increasingly a matter oftechnique. The machine sets its stamp

upon the human spirit and all its manifestations. Thus civi-

lization has neither a natural nor a spiritual, but a mechanical

foundation. It represents par excellence the triumph of tech-

nique over both the spirit and organism. Its speculation and

art tend to become increasingly teclimcal in character. Fu-

turist art is as characteristic ofcivilization as symbolist art of

culture. The predominance ofgnosiological, methodological

and pragmatical currents in philosophy are also its peculiar

feature. The very idea of an ‘appUed’ philosophy is bom of

the will to power and desire to discover its principle. Civiliz-

ation, too, develops the principle of specialization at the

expense of the integrity of spiritual culture. All men become

specialists and exercise specialized functions.

The machine and technique are the product of the mental

development and discoveries o£ culture; but they sap its

organic foundations and kill its spirit. Culture, having lost its

soul, becomes civilization. Spiritual matters are discounted;

quantity displaces quality. Xhe assertion of the will to ‘Hfe’,

power, organization and earthly happiness, brings about

mankind’s spiritual decline; for the higher spiritual life is

based upon asceticism and resignation. Such are the tragedy

and fate of historical destinies. Knowledge and science be-

come die instrument of realizing the will to power, earthly

happiness and the triumph of technique whose sole aim

is the enjoyment of life in its immediate manifestations. Art,

too, becomes an instrument of technique ^d a decorative

element in the organization oflife. The whole beauty ofcul-

ture associated with its temples and palaces now becomes a

lifeless museum exhibit. The museum is the only tie civiliza-

tion has with the past. There springs up a cult oflife which
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has no regard for any deeper purpose behind it. Nothkig has

an authentic value any longer. No moment or experience of
life is suiEciently profound to permit of communion with

eternity. Every instant and experience is but the means for

speeding up the life processes aspiring towards a false etern-

ity and the all-devouring vampire ofthe future, the promise

of power and happiness. The ever-quickening tempo of

civilization destroys all notion of either past, present or

etenrity.

Civilization as opposed to culture, which is given up to

the contemplation ofeternity, tends to be futurist. Machinery

and technique are chiefly responsible for the speeding up of

life and its exclusive aspiration towards the future. Organic

life is slower, less impetuous, and more concerned with

essentials, while civilized life is superficial and accidental; for

it puts the means and instruments of life before the ends

whose significance is lost. The consciousness ofci’^dlized men
is concentrated exclusively upon the means and technique of

life considered as the only reality, while its aims are regarded

as illusory. Technique, organization and the productive pro-

cesses are a reality while spiritual culture is unreal, a mere

instrument of technique. The relation between the ends and

the means is reversed and perverted. Everything is sacrificed

to ‘life’, and its growing power, organization and enjoyment.

But what is the purpose of ‘life’? JHas life any end or signi-

ficance? Thisloss of any sense of purpose is the death of a

culture. The machine acquires a magicpower over man. But

the romantic repudiation of the machine and civilization as

merely a stage in human destiny and a trial fortifying the

human spirit is helpless to improve matters, for a simple

revivalofculture is impossible. Inan age ofcivilization culture
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is always romantic and turned towards communion with

past religioijs-organic epochs. This is a law. The classical

style is impossible in civiUzation. All the best representatives

ofculture in the nineteenth century were romantics. But the

only real way to culture lies through religious transfiguration.

5

Civilization is by its nature ‘bourgeois’ in the deepest spiri-

tual sense of the word. ‘Bourgeois’ is synonymous precisely

with the civilized kingdom of this world and the civilized

will to organized power and enjoyment oflife. The spirit of

civilization is that of the middle classes; it is attached and

clings to corrupt and transitory things; and it fears eternity.

To be a bourgeois is therefore to be a slave ofmatter and an

enemy of eternity. The perfected European and American

civihzations gave rise to the induslrial-capitalist system,which

represents.not only a mighty economic development but the

spiritual phenomenon ofthe annihilation ofspirituality. The

industrial Capitalism ofcivilisationproved to be the destroyer

of the eternal spirit and the sacred traditions. Modern capi-

talist civilization is essentially atheistic and hostile to the idea

of God. The crime of killing God must be laid at its door

rather than at that of revolutionary Socialist^, which merely

adapted itself to the civilized ‘bourgeois’ spirit and accepted

its negative heritage.

Industrial-capitalist civilization, it is true, did not altoge-

ther repudiate religion: it wm prepared to admit its pragma-

tical utihty and necessity. Thus religion, which had found a

symbolic expression in culture, became pragmatical in civi-

lization. It could, indeed, prove useful and practical in the

organization and fostering oflife. Civilization is by its nature
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pragmatical. The popularity of pragmatism in America, the

classical land of civilization, need cause ho surprise. Social-

ism, on the other hand, repudiated pragmatical religion; but

it pragmatically defends atheism as being more useful for the

development oflife forces and the worldly satefaction of the

larger masses ofmankind. But the pragmatical and utilitarian

approach of Capitalism had been the real source of atheism

and spiritual bankruptcy. The useful and practically effective

god of Capitalism cannot be the true God. He can be easily

immaskcd. Socialism is negatively right. The God of reli-

gious revelations and symboHc culture had long vanished

from capitalist civilization, just as it had receded from Him.

It had turned its back upon everything ontological; it is, in

fact, anti-ontological, mechanistic and fictitious. Its auto-

matism, technique and mechanism constitute an antithesis to

the organic, cosmic and spiritual character ofaU being. Man’s

economic Hfe is not in itselfeither mechanical or fictitious; jt

has real and divine roots in Hfe; for man has both a duty and

impulse to develop himselfeconqmically. But the divorce of

economy from Hfe, the exaltation of economics as the high

principle of Hfe, tire technical interpretation ofHfe, and the

fundamental capitaHst principle of profit transform man’s

economic Hfe into a fiction. The capital^t systenx is sowing

the seeds ofits own destruction by sapping the spiritual foun-

dationofman’s economiclife. Laboqrlosesallspiritualpurpose

andjustification and, as a result, brings an indictment against

the whole system. SociaHsm is the penalty it pays. But Sodal-

ism carries on the work ofciviHzation and reflects its ‘bour-

geois’ principles; it attempts to develop civiHzation still

further widiout infusing it with a new spirit. Thus industrial

civiHzation manufactures fictions, inevitably saps both the
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spiritual discipline and ifliotivating principle oflabour and, in

this way, prepares its own downfall.

Civilization is powerless to realize its dream ofeverlasting

aggrandizement. The tower of Babylon will remain unfin-

ished. The World War already illustrates the downfall of

European civilization, the crash ofthe industrial system and

the unmasking ofthe fictions which had nourished the ‘bour-

geois’ world. Such is the tragic dialectic ofhistorical destiny.

Both culture and civilization are based upon it. Only a dyn-

amic approach can help us to understand everything. And

only then will it be seen that everything in historical destiny

has a tendency to be transformed into its opposite, that every-

thing is riddled with contradictions and carries the seeds ofits

ovm destruction.

Imperialism is the teclmical product of civilization. It is

not culture. It is the bare will^to universal domination and

organization. It forms part of the capitalist system and is by

nature teclmical. Such is the English and German ‘bourgeois’

imperialism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It

must be distinguished from tlie divine imperialisms of the

past, from the Holy Roman and the Byzantine Empires,

which were symbolic and belong to culture rather than

civilization. Imperialism discloses theinsurntountable dialectic

of historical destiny. Its will to universal dominatiott disin-

tegrates and melts the historical bodies of the national states

belonging to culture. The British Empirc'^is the end of

England as a national state. But the ravenous imperial will

contains the seed of death. Imperialism in its uncontrollable

developmentundermines its ownfoundations and prepares the

transition to Socialism, which is likewise governedby thewill

to universal power and organization and which thus is only
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fmther stage and manifestation of} civilization. Both Im-

perialism and Socialism are the expression ofa deep cultural

crhis. They represent the triumph of dviHzation at the ex-

pense oi culture. This does not imply that culture is dying

out, for in its deeper sense it is eternal. Ancient culture has

collapsed and seemingly died. But in fact it continues to live

in us as a deep stratum in our being. And similarly, in an age

ofcivilization, culture lives a qualitative and not quantitative

life inour depths. Civilizationbringswithit barbarism, thevul-

garization or loss ofthe perfect forms contributed by culture.

This process of barbarization has several aspects. Thus an

epoch ofearly mediaeval barbarism had succeeded the age of

Hellenic culture and universal Roman civilization. This ele-

mental barbarism was the result of the new blood that had

been infused into the ancient civilization by the new peoples

fresh from the northern forests. But the barbarism to which

the high perfection ofBuropean and world dvihz^tion cap

give rise is of another kind. It is a barbarism tainted by

machine-oil and all the defects pf a technical dviiization.

Such is the dialectic peculiar to dviiization. It exhausts man’s

spiritual energy and the sources of culture, And this finally

introduces the reign not of natural and barbarian forces in

the best sense of the word, but of magic automatism and

mechanism as a substitute for authentic being. Civilization

was bom ofman’s will to real ‘life’, power and happiness as

opposed to the symbolic and contemplative nature ofculture,

Tto technical transfiguration of is one ofthe paths lead-

ing firom culture to ‘life’ and its transfiguration. Man was

destined to follow it in order to discover'fuHy all his technical

potentialities. But this path does not lead to authentic being

and it only helps to destroy man’s image.
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6

A difierent type ofwill to ‘life’ and its transfiguratioti may

spring up within a culture. Civilization is not the only

possible passage from culture with its tragic antithesis to

‘life’ and its transfiguration. There is also the path of a'

religious transfiguration of life and fulfilment of true

being. We can establish four periods or states in man’s4us-

torical destiny: barbarism, culture, civilization and religious

transfiguration. These states cannot be examined exclusively

from die standpoint of chronology; for they can co-exist;

they represent, in fact, the different predispositions of the

human spirit. But one ofthese states tends to predominate at

a given epoch. Thus the Hellenistic age and that ofuniversal

Roman civilization were destined to give birth to the will to

religious transfiguration. And this accounts for the origin of

ChristiaiHty, whose essential mission was to transfigure life.

In doing .so it achieved miracles; the will to perform miracles

is always intimately connected with the will to bring

about sn authentic transfiguration of life. But historically

Christianity passed through periods of barbarism, culture

and civilization, although in them all it still represented

essentially a transfiguration of life. In its culture Christianity

was pre-eminently symbolic, contributing sinriles, symbols

and images of transfiguration. In its period of civilization it

became mainly pragmatical, the means of developing the

processes oflife and the technique ofspiritual discipline. But

on the peaks of civilization its will to miracle grew weak

and died out. Civilized ChristiMis still profess a lukewarm

belief in past miracles, but they expect them no longer and

have lost all fervent will to achieve the transfiguring miracle.
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But this farvent will to miracle tad the organic-spiritual

transfiguration of life should reappear and inspire a dying
culture with another sort of life than that offered it by
a mechanical and technical civilization. Religion cannot

remain a mere part of life, shelved and neglected. It must
achieve that true ontological transfiguration of life which
culture attains only symbolically and civilization technically.

B%t we have, perhaps, still in store for us a period of aerik

civilization.

Russia was a country of enigmatical destiny harbouring

the passionate thought of a religious transfiguration of life.

Our will to culture was always accompanied by the will to

‘life*. It had two aspects which were often confked; a striv-

ing after a social transfiguration of life in civilization and

after a religious transfiguration, a miracle in the destinies of

human society or a people. We are facing the crisis ofculture

without having fully experienced the latter. Russians hjive

always tended to be dissatisfied with culture as an intermedi-

ate stage of existence. Pushkjn and the Alexandrian age

constitute the peak ofRussian culture. The RussianJiterature

and thought of the later nineteenth century were no longer

representative of culture, but rather of an urge to ‘life’ and

religious transfiguration. Tliat was the case ofGogol, Tolstoy

andDostoievsky aswell asofSoloviev,Leontiev ancPPedorov;

and that, too, was the character ofthe more recent religious-

philosophical currents. Our cultural traditions had always

been too weak. As a result vve are creating an ugly civi-

lization, for the barbarian element in us is always strong and

our will to rdhgiom transfiguration strickenwith a sort of

diseased vision. But the Russian consciousness is more acute-

ly and deeply aware of the cultural crisis and tragedy of
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historical dcsdny than tha| oftliemore fortunatepeopleofthe

West. The Russian sotd has, perhaps, also a greater capacity

for asserting its will to achieve the miracle ofreligious trans-

figuration. Like all tlic peoples of the world to-day we lack

culture and are destined to tread die path of civilization. But

we shall never be so hide-bound by either cultural sirmbolism

or the pragmatism ofcivilization as the peoples of the West.

The will of the Russian people has need of purification aild

tempering; and our people has a great expiation in store for

it. Only then will its will to transfigure life give it the right

to determine its mission in the world.




